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Direct-Ink Writing (DIW) is a facile form of additive manufacturing that elevates three-
dimensional (3D) printed structures into materials regimes whose chemistries enable them to be 
temporally dynamic (4D). A series of dynamic material systems is prepared that applies DIW 
methodologies and design principles for the fabrication of bio-compliant 4D printed structures 
that can adopt two distinct form factors. The first is that of the soft aquatic actuator (SAA) 
scaffold. In these, the natural hydrogel alginate (Alg) is integrated with starch-based viscosifying 
agents as well as the inorganic nanoclay, Laponite XLG (LAP) to prepare a family of hydrogel 
nanocomposites that are robustly curable under mild conditions (room temperature (RT); 
divalent or trivalent salt solution immersion). By selectively programming the 3D distribution of 
transient, ion-loaded gels into the SAA scaffolds, we prepare gradients of material behaviors 
within Alg-LAP nanocomposites that are inspired by aquatic organisms (i.e. sea jellies from the 
Cnidarian phylum) and that respond passively to water current and actively to magnetic fields. In 
the case of SAA scaffolds, the dynamic temporal component of import is their differential 
actuation capabilities that are enabled by underlying crosslinker chemistries localized during 
printing into 4D biomimetic gradients.  
 The second form factor into which the 4D-printed structures are categorized is that of the 
micro-scaffold for the purposes of programming cellular attachment and growth. In these, the 
synthetic hydrogel poly-HEMA (pHEMA) is integrated with its own monomer to prepare a 
viscous pre-polymer material (pHH) that is amenable to high resolution filament extrusion within 
a DIW printing platform. pHH extrusion through pulled glass capillary printheads (~30 µm 
diameter) yields micro-filaments that are on the order of cellular dimensions and that present 
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contact guidance cue-rich environments for cells cultured on them in consequence (e.g. murine 
fibroblast, murine preosteoblast, or dorsal root ganglia cells isolated from rats). The high-
performance micro-extrusion diameters that are accessible with DIW using pHH gels allows 
them to be deposited in registry with 2D semiconductor or polymer nanomembrane patterns that 
are subsequently compressive-buckled into 3D forms. The micro-scaffolds that result from 
compressive-buckling assembly are described here as 3D micro-cellular frameworks (µ-CFs), 
and their applications are not limited to buckling hydrogel filaments into controlled aerial 
geometries; they are also amenable to integration into cell culture contexts wherein they support 
and direct cellular and tissue-level cultures with unique 3D properties. These include: curvilinear 
forms; true terminating edges without sidewalls; broad variations of supporting feature widths; 
geometrically-controllable 3D placements of features (ranging proximally to distances that only 
self-supporting tissue-level cell constructs can bridge); and capacities to support cell growth on 
the adjoined faces of the scaffold frameworks. 
In parallel, another type of pHH-based micro-scaffold is accessible through DIW that is 
composed solely of hydrogel and nanocomposite materials. In cell culture, unmodified pHH-
based scaffolds and films perform as blank slate materials, which are defined by their robust 
resistance to cellular attachment while at the same time maintaining extremely low toxicity and 
high tolerance to the attachment and development of cells immediately adjacent to them. 
Additionally, these blank slate pHH materials can be rendered highly compliant to cellular 
attachment following simple protein treatments, of which poly-ʟ-lysine (PLL) is a particularly 
strong interaction. The physicochemical interaction between pHH and PLL is of importance for 
this reason, and is the subject of a volumetric kinetics study using confocal fluorescence 
microscopy. Through this examination, a series of spin-castable pHH films is developed that are 
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chemically identical but compositionally distinct, leading to different degrees of bio-compliance 
that stem from equilibrium concentrations of PLL-loading. The result is a capacity to spin-cast 
films that, once treated with PLL, maintain either a robust growth positive or a growth negative 
response. The surface treatment-independent property of these films inspires another strategy for 
incorporating protein treatment-free growth compliance gradients via the incorporation of LAP 
silicate nanodiscs into HEMA-based ink formulations. The electrostatics and rheological 
outcomes present within LAP-HEMA (LH)-based materials enable 3D form factors that do not 
require protein treatments in order to program cellular attachment and development outcomes at 
the point-of-printing. LH nanocomposites enable foundational 4D scaffold development that is 
inspired by human dentition models. In the case of micro-scaffolds of this type, the 4D temporal 
dynamism originates specifically from the capacity to program spatial cellular attachment and 
osteodifferentiation outcomes via the material chemistries and spatial geometries of the DIW 
pHH hydrogel and nanocomposite gradients. Taken together, we find that is possible to load 
compelling material attributes into DIW ink hydrogels and nanocomposites in order to prepare a 
series of scaffold form factors that manifest temporally dynamics attributes that are encoded 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH SUMMARY 
 
 
1.1. A Physicochemical-Directed Approach to Additive Manufacturing. 
1.1.1. State of the Field in Additive Manufacturing. 
In recent years, the developing field of additive manufacturing (AM) has proven to be a 
remarkably nimble one, undergoing myriad developments within high performance academic 
and industrial settings, as well as evolving in real time with grassroots maker communities that 
enable creative and diverse manifestations of this technology across a range of design and 
engineering applications.
[1]
 The two aspects of AM that have been of critical focus to transition 
this family of technologies from rough prototype production to high quality final product 
outcomes are: 1) diverse instrumentation suites that allow for multiple, high throughput routes to 
desirable fabrication objectives, and 2) a wide variety of high performance and printable 
materials that are tailored for each application of interest, and 3) extending printing resolution 
ranges to the extrema of micro- and macro-capacities. 
Perhaps the most recognizable 3D printer form factor is the fused deposition modeling 
(FDM) printer, which uses extrusion of a thermoplastic filament from a spool that is 
subsequently heated and fluidized at the printhead before being selectively deposited.
[2]
 FDM 
printers tend to be inexpensive but have relatively poor resolutions following from the motion of 
their axial stage and their filament fusion properties.
[1c]
 In complement, the workhorses of much 
of additive prototyping in industrial and academic settings have been the laser-based 
stereolithography (SLA) and the digital light processing (DLP) instruments, which selectively 
cure patterns within photoreactive resin/pre-polymer baths.
[3]
 Whereas SLA traces a laser path 
through the curable resins to construct 3D forms, DLP uses a digital projector to display an entire 
2 
plane of light on the resin bath that results in structural resolutions defined by voxel (3D pixel) 
arrays.
[4]
 Both of these general instrument types are progenitors for instrument systems that 
extend the limits of motion resolution, overall fabrication rate, and the curing resolution of the 
materials being printed. Bashir and coworkers developed a micro-SLA instrument that couples a 
projector with a microscope objective in order to achieve structure resolutions on the order of the 
single-micron scale.
[5]
 Continuous liquid interface production (CLIP) methodologies have 
enabled highly enhanced acceleration of 3D printed structure generation (converting hours of 
fabrication into minutes)
[1b]
 using an oxygen-permeable window below an ultraviolet image 
projection plane that establishes a polymerization dead zone within the resin bath.
[6]
 Direct laser 
writing (DLW) methods of manufacturing raster a laser through a photoresist bead to resolve 
sub-micron structures that are tailorable to light-guiding applications,
[7]
 and recent progress has 
been made to diversify the material types that can be incorporated into them.
[8]
 Still, the 
exclusivity of usable material types and the obligation to fabricate mono-material scaffolds 
remain as key limitations or qualifications to the facility of these fabrication techniques.  
 
1.1.2. Direct Ink Writing for Diverse Material Scaffold Chemistries. 
In this work, we focus on a complementary form of 3D printing, direct ink writing 
(DIW), that uses a precision 3D gantry with a positive pressure extrusion system to locally 
deposit pre-polymer mixtures and/or gels that can be subsequently cured into place.
[9]
 DIW 
fabrication allows for incorporation of greater material variants into scaffold structures than other 
AM techniques because the principal material requirement is that they must be thixotropic—
experiencing a viscosity drop under the shearing forces at the printhead that allows them to flow 
like liquids—and then quickly reestablish their gel structure after extrusion. In practice, the 
3 
rheological properties of these materials can be quite varied and still print successfully, enabling 
a broad set of applications that require certain gel attributes. To date, a wide array of materials 
has been demonstrated across a range of interdisciplinary DIW contexts including printable 
electronics, interdigitated batteries, strain sensors, chemical actuation chambers, and artificial 




1.1.3. 4D Printing. 
We find that the chemical and material diversity enabled by precision DIW fabrication 
also facilitates the development of scaffolds that are not simply static 3D products after their 
manufacture, but that embed specific attributes that allow them to transform dynamically and 
predictably with time following their fabrication. This concept, termed 4D printing, is one that 
we establish in concert with Lewis and coworkers in their landmark 2016 publication, 
“Biomimetic 4D Printing” in which asymmetric swelling ratios of a N-isopropyl acrylamide 
(NiPAM) hydrogel composite system are optimized in parallel with DIW-printed interlocking 
filament patterns that spontaneously curl into an orchid-mimetic structure upon hydration.
[11]
 The 
temporal dynamism implicit to 4D printing however, can take numerous forms. In the sections 
that follow, we develop and analyze a number of new DIW hydrogel material families (referred 
to in their printable forms as “inks”) whose chemistries are optimized for DIW extrusion and for 
film spin-casting and then subsequently incorporated into either aquatic biomimetic or micro-
scaffold contexts. Here, aquatic biomimetic scaffolds are as those structures that rely on robust 
rheological and mechanical properties in aqueous environments to respond to externally applied 
stimuli in ways that resemble natural organismal systems. Micro-scaffolds are defined as those 
constructed as open framework devices through which cells (i.e. fibroblasts, preosteoblasts, and 
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dorsal root ganglia cells) can readily attach and migrate, whose filaments’ lateral dimensions are 
approximately 2-10 times the width of a spreading fibroblast cell (≤150 µm). These dimensional 
attributes facilitate cellular incorporation throughout the micro-scaffold volumes and 
demonstrate cellular-directive capacities such as alignment when they are incorporated into 
cellular cultures.  
Each of the material families that are optimized for one of the above scaffold categories 
are shown to demonstrate unique performative and chemical features making them desirable for 
the specific, temporally dynamic, 4D printing applications of either: 1) actuator responses into 
soft hydrogel biomimetic scaffolds, or 2) cellular responses on DIW hydrogel or compressively-
assembled semiconductor micro-scaffolds. We find that these scaffold types are of particular 
interest because they enable new paradigms of AM that seek to extend beyond high-performance 
material attributes alone. They instead program temporally dynamic, functional device outcomes 
at the point of printing via specific embedded material compositions that behave as 4D printed 
system exemplars. Ultimately, the fundamental chemistries of the biocompliant materials 
optimized for these applications are of principal interest and guide the understandings we 
develop regarding how these hydrogel and nanocomposite materials can be directed towards 
temporally dynamic, 4D functional devices. 
 
1.2. Hydrogel and Nanocomposite Material Chemistries for 4D Printing. 
1.2.1. Hydrogels and their Applications. 
Hydrogels are categorized broadly as hydrophilic polymers that can be either physically 
or chemically crosslinked into gels. Physical crosslinking involves intermolecular attractions 
such as ionic, H-bond, or hydrophobic forces that establish the hydrogel mesh networks, whereas 
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chemical crosslinking forms covalent bonds that interconnect the monomeric or oligomeric 
precursors into gels. Organic radical initiators in conjunction with curing/sterilizing ultraviolet 
(UV) or gamma irradiation are typically used to initiate polymerization of these materials, with 
numerous other initiation systems also possible (thermal, redox).
[12]
  These materials can be of 
synthetic (i.e. acrylates, amides, aliphatic polyesters, polyols, polycarbonates) or natural 
compositions  (i.e. directly derived from natural tissue structures)  in origin, with synthetic 
hydrogels replicating living tissue structures and their properties better than other types of 
fabricated biomaterials.
[13]
 Hydrogels of both types are known to swell in water but not dissolve 
in it, resulting in volume increases that can be substantially larger than 20%.
[14]
 Swelling ratios 
can be further actuated by changing environmental states, particularly if hydrogel constituents 
contain charged moieties that will shift their charge states and hence their osmotic pressures due 
to changes in local pH gradients. Due to their high water absorption, as well as their 
affordability, low toxicity, mild polymerization conditions, and their diverse possible 
chemistries, both synthetic and natural hydrogels have been intensively studied over the decades 




Synthetic hydrogels made in bulk often require pre-soaking and equilibration for days or 
weeks following their synthesis prior to incorporation into biosystems due to residual—
potentially toxic or irritant—precursor leaching from within their volumes.
[16]
 This is in fact a 
known shortcoming that is documented for 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA),
[17]
 a hydrogel 
of significant biomedical and clinical impact that we will describe in detail in the sections that 
follow and that we integrate deeply into our 4D printing material studies on spatially 
programming cellular responses in subsequent chapters. Natural hydrogels, or biopolymers 
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extracted from primary natural sources, are used for applications where it is important that 
extracellular matrix cues are present for cellular guidance in 3D environments. For example, 
Kaplan and coworkers developed modular brain-like tissues from punched silk protein scaffolds 
isolated from Bombyx mori cocoons and infilled with collagen for preparing 3D modular brain-
like cortical tissue.
[18]
 Lewis and coworkers prepared 3D printed vasculature constructs using the 
natural biopolymers gelatin (derived from collagen) and fibrinogen, crosslinked with 
transglutaminase and thrombin, respectively, and seeded with human mesenchymal stem cells 
and dermal fibroblasts.
[10e]
 Still other biodegradable biopolymers such as hyaluronic acid have 
been used in bioresorption and medical applications such as for laproscopic surgery adhesion 
barriers.
[19]
 Despite their natural compositions and inherent nontoxicity, many biopolymers are 
challenging to pattern and control, and their mechanical properties may make them difficult to 
handle.
[20]
 Biopolymers modified with synthetic crosslinking groups such gelatin methacrylate 
(gel-MA), developed by Khademhosseini and coworkers, retain the high bio-compliance of 
natural polymers but allow for better engineering controls to be utilized.
[20-21]
 In the sections and 
chapters that follow, in addition to our work with the synthetic hydrophilic HEMA polymer, 
pHEMA, we will describe in detail a family of natural biopolymers that is suitable for 4D 
printing biomimetic soft actuation applications utilizing the algae-derived ionotropic hydrogel, 
alginate (Alg), in conjunction with another starch biopolymer composition.  
 
1.2.2. Alginate Hydrogel Biopolymers and their Mechanics. 
The anionic polysaccharide alginate (Alg) is arguably one of the best-understood and 
most commonly used of the natural hydrogel biopolymers, with numerous applications in food 
processing industry and wound dressing.
[22]
 Derived from brown, Alg is composed of blocks of 
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(1,4) β-ᴅ-mannuronate (M) and α-ʟ-guluronate (G) that can be arranged in alternating blocks or 
homopolymer sequences. Alg is classified as an ionotropic hydrogel such that it is near instant 







 One of the most traditional applications for Alg has been cellular micro-
encapsulation, originating as early as 1933 with tumor cell encapsulation in porcine 
abdomens,
[24]
 with interest continuing throughout the century for medical implantation of non-
autologous cells or bacterially-based biotechnologies due to their ability to shield cells from 
degradative environments while sustaining nutrient exchange and safely imparting cell-derived 
functions to systems via diffusive exchange through the Alg hydrogel layers.
[25]
 Other 
applications to Alg-based technologies utilize micro-encapsulated cells and their components as 
neurodegenerative and genetics therapeutics
[26]
 or even as photosynthetic and CO2-scrubbing 
devices in the case of micro-encapsulated fungi, bacteria, and algae.
[27]
 Alg micro-beads are also 







 Routes for synthesizing micro-capsules such as electro-spraying 
are shown to decrease micro-capsule size and diffusive exchange resistance.
[31]
  
The compositional flexibility and robust synthetic possibilities of Alg-based constructs
[32]
 
have also been harnessed for  materials engineering applications. Whitesides and coworkers uses 
cation-loaded paper templates to selectively embed localized ion gradients within ionotropic 
biopolymers, including magnetic ions, to prepare stable gels, films, and other geometric 
constructs from them.
[33]
 Paper pulp-bound pH indicators can also be suspended and crosslinked 
into Alg microspheres to prevent their diffusion from the Alg bead reservoirs.
[33c]
 In wound 
healing applications, calcium-cured Alg has hemostatic properties conferred by the calcium ions, 
and the gel matrix helps aggregate platelets and erythrocytes that are important for clotting, as 
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well as serving as reservoir for therapeutic agent loading.
[34]
 The alginate materials that we 
develop for 4D actuation in Chapter 5 are selected for their robust, continuous extrusion and 
near-ideal thixotropy in 3D printing contexts. However, they are also stable at RT prior to curing, 
even after drying, which is a necessary feature of air-printed inks within scaffolds that may take 
many hours to fabricate. These materials undergo robust and rapid curing under ambient 
conditions, with no need for nitrogen atmospheres. The materials auto-delaminate after curing 
when they are submerged in water, and they are also stable following curing for many weeks in 
aqueous environments, making them excellent candidates for soft biomimetic aquatic devices. 
The 3D gradients that we pattern within these devices directly correspond to the functional and 
dynamic (4D) attributes that they manifest once they are hydrated.   
 
1.2.3. 2-Hydroxyethyl Methacrylate Synthetic Hydrogels as the Blank Slate Material. 
First synthesized in 1936, the HEMA monomer can be prepared in a single step from 
methyl methacrylate or methacrylic acid, and the polymers derived from it maintain a primary 
alcohol functional group that is amenable to further modification.
[35]
  Though bulk hydrogels 
prepared from HEMA are too large to be soluble in water, controlled polymerizations of HEMA 
resulting in 3·10
5
 mw and 1·10
6
  mw polymer powders are commercially available and we find 
do in fact dissolve in water over 3-7 d in solution to form a high viscosity fluid depending on 
their mass fraction. 
pHEMA hydrogels most noted medical application has been for use in soft contact lenses, 
which is described by Wichterle and Lim in their pioneering 1960 paper on the subject.
[36]
 By 
1971, Bausch and Lomb acquired and optimized Wichterle’s spin-casting preparation technology 




 Kunzler and Friends improved upon the oxygen permeability of this 
technology through the introduction of hydrophobic monomers such as 4-t-butyl, 2-
hydroxycyclohexyl methacrylate (TBE), methacryloylamino-4-t-butyl-2-hydroxycyclohexane, or 
4-t-butyl,2-hydroxycyclopentyl methacrylate, which increased wearer comfort.
[37]
 Oxygen 
permeability (Dk) in the context of the contact lens industry is dependent upon the diffusivity of 
the lens, the oxygen solubility within the lens material, and the equilibrium water content of the 
material. Antimicrobial agents (e.g. 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyloctadecylmethyl ammonium 
chloride) are also selected as additives for pHEMA contact lenses due to their antimicrobial 
properties.
[38]
 While pHEMA contact lenses have been replaced in commercial lenses today by 
silicone/hydrogel (SiHy) materials that have higher EWC and Dk values, these products are more 
prone to protein adsorption/deposition than are pHEMA hydrogels.
[39]
 HEMA-based materials 
have also been cited for their use in histological mounting for light microscopy,
[40]
 
immobilization of drugs, small molecules, and enzymes as transdermal or long-term drug 
delivery systems,
[41]
 and as prosthetic vascular, intraocular lenses,
[42]
 and other implant types due 
to its negligible toxicity, its resistance to degradation,
[43]
 and the extremely low thrombogeneity 
conferred by pHEMA’s hydrophilicity.
[44]
  
Ultimately, pHEMA hydrogels are selected as the principal material focus for the 
research in the chapters that follow not only for their numerous biomedical and tissue 
engineering applications, but because of the behavior of pHEMA within cellular culture contexts.  
That is, while pHEMA-modified materials (e.g. pHEMA grafts) have supported cellular cultures, 
pure unmodified pHEMA powerfully resists the attachment of mammalian cells, and as the gels 
increase in thickness their cell adhesion has been found to decrease further.
[45]
 A host of studies 
have been done that confirm this fact across a number of cell varietals.
[35a, 46]
 The various 
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mechanisms and observables through which the pHEMA suppresses normal cellular decision-
making and morphologies have also been documented.
[47]
 Despite this, we find that pHEMA 
allows cells to attach, develop, and grow immediately adjacent to its periphery. In addition, there 
exist a series of chemical modifications (such as incorporating methacrylic acid or ethyl 
methacrylate) and physical additions that can be performed to confer relatively robust cellular 
attachment and growth compliance to pHEMA-based substrates and scaffolds.
[48]
  For example, 
proteins that occur in extracellular matrix such as albumin, fibronectin and others, can be applied 
to these gels and, following their absorption, the pHEMA materials become growth positive.
[49]
 
In the work that follows, we specifically study pHEMA systems that, in our initial studies, are 
exposed to the polycationic protein poly-ʟ-lysine (PLL) in order to transform them from 
bioneutral hydrophilic polymers into growth positive hydrophilic polymers. PLL is well known 
to confer growth compliance to surfaces generally via electrostatic attraction to cells.
[50]
   
Our reasoning behind this focus is that one of the principle requirements for developing 
4D scaffolds and the materials from which they are built, is to establish material-driven gradients 
of cellular compliance in order to program cellular attachment, morphology, and decision-
making. Growth positive attributes are not alone able to provide this performative role unless 
they are paired with materials that are equally robust in their growth negative attributes. The state 
of pHEMA gels is what we term a “blank slate” for this reason, in that we are able to paint 
growth compliance onto them via selective patterning. In the contexts of 3D printed scaffolds, 
traditional patterning methodologies designed for 2D scaffolds such as PDMS protein stamping 
will not work.  Instead, we aim to achieve embedding growth positive or growth negative states 
within pHEMA gel matrices by tailoring their materials composition. 
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1.2.4. Hydrogel Nanocomposites for Embedded Function. 
The diffusive and encapsulation capacities of hydrogels by themselves make them 
amenable for use as reservoirs and vehicles for delivery of a wide variety of active agents. In 
these systems, retention and ultimately remote-control of release kinetics is often incorporated 
using a nanocomposite component to prevent them from diffusing into the bulk.
[51]
 These 
components can take the form of magnetic or metallic nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), 
pH or light sensitive compounds, and geometrically-programmed nanostructures with 
specifically-tailored surface chemical modification.
[52]
 Another extremely important class of 
nanocomposite is one in which silicate nanoclays or bioglass inorganics are loaded into organic 
matrices and yield important rheological and biological ramifications. Nanocomposites of this 
class will be described in detail in section 1.2.6 and are of critical importance to the 4D printing 
research presented here.
[53]
  Following their incorporation into hydrogel matrices via dispersion, 
precipitation, or reduction, one common mechanism for the activation of nanocomponents is via 
photothermal effects.  For example, magnetic nanoparticles are selectively heated by oscillating 
magnetic fields
[54]
 and carbon nanotubes can be selectively warmed by near-IR stimulation.
[55]
 
Electrodeposition of copper metal within hydrogels, or ionoprinting, has been used to trigger the 
actuation of sodium acrylate hydrogels.
[56]
 The localized stimuli gradients that result can activate 
photoresponsive attributes of the encapsulating hydrogels including shape memory change and 
accelerated degradation.
[57]
 For example the thermal-responsive polymer poly(NiPAM) can be 
combined with CNTs and antibiotic-loaded at RT to show sustained release due to its volume 
phase transition around 37°C that makes it promising for wound dressing.
[58]
  Murphy and 
coworkers demonstrated effects of collagen-embedded gold nanorod geometries on cardiac 
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fibroblast protein expression and contraction as well as nanorod-collagen composite effects on 
3D metastatic cell migration, though the mechanisms of these effects are highly complex.
[59]
  
Another important area of nanocomposite engineering is in the space of orthopedic and 
maxillofacial implant device applications.
[60]
 Stainless steel and titanium alloys that are 
traditionally used to replace bone losses/defects often need to be removed later and strain 
mismatches between those materials and natural bone lead to structure losses and eventual 
implant failure from stress shielding-induced bone resorption.
[61]
 Natural bone has a biopolymer 
matrix in the form of collagen that confers tensile strength and is loaded with apatite crystals that 
provide for the compressive strength required of bone—and so nanocomposites of hydrogel 
materials and inorganics that mimic these properties have been the subjects of much interest.
[62]
 
Natural hydrogels such as collagen and chitosan, as well as synthetic resorbable hydrogels such 
as poly(glycolic acid) and poly(lactic acid), have been combined into composites with 
bioceramics such as hydroxyapatite (HA), tricalcium phosphate, silica xerogels, and phosphate 
glass fibers to various efficacy for these applications, with each manifesting advantages and 
limitations for implantation.
[60, 63]
 While much work still needs to be done to advance these 
material classes, the capability of marrying the high mechanical integrity of inorganics with the 
cell-compliance and fracture resistance afforded by polymeric components is a compelling one.   
 
1.2.5. pHEMA for Dental Composite Materials. 
One specific class of composite implant technology that is of interest here is that of 
dental repair composite materials. This is in part due to the fact that, in addition to the numerous 
applications previously introduced, pHEMA has been historically incorporated into synthetic 
apatitic calcium phosphate composites for various dental materials and is reported as the most 
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frequently used hydrophilic monofunctional monomer within them.
[64]
  As early as the mid-
1980s, the hydrophilicity and biocompatibility of HEMA-based materials had implicated them as 
potentially useful as biocompatible and resorbable materials for endodontic fillings, and they still 
find application as dental adhesives and resin-modified glass ionomer cements (RMGICs).
[64a, 65]
 
The hydrophobic backbone of pHEMA with its hydrophilic pendant groups make it a good 
material for improving miscibility between hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomers, which are 
frequently found together in these types of materials. HEMA has also been found to improve 
comonomer diffusion into demineralized dentin matrix, improve mechanical properties, and 
reduce moisture sensitivity in RMGICs.
[66]
  
Dental composites are typically composed of organic resins and inorganic fillers with an 
initiation system, and have undergone substantial evolution in performance and constituent 
materials since their introduction to dental applications.
[67]
 As of the mid 2000s and by 2010, 
silica micro/nanofills (~40 nm silica spheroids) are more often incorporated into polymer matrix 
composites due to their improved aesthetics after polishing and used in combination with silica 
macrofills (1-50 µm diameters) for higher strengths overall. Low-shrink formulations such as 
epoxy-based siloranes, flowable composites, self-adhesive, or self-healing materials for dental 
composites have been gaining more interest as the state of the art for dental composites.
[67c]
 
Recently, HEMA, in combination with the more commonly used dimethacrylates such as 
bisphenol A-glycidyl methacrylate (bis-GMA), is loaded with ball-milled colloidal silica 
solution, Ludox HS-40 (modified with 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane, MPTMS) and is 
found to improve mechanical properties and monomer conversion percentages within the final 
composite.
[68]
 When evaluating possible applications for pHEMA-based materials and 
nanocomposites made from them for 4D printing scaffolds, tooth mimetic scaffolds are a 
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compelling choice in part due to the prevalence of pHEMA nanocomposites already within the 
field of professional dental materials. Additionally, bottom-up DIW manufacturing enables us to 
consider the hybrid tooth-mimetic scaffold as a viable form factor on to which it may be possible 
to engineered 4D printed gradients of embedded material properties and cellular compliance 
from their crown to the root. 
 
1.2.6. Laponite and Bioactive Glass. 
As discussed above, there are myriad tissue engineering and biomedical material 
applications that are enabled by nanocomposite classes of materials, within which HEMA has 
already been established in commercialized and standard-of-care technologies. In addition, we 
have a more practical reasoning behind our interest in nanocomposites from a 4D printing 
perspective. While our initial studies of HEMA-based hydrogel compositions revolve around 
protein treatment alone, the viscosifying agent, pHEMA, used in our original 3D printable ink 
preparation is one that performs best with extremely small printhead diameters (≤30 µm) but 
does not yield macro-scale 3D scaffolds due to its relatively viscous behavior. In order to 
broaden the possible printed geometries that are accessible using a HEMA-based hydrogel 
system, we turn to an inorganic nanocrystalline material, Laponite XLG (LAP; Na
+
0.7 [(Si8 Mg5.5 
Li0.3) O20(OH)4] 
-0.7
) that is able to provide a thixotropic foundation for printing micro-scaffolds 
that are volumetrically 3D.  
LAP is synthetic smectite clay composed of nanocrystalline discs that are 25 nm in 
diameter and 1 nm in thickness, with partial positive charges on the edges of each nanocrystal 
and partial negative charges on their basal planes. This permanent structural charge results in 




 The unit structure of the smectite disc crystal is that of an octahedral sheet in 
which the metal cation Na
+
 is in between a layered sheet of tetrahedrally coordinated silicon.
[53a]
 
In solution suspensions, LAP discs become increasingly dispersed, and give rise to numerous 
potential interactions with organic molecules in suspension.
[53a]
  
LAP has previously been used as a rheological filler in 4D printing applications,
[69]
 as 
well as in injectable silk fibroin nanocomposites and nanoengineered injectable hydrogels for 
stem cell delivery.
[70]
 The presence of clay particles is also shown to improve tensile properties, 
optical clarity, and thermal stability within organic matrices.
[71]
 Clays and bioglasses such as 
LAP are implicated in up-regulating the osteogenesis for bone repair.
[70a, 72]
 In 2002, Shakibaei 
and coworkers analyzed how the presence of Mg
+2
 ions in bioceramic substrates stimulated 
adhesion of osteoblastic cells, without which could otherwise lead to eventual orthopedic and 
dental implant failure.
[73]
 Sintered LAP bioceramics are able to induce hydroxyapatite deposition 
after soaking in simulated body fluid in culture with rat mesenchymal stem cells by 
differentiating the cells into osteoblasts without any osteoinduction factors.
[74]
 Sintered LAP 
scaffolds of this type also show excellent biosafety following in vivo implantation studies.
[74]
 As 
a consequence of the research findings from over the last decade with regards to the 
biocompatibility—and in fact the bioactivity—of bioglasses and nanoclays, in the chapters that 
follow, we look to LAP nanocomposite loading into the pHEMA synthetic hydrogel as well as 
LAP loading into the natural Alg hydrogel polymer in order to confer both unique printability 





1.3. Thesis Overview. 
1.3.1. Chapter Organization. 
The underlying guiding principles and material motifs that are introduced in the previous 
sections are those that will be explicated in depth within the chapters that follow. Briefly, in 
Chapter 2, a viscous pHEMA hydrogel ink (pHH) is incorporated via DIW onto 2D 
lithographically-patterned scaffolds, which are subsequently buckled and self-assembled via 
compressive strain.  These scaffold types (3D micro-cellular frameworks) are unique from 4D-
printed scaffolds, but illustrate a parallel principal in which system-embedded characteristics at 
the point of printing can be subsequently actuated to transform the printed device into a new 
conformation. We then use these same scaffolds to study cellular contact guidance that occurs 
due to their distinctive 3D morphologies, in both cell line and primary dorsal root ganglia (DRG) 
contexts.  In Chapter 3, we continue exploring the physicochemical properties of the viscous 
pHH hydrogel ink, most specifically how to tailor cellular compliance outcomes on films 
prepared from that ink system by changing their compositional ratios and not their underlying 
chemistry. We introduce spatial light interference microscopy ( SLIM) as a method to 
characterize the mechanisms that lead to cell attachment and growth outcomes, and we study the 
kinetics of PLL protein absorption into pHH thin films.  In Chapter 4, we incorporate LAP as a 
bioactive composite within HEMA gels and compare them to the pHH films and printable ink 
compositions from Chapters 2 and 3. We again use SLIM and other imaging modalities to look 
specifically at how material patterning can direct cell attachment and growth outcomes in 
programmatic ways that do not require protein treatments and, as such, are applicable to 3D 
scaffold contexts. We also analyze how those material gradients can facilitate the selective 
patterning of biogenic apatite from osteoblast differentiation.  Finally, in Chapter 5, we again use 
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LAP to prepare robustly printable nanocomposite gels, but instead incorporate the LAP into a 
series of alginate and starch-based natural hydrogels/biopolymers. These materials manifest very 
different fabrication, curing, and processing considerations than the HEMA systems described 
within the previous chapters, but we find that they are ideal for selectively patterning 3D ion 
gradients at the point of printing such that it is possible to differentially actuate the motion 
capabilities and stimuli response of the materials that we print following their suspension in 
aqueous solution. A detailed abstract for each chapter is given below. 
 
1.3.2. Chapter 2 Abstract. 
Complex 3D organizations of materials represent ubiquitous structural motifs found in 
the most sophisticated forms of matter, the most notable of which are in life-sustaining 
hierarchical structures found in biology, but where simpler examples also exist as dense 
multilayered constructs in high performance electronics. Each class of system evinces specific 
enabling forms of assembly to establish their functional organization at length-scales not 
dissimilar to tissue-level constructs. Here we describe materials and means of assembly that 
extend and join these disparate systems—schemes for the functional integration of soft and 
biological materials with synthetic 3D microscale, open frameworks that can leverage the most 
advanced forms of multilayer electronic technologies, including device-grade semiconductors 
such as monocrystalline silicon. Cellular migration behaviors, temporal dependencies of their 
growth, and contact guidance cues provided by the non-planarity of these frameworks illustrate 
design criteria useful for their functional integration with living matter (e.g. NIH/3T3 fibroblast 
and primary rat dorsal root ganglion cell cultures).  
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1.3.3. Chapter 3 Abstract. 
3D hydrogel scaffolds are widely used in cellular microcultures and tissue engineering. 
Using direct ink writing, we create microperiodic poly(2-hydroxyethyl-methacrylate) (pHEMA) 
scaffold that are printed, cured, and modified by absorbing 30 kDa protein poly-ʟ-lysine (PLL) to 
render them biocompliant in model NIH/3T3 fibroblast and MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cell 
cultures. SLIM live cell imaging studies are carried to quantify cellular motilities for each cell 
type, substrate, and surface treatment of interest. 3D scaffold mechanics is investigated using 
atomic force microscopy (AFM), while their absorption kinetics are determined by confocal 
fluorescence microscopy (CFM) for a series of hydrated hydrogel films prepared from pre-
polymers with different homopolymer-to-monomer (Mr) ratios. Our observations reveal that the 
inks with higher Mr values yield relatively more open-mesh gels due to a lower degree of 
entanglement. The biocompatibility of printed hydrogel scaffolds can be controlled by both PLL 
content and hydrogel mesh properties. 
 
1.3.4. Chapter 4 Abstract. 
Temporally-dynamic 4D-printed scaffolds that are capable of programming 3D cellular 
decision-making are prepared using the well-established 3D-printing technique of DIW, which 
uses extrusion to precisely pattern filaments at biologically-relevant diameters (~<100 µm). 
Here, we incorporate a rheological modifier LAP into 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA) 
hydrogels to print LAP-HEMA (LH) gel monolayers that require no protein treatment to direct 
short term attachment of fibroblast (3T3) and preosteoblast (E1) cells as well as to direct long-
term osteodifferentiation of E1 cultures. Cell-to-gel interfacial morphologies are characterized, 
and LAP-conferred cellular motility is studied using SLIM. Using a combination of HEMA and 
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LH gels, we develop a high-performance, high-resolution nanocomposite—UniH—that 
manifests properties of both gels and translates the temporally-dynamic attributes studied in gel 
monolayer patterns into dentition-mimetic 3D scaffolds.  These analyses confirm that the 
underlying materials chemistry of hydrogel nanocomposites as well as the geometries embedded 
at the point-of-printing them, are capable of temporally directing cellular attachment and 
behavioral outcomes that are independent of protein treatments and that are scalable into 
temporally dynamic 4D scaffold contexts.   
 
1.3.5. Chapter 5 Abstract. 
Soft material actuators developed in recent years have the capability to move, change 
geometry, and respond to ambient stimuli
[41a, 75]
.  Marine life forms e.g. sea jellies, sea stars, sea 
anemones and coral
[76]
, exemplify organic life forms that rely on natural hydrogel structures and 







. Here, we use DIW to prepare 3D 
ionotropic-origin hydrogel gradients that architecturally mimic Echinoderm and Cnidarian 
organisms, with particular focus on the tentacle morphology of sea jellies. By tailoring the spatial 
patterning of ionotropic hydrogels and the valency of their binding agents, we selectively 
program the geometry and flexibility of sea jelly-inspired tentacles. When combined with iron 
oxide (Fe3O4)-loaded hydrogel composites, we develop a class of radially-symmetric, 4D-printed 
soft aquatic actuators (SAAs) that respond to external magnetic fields in programmatic ways that 
are dictated by their underlying 3D ionotropic hydrogel gradients. 
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CHAPTER 2: DETERMINISTIC INTEGRATION OF BIOLOGICAL  







Established methods in micro/nanofabrication have the capacity to form diverse classes of 
functional microsystems technologies, where function and performance are defined by the 
physical and chemical attributes of the constituent materials and by the dense, layered 
architectures of the design layouts. Such systems represent the most compelling examples that 




 actuators and 
sensors,
[82]
 and photonics and optoelectronics.
[83]
 The means of fabrication and the materials used 
in these cases are very different from those in biology, which are largely based on exceptionally 
complex forms of materials integration, where broad ranges of hard and soft materials are 
arranged into elaborate, fully 3D architectures. Advances in technology that conjoin the most 
advanced classes of materials found in state-of-the-art, manmade microsystems with soft, living 
matter demand approaches to devices that mimic natural tissue 3D hierarchies and render them 
robustly biologically permissive. The present work addresses these interests. 
Controlling cellular behavior and directing the development of tissue is important for both 
tissue engineering and bioelectronics applications. Contact guidance, a deeply studied property of 
planar supported cultures, is characterized by cellular responses (e.g. migration, elongation, 
alignment, proliferation, or initiation of cell death) to micro-scale topographical features and 
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structures within their local environments.
[84] 
Techniques such as photolithography, electron-
beam writing, sublimation-based nano-structuring, and electrospinning underpin numerous 
exemplars of 2D topographical patterns across a wide range of materials (e.g. silicones, epoxies, 
semiconductors, organic polymers) that act to induce elongation, migration guidance, and 
cytoskeletal reorganization of cells cultured on them.
[85]
 Micro/nanopillar and nanowell arrays, 
randomized geometries, sinusoid curves, roughened surfaces, as well as numerous strain-based 
assemblies
 
(with feature lengths that can range from 10 nm up to tens of microns) are known to 
manifest contact guidance properties that also can control cellular adhesion and elongation.
[86]
 A 
key limitation of these materials systems is that their overall planar confinement of cells is far-
removed from the 3D hierarchical and structural environments that are the currency of living 
systems.  
Strategies for fabricating 3D biomimetic scaffolds that contain microporous or micro-
filamentous structures at cellular-active scales typically rely on polymers patterned through 
stereolithographic methods or direct laser writing (DLW); methods of controlled microporosity 
such as gas foaming and porogen leaching; and additive manufacturing methods such as 3D 
inkjet printing, fused deposition modeling, selective laser sintering, electrospinning and DIW.
[5a, 
87]
 Such scaffolds can replicate natural tissue architectures, but they cannot integrate advanced 
materials or devices found in high performance electronics or optoelectronics, of potential 
revolutionary use in monitoring, stimulating or guiding the growth, proliferation and/or migration 
of living cells and tissues. Recent reports attempt to address this limitation through the use of 
chemically synthesized nanomaterials, such as graphene sheets and silicon nanowires.
[88]
 The 
most recent examples of the latter involve microporous mesh structures where the nanowires 
offer advanced functionality in sensors and actuators.
[89]
 Although important benchmarks in 
integration, these systems have key limitations that follow from their reliance on (1) classes of 
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semiconductor nanomaterials and device structures that are unable to leverage the most 
successful concepts in planar microsystems technologies; and (2) routes to 3D microarchitectures 
in which mechanical rolling processes yield randomized scaffolds that are unable to include full 
deterministic control over geometric parameters or topologies of interest. 
The work reported here represents an important set of advances that exploit 3D 
microscale open frameworks formed spontaneously from advanced materials, including device-
grade semiconductors such as monocrystalline silicon. Here, elastomeric substrates impart forces 
that lead to a well-defined process of geometric transformation from 2D to 3D, with a diverse set 
of control parameters.
[90]
 Expanding upon these previously established concepts to yield 
structures that we refer to as 3D microscale cellular frameworks (3D μ-CFs), DIW affords a 
means to either introduce, using straightforward procedures applied to the 2D precursor structure, 
growth compliant soft materials for cell integration, or to directly introduce and localize cells. 
Specifically, DIW with thixotropic gels amenable to extrusion (i.e. “inks”) such as synthetic or 
natural hydrogels, yields biocompatible soft materials permanently affixed to 3D μ-CFs via 
chemical bonding during polymerization or transiently applied for localized cell deposition.  
These methods afford 3D µ-CFs that can support and direct cellular and tissue-level 
cultures with unique properties that include: curvilinear forms; true terminating edges without 
sidewalls; broad variations of supporting feature widths (from the order of the dimensions of 
single cells to more extended areal layouts); geometrically-controllable 3D placements of features 
(ranging proximally to distances that only self-supporting tissue-level cell constructs can bridge); 
and (most intriguingly) capacities to support cell growth on the adjoined faces of the supporting 
membrane scaffold frameworks. The systems explored are ones that emphasize materials classes 
of direct interest for devices that would allow the integration of electronic forms of functionality 
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into the out-of-plane features of the 3D μ-CF scaffolds (e.g. advanced sensors, actuators, and 
electrodes for neural electrophysiology, applications exploiting the current work and under 
current study).
[91]
 We further examine design rules wherein passive perfusion provides stable 
transport regimes for sustaining cells in culture, obviating the requirement for active media 
renewal that is typically provided by vascular networks.
[92]
  
A systematic set of studies shows that 3D contact guidance cues present between the cells 
(fibroblasts and dorsal root ganglion cells (DRG)) and the functionalized 3D μ-CFs on which 
they grow yield 3D cellular integration outcomes that depend both on the local geometry and 
aspect ratio of the scaffolds, which in turn yield specific alignment, elongation, and other 
organizational behaviors that evolve with culture time. In the case of DRG organotypic cultures, 
the additional factor of strain gradients that develop within the 3D tissue constructs is evidenced 
by distinct growth motifs (DRG-mimetic clusters, high tension fibers, and cellular sheaths) whose 
forms arise as a unique consequence of their 3D scaffolds environment. The guidance cues 
provided in these contexts are ones not necessarily expected to mimic the structures associated 
with natural 3D extracellular protein networks, but instead to follow in consequence of open 
framework micro-architectures innate to this class of scaffold. This work reveals features of these 
mediating design rules, ones developed in detail in the sections that follow.    
 
2.2. Experimental Methods and Materials. 
2.2.1. Reagent List. 
Commercially available chemical reagents and abbreviations used in the following 
experiments are as follows.  2-Hydroxyethyl methacrylate monomer (HEMA, 99%, containing 50 
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ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone as inhibitor); N-isopropyl acrylamide monomer (NIPAM); 
the radical initiator 2-Hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (Irgacure, IRG, 
98%); poly(2-hydroxyethyl) methacrylate (pHEMA-300, average 300 kDa powder); poly(2-
hydroxyethyl) methacrylate (pHEMA 1E6, average 1,000 kDa powder); poly(ethylene glycol) 
(PEG, 1E6 mw); trimethoxysilyl propyl(methacrylate); NaOH; dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO); and 
the radical initiator 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA, 99%), poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) (pNIPAM, carboxylic acid terminated average Mn 10,000), sodium 
acrylate, polyvinyl pyrrolidone, and Irgacure are purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as 
received. Organic cross-linker ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (98%, contains 90-110 ppm 
monomethyl ether hydroquinone as inhibitor) is filtered with a pre-packed column for removing 
hydroquinone and monomethyl ether hydroquinone (Sigma) and stored away from light at 2-5°C 
prior to use.  For preparing protein solutions, succinimidyl 3-(2-pyridyldithio) propionate 
(SPDP), HEPES buffer, and Fibronectin bovine protein plasma (FN) are purchased from Life 
Technologies.  The polycationic protein poly-ʟ-lysine hydrobromide (PLL, 30-70 kDa) and poly-
ᴅ-lysine (PDL, 30-70 kDa), and FITC poly-ʟ-lysine (FITC-PLL 30-70 kDa) are purchased from 
Sigma.  
For cellular subculture embryonic murine fibroblasts (NIH/3T3 CRL-1658), Dulbecco’s 
Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), and Calf Bovine Serum (CBS) are purchased from ATCC.  
Penicillin-streptomycin (Pen-Strep), Trypsin, and Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS) 
are purchased from Life Technologies.  For cell fixation and fluorescent staining, pH 7 4% 
paraformaldehyde-DPBS and 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) are 
purchased from Polysciences Inc. Bovine Serum Albumin powder (BSA) is purchased from 
Sigma. 1% Triton X-100 solution, Rhodamine-Phalloidin (R-P), Alexa 488 Phalloidin, and Alexa 
555 Goat Anti-Mouse secondary antibody are purchased from Life Technologies.  Fluoro-gel 
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mounting medium is purchased from EMS Acquisition Corp.  Water used in all experiments is 
purified using a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA) with resistivity 
higher than 18MΩ·cm. 
 
2.2.2. Scaffold Fabrication. 
Si and SU8 micro-scaffolds are prepared as previously described.Briefly, preparation of 
3D structures in silicon began with photolithography and reactive ion etching (RIE) of the top 
silicon layer on a silicon on insulator (SOI) wafer. Immersion in hydrofluoric acid (HF) removed 
the buried oxide from the exposed regions and also from the regions near the edges of the 
patterned silicon. Spin casting a layer of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) defined a uniform 
coating (~100 nm) across the substrate and into the undercut regions. Photolithography and 
etching of a thin (50 nm) layer of gold deposited by electron beam evaporation yielded a mask for 
removing the PTFE from selected regions by RIE.Following removal of the gold, immersion in 
HF eliminated the remaining buried oxide by complete undercut etching of the silicon. The PTFE 
remained at the edge regions, where it served to tether the silicon micro-scaffolds to the bottom 
wafer.  Transfer printing is used to retrieve the silicon and to deliver it to a piece of water soluble 
tape (polyvinyl alcohol, PVA).  A thin sheet of a silicone served as the assembly platform, 
stretched to well-defined levels of prestrain using a custom stage. Exposing the prestrained 
elastomer and the 2D silicon precursor (on PVA) to ultraviolet light ozone (UVO) yielded 
hydroxyl termination on the surfaces of both the silicone and silicon. Laminating the tape onto 
the elastomer with the silicon side down, followed by baking in an oven yielded strong covalent 
bonds between the silicon and silicone. Washing with tap water dissolved away the tape. Drying 




Preparation of 3D structures in a photodefinable epoxy (SU8) began with spin-coating a 
layer (500 nm) of polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) as a sacrificial layer on Si wafer. And then a 
layer of SiO2 (50 nm) is coated on the PMMA by electron beam evaporation. Photolithography 
and etching by RIE defined the bonding site with SiO2. Spin-coating formed a layer of SU8 (4 
μm) on the top of the patterned SiO2. Photo patterning of the SU8 defined the geometries of the 
2D precursors that are aligned with the SiO2 underneath. Immersion in hot acetone partially 
removed the underlying PMMA layer, thereby allowing the entire structure to be retrieved from 
the silicon wafer onto the surface of a piece of water soluble tape (3M, Inc.). The following steps 
(pre-straining, UVO activation, and releasing) are the same as in the Si micro-scaffold sample.   
 
2.2.3. Preparation of 3D Polymer µ-CFs. 
The fabrication procedures began with thermal growth of a thin layer of silicon dioxide 
(SiO2, 500 nm in thickness) on a silicon wafer. Next, spin casting and photolithography defined 
2D polymer patterns using photodefinable epoxy (SU8, 4 μm in thickness) on the SiO2. 
Immersion in hydrofluoric acid (HF) removed the buried SiO2 layer from the edges of SU8 
patterns and exposed regions. Spin casting and photolithography patterned a layer of photoresist 
(AZ 5214, 4 μm in thickness) on top of the SU8 patterns to define bonding regions. Immersion in 
HF for around 6 hours fully removed the remaining SiO2. Transfer-printing techniques enable the 
retrieval 2D precursors from silicon wafer and their delivery onto water soluble tape (polyvinyl 
alcohol, PVA). A thin sheet (~ 0.5 mm in thickness) of PDMS elastomeric substrate, created by 
mixing in a 30:1 ratio by weighing base and curing agent of a commercial material (Sylgard 184 
Dow Corning), is stretched to a certain prestrain on a customized stage. The elastomer substrate 
and PVA tape are subjected to UV-induced ozone radiation to produce hydroxyl termination on 
their exposed surfaces. The PVA tape is then laminated on the prestrained elastomer with patterns 
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facing downwards. Baking (70 
o
C for 10 min) resulted in the formation of strong covalent bond 
between PDMS and exposed patterns due to the condensation reactions between the hydroxyl 
groups. PVA tape is dissolved in hot water and the photoresist is removed by acetone. 3D 
polymer microstructures are formed by slowly releasing the pre-strain.  
Preparation of 3D polymer tables with parallel channels followed steps similar to those 
for making 3D polymer structures, except that SU8 (10 μm thickness) and silicone sheets 
(Dragon Skin Smooth-On, ~ 0.5 mm in thickness) are used. For micro-scaffold surface 
modification, trimethoxysilyl propyl(methacrylate) is combined with acetic acid and water in a 
1:2:2 ratio.  The scaffolds are incubated for 1 h in this solution while on the PDMS transfer 
block, then rinsed with EtOH and H2O and dried. A pHH printable hydrogel is prepared as 
previously described, with a standard ink formulation of 25 wt% pHEMA-300, 10 wt% pHEMA-
1000, 40 wt% HEMA, 23.5 wt% H2O, 1 wt% EGDMA, and 0.5 wt% DMPA. These reagents are 
mixed until DMPA dispersion is complete.  pHEMA-300 and pHEMA-1000 powders are then 
added and the ink is mixed at room temperature away from light on a rotation mixing plate for 7 - 
14 d to allow for complete homogenization of the viscous shear-thinning gel. A pHEMA/NIPAM 
printable hydrogel is prepared with the formulation 5wt% pNIPAM, 30wt% pHEMA-1000, 
23.5wt% dH2O, 38.65wt% NIPAM, 1.875wt% EGDMA, 1wt% Irgacure.  
 
2.2.4. Motion Control System. 
An Aerotech AGS-1000 high precision custom gantry with an A3200 integrated 
automation motion system is used for 3D printing scaffolds. G-Code programming language is 
used for generating diverse scaffold patterns. An Ultimus V High Precision dispenser (Nordson 
EFD) is used for positive-pressure controlled printing in combination with 3cc amber light block 
syringe barrels and 10µm pre-pulled glass pipette tip print-heads (World Precision Instruments 
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Inc.). An IDS USB 3.0 C-Mount Camera with a color CMOS sensor with a 1.5x Navitar 




To prepare true ECM protein solutions, FN and PLL proteins are suspended in water and 
DPBS, respectively, and are deposited on scaffold surfaces such that final concentrations of each 
during incubation are between 0.1 and 0.3 mgmL
-1
. RGD-PDL (0.1 mgmL
-1
) is used for the 
ECM-Mimetic protein surface treatment. Incubation times (1-4 h) are used for all samples and 
protein-treated surfaces are allowed to dry prior to cell seeding. All Si micro-scaffolds are 
surface-treated in this way.  UV-Ozone treatment (7-10 min) is performed prior to protein 
incubation for SU8 table scaffolds, which are either exposed to DPBS, true ECM protein 
solution, or an ECM-mimetic protein solution which we previously describe and is briefly 
reiterated here.  To prepare ECM-mimetic protein solutions, a solution of PDL (2 mgmL
-1
) in 
HEPES buffer is reacted with solutions of SPDP in DMSO (50 µM, 30 min, RT). The reaction 
mixtures are filtered through spin desalting columns, then subjected to solutions of cyc(RGDyC) 
(50 µM) and stirred at 4°C overnight. The products are purified by filtration through spin 
desalting columns. 
 
2.2.6. Subculture and Fixation of NIH/3T3 Embryonic Murine Fibroblasts. 
NIH/3T3 embryonic murine fibroblasts are maintained in complete media containing 
DMEM with 10% CBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. At 60-80% confluence, fibroblasts are 
incubated with Trypsin (3 mL for 12 min) to achieve complete cell detachment.  Resulting 
solutions are neutralized with complete media (4 mL) and flasks are rinsed DPBS (3 mL) to 
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completely transfer cells prior to centrifugation. Cells are pelleted from solution and re-
suspended in complete medium prior to scaffold seeding. Sub-culture is performed to maintain 
this cell line every 3 d. All fibroblasts are maintained at 37°C at 5.0% medical grade CO2 
throughout the period of cell culture and following seeding onto scaffolds. A Zeiss Axiovert 40 
microscope with phase-contrast is used to monitor live cultures.  
For fluorescence characterization of FN/PLL protein surface treatment, 300 µL 0.1 
mgmL
-1
FN solution is combined with FPLL (200 µL of 0.5 mgmL
-1
) and 1 mL DPBS.  Scaffolds 
are incubated in the resulting fluorescent protein solution for 4 h, and stored protected from light 
prior to imaging. For 7 d and 14 d studies of diverse Si scaffold geometries, media is replaced 
every 72-96 h. For 21 d studies on Si solenoid scaffolds, fresh media is added between 72-96 h 
and the media is 90% exchanged for fresh complete media every 7 d. For 7 d studies on SU8 
Tables, scaffolds are imaged with light microscopy between 72-96 h after seeding and fresh 
media is added.   
To print fibroblast vis DIW adjacent to solenoid scaffold array, cells are grown to 70-80% 
confluence in a 75 cm
2
 cell culture flask, then removed from the flask via a 10min trypsin 
treatment and pelleted via centrifugation. All supernatant media is removed over the cell pellet, 
then the pellet is resuspended at the ambient residual volume over the pellet (approx. 200 µL). 
1E6 mw PEG (27.5 mg) is combined with complete media (0.25mL) and homogenized in a 
microcentrifuge tube with a THINKY centrifugal mixer then 100 µL of cell pellet concentrate is 
pipetted into the PEG matrix. A microspatula is used to homogenize the cells within the thick 
gelatinous matrix, which is then loaded into a 150 µm diameter printhead (Nordson EFD) and 
extruded via DIW in a smooth contiguous printhead. Cells are printed in alternating lines at one 
end of the solenoid scaffolds on which they are intended to migrate. After 24 h there is already 
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very high cell density localized in that region, and the cells have migrated forward into the 
scaffold vicinity.  
For applying cells universally to 3D µ-CFs, the fibroblasts seeding density is 1E6 
cellsmL
-1
. The areas of the regions seeded onto are varied based on overall scaffold areas, which 
are encircled in a thermoadhesive ring prior to surface treatments and whose areas are as large as 
2.5 cm by 5 cm. 2 mL of cells are added at this concentration to the scaffold area, or 
proportionally for smaller scaffold areas. Scaffolds are incubated with cells for 1 h before 
additional media is added to allow for cellular attachment.   
Fibroblast scaffolds are fixed and stained with 1 of 2 protocols. For red actin filament 
stains, scaffolds are rinsed 3x with DPBS then fixed in pH 7 4% paraformaldehyde-DPBS 
solution at room temperature for 10 min. Scaffolds are rinsed with DPBS for 5 min then exposed 
to Triton X-100 in DPBS (0.25%, 3 min) to permeate membranes. Following an additional DPBS 
rinse, cells are incubated in BSA-DPBS solution (1%, 10 min) to reduce non-specific binding of 
fluorescent stains. To fluorescently stain actin filaments and nuclei, 1:200 diluted R-P solution in 
BSA-DPBS (1%) is applied to the scaffolds for 20 min immediately followed by 1 min 
incubation in DAPI-DPBS (0.002%, Polysciences Inc.). Scaffold assemblies containing fixed and 
stained fibroblasts are then washed gently with dH2O. For scaffolds that have green actin 
filaments, PF and Triton X-100 treatments and rinses are performed as described, then rinsed in 
DPBS, then incubated for 1 min in DAPI. The scaffold is again rinsed in DPBS and incubated for 
1 h in 1:400 ALEXA 488 Phalloidin followed by a dH2O wash. For all samples, Fluoro-gel (EMS 
Acquisition Corp.) liquid mounting medium is applied to the scaffolds to prevent photo-bleaching 
and to protect the integrity of scaffold filaments. 25 mm diameter round 1.5H high precision 
coverslips (Azer Scientific) or 1.5 rectangular coverslips are gently applied over the mounting 
medium, and samples are stored away from light at 4°C prior to imaging.   
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2.2.7. Adult Rat DRG Isolation.  
All work with live animals is performed in full compliance with local and federal 
guidelines for the humane care and treatment of animals and in accordance with approved by the 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign IACUC animal use protocol. Sprague-Dawley male 
rats are quickly decapitated using a sharp guillotine. Spine vertebrae are surgically cut on both 
side between pedicle and lamina in the area of the facet of superior articular process. This cut 
exposed the spinal cord which is removed. Additional cuts on sides and in the middle of the 
ventral portion of the vertebral column created two chains of vertebra pieces with easily 
visualized DRGs. DRGs are removed using fine forceps and placed into the Hibernate A (Life 
Technologies) solution located on ice. 
 
2.2.8. Primary Adult Rat DRG Dissociation and Seeding. 
Approximately 20 lumbar and thoracic DRGs from an adult rat are collected and stored in 
Hibernate A up to 2 d before seeding. The Hibernate media is then removed. The DRGs are 
treated with collagenase (0.25%) in DRG physiological media (1.5 h at 37°C), shaken a few 
times during incubation and violently upon completion of the incubation period. The DRGs are 
centrifuged (200 x g for 2-3 min) to remove supernatant, and washed with HBSS. After another 
centrifugation to remove the HBSS, the DRG are incubated in Trypsin with EDTA (0.25% for 15 
min at 37°C). The DRGs are centrifuged to remove supernatant, re-suspended in DRG media + 
1% FBS for 50 sec to inactivate trypsin, and triturated. Once some of the pellet re-settled, the 
supernatant is collected and centrifuged for 5 min at 200 x g. The resulting pellet is washed with 
HBSS and centrifuged to remove supernatant. The cells located in the pellet are re-suspended in 
the desired amount of DRG media containing the glial inhibitor AraC, usually 1 mL per 10 
original DRGs. After cell seeding, the scaffolds are incubated for 10 min at 37°C to allow for cell 
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attachment before an additional 2 mL per Petri dish (3 mm in diameter) of DRG media is added. 
The media is changed every 7 d. The concentration of AraC in the DRG media is kept at 0.3 µM 
from the moment of cell seeding until the end of the culture. 
 
2.2.9. Immunocytochemistry–Neuronal extensions (MAP2)/Glia (GFAP)/Nuclei Staining.  
After 7 d in culture, neurons are rinsed 3 times with PBS (37°C), immersed in 4% 
paraformaldehyde (37°C) at ambient temperature (23-25 °C) for 20 min and then rinsed again 
with PBS, five times (last time for 5 min on a shaking board ). A PBS solution containing 0.25% 
Triton X-100 is added to the samples for 10 min to permeabilize cellular membranes, before 
rinsing again with PBS five times. The samples are incubated in a 5% NGS (Normal Goat Serum) 
for 30 min before rinsing again with PBS five times. The samples are then exposed to primary 
rabbit anti-MAP2 antibody at a 1:1,000 dilution at 4ºC overnight and then rinsed five times with 
PBS. Next, the samples are exposed to primary chicken anti-GFAP (1:1,000 dilution) antibody at 
room temp for 1 h and then rinsed five times with PBS. Secondary Alexa 594 anti-rabbit and 
Alexa 488 anti-chicken IgG antibodies (1:200) are added to the samples, which are allowed to 
incubate for 1 h (23-25°C). The samples are then rinsed with PBS five times. Finally, the samples 
are incubated with DAPI in PBS (0.002% for 1 min) and rinsed with deionized water 30 sec. The 
samples are covered with 2-3 drops of antifade mounting media and a coverslip is set on top of 
the mounted sample. 
 
2.2.10. Confocal Fluorescence Imaging. 
All fixed scaffolds are visualized using the Zeiss LSM7 Live CFM.  10x EC Plan-
Neofluar NA 0.3 and 20x objective lenses are used to image large scaffold volumes and required 
no immersion medium. A 40x NA 1.4 objective lens is used for cell structural analysis and 
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alignment analysis, and a 100x Plan Apochromat NA 1.4 objective lens is used to image 
individual morphologies of gap spanning cellular structures. Both lenses used Zeiss Immersol 
518 immersion medium with refractive index ne=1.518 at 23°C. FN/FPLL-treated scaffold 
fluorescence is measured with 488 nm laser excitation and fluorescence emission is collected 
with an LP 495 filter. Pinhole diameters for all images ranged from 1-2 AU and followed Nyquist 
sampling rules. An NFT 490 beam splitter, BP 495-520+BP550-615 IR filter and BP 415-480 
filter are used to collect multi-channel fluorescence data from 405, 488 and 550 nm laser 
excitation for fibroblast-seeded scaffolds. 
 
2.2.11. Live/Dead Assays and SEM Sample Preparations. 
The Live/Dead assay is applied to scaffolds at relevant time-points by mixing calcein AM 
“live” stain (5 µL) and ethidium homodimer “dead” stain (5 µL) with PBS (10 mL) and 
incubating all sample chambers in this solution (200-300 µL) during imaging on a Zeiss Axiovert 
25 microscope.  
To prepare samples for SEM, samples are fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde then 
soaked for another 24 h in DPBS.  A 30% EtOH/H2O is then applied to all samples to begin 
incremental dehydration.  This is followed in succession by a 70% EtOH:H2O and 100% EtOH 
solution.  Incubation in solution type is no less than 20 min and no more than 1 h. The EtOH 
solution is replaced with fresh EtOH solution, in which the samples are stored overnight.  They 
are then immersed in EtOH/HMDS solution of incrementally high concentration consisting 2:1 
EtOH/HMDS, 1:1 EtOH/HMDS, 1:2 EtOH/HMDS, 100% HMDS, then allowed to dry overnight 
for full evaporation of HMDS.  The samples are then mounted for SEM and sputter-coated (30 




2.2.12. Keyence VK-X250 Laser Scanning Microscope Imaging. 
Samples are prepared for imaging according to the SEM sample preparation protocol. 
Keyence VK-X250 laser scanning micrographs are recorded with either the 50X or 150X 
objective lens. A 1024 X 768 array of height data is acquired and corrected using the tilt 
correction feature to remove a second-order polynomial curve from the surface and create a flat 
reference plane for measurements. For creating a height profile, a cross-section is drawn across 
the center of the given cell. The maximum profile height is identified using the software. The 
average value of the base reference line is then identified using a least-squares averaging across a 
drawn line segment of data. Finally, the height distance from the maximum to the base reference 
line is calculated and output. 
 
 
2.3. Results and Discussion.  
2.3.1. Design Rules for Bio-Integration onto 3D µ-CFs. 
 The dimensional attributes of the 3D µ-CFs presented in this work are selected because 
of their corollaries with particular aspects of cellular cultures. Generally, in order to study the 
contact guidance properties of these scaffold geometries, 3D µ-CF ribbon widths ranging from 2-
10x the width of a spreading fibroblast are ideal (depending on the spreading aspect ratio of the 
fibroblast) since it is known that cells in planar cultures need to be developing relatively proximal 
to structural features in order to be influenced by their geometric cues.
[86a-e]
 We consider 3D µ-
CFs with these geometries “high alignment contact guidance” environments (e.g. solenoids). To 
contrast with these scaffolds, we also fabricate structures that incorporate geometric aspect ratio 
regions on which the majority of cells grow too far away from edge features to be aligned or 
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influenced substantively by the scaffold geometry itself.  For fibroblast cultures, these are 
considered “low alignment contact guidance” environments (e.g. tables).  
In the case of tissue-level DRG cell integration, the role of 3D µ-CF geometries is 
somewhat different. DRG cell cultures seek to reorganize into clusters of neuronal cell bodies and 
develop tensile cell extension bundles that interconnect those clusters. The role of the 3D µ-CF 
consequently should be one of spatially programmed anchoring intersection points and double-
sided growth surfaces, which is the design rule of merit used when selecting geometries for DRG 
applications.  DRG cell clusters can in fact be several hundred microns in size as well, due to the 
number of large neuronal bodies assembling within them, so it becomes important to provide an 
on-scaffold surface that is large enough to accommodate these cell morphologies. It was unclear 
prior to 3D DRG cell culture experiments as to what degree the high tensile strain that is known 
to develop within cellular extension bundles would affect the maintenance of registry between 
DRC cell structures and their guiding 3D µ-CFs.
[93]
 For this reason, a series of table scaffolds are 
prepared that vary their degree of support as well as the size and geometry of their aerial 
intersection region so that we may directly study this property. 
Many of the outcomes drawn in this survey of cellular behaviors on 3D µ-CFs directly 
compare solenoids to tables; however a key capability of this class of scaffold is the accessibility 
of numerous diverse scaffold geometries with distinct curvature, inter-contact distances, micro-
ribbon widths, etc.  Because the silicon device are prepared from SOI wafers with a 1.2 µm 
device layer thickness, all ribbons from this material share that dimensional attribute while the 
SU8 device ribbons are 10 µm in thickness. Previously, we reported a ratio of κtwist/κbend that is 
calculated using finite-element analysis (FEA) to designate a curvature value, R, for scaffolds of 
interest.  FEA predictions are also used to illustrate how all 3D µ-CFs successfully assemble 
because their final strain is <1%, with most scaffolds peaking at approximately 0.7% at their 
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point of greatest curvature or inflection points of their 2D geometries. Table 2.1 lists all 3D µ-CF 
dimensions and their first in-text reference (scaffold names are given as they appear in our 
previous work)
[90a] 
that are herein examined in various contexts of compressive assembly-assisted 
DIW gel printing or cellular integration. 
 
2.3.2. Heterogeneous Soft Materials Integration with 3D Si µ-CFs. 
  DIW using thixotropic gels amenable to extrusion (i.e. “inks”) such as synthetic or 
natural hydrogels, yields biocompatible soft materials permanently affixed to 3D µ-CFs via 
chemical bonding during polymerization or transiently applied for localized cell deposition. As 
an example of functional chemical integration, inks for two model hydrogel materials—ones of 
interest due to their varying utility for biocompatibility and chemomechanical actuation—are 
printed by DIW onto 2D lithographic µ-CF patterns prepared on pre-strained elastomeric 
substrates and then self-assembled into their 3D forms by strain release (Figure 2.1). A surface 
modification of the Si patterns with a silyl methacrylate coupling reagent is required to promote 
adhesive bonding (Figure 2.1a-1). The various hydrogel inks are printed in registry with the 2D 
Si patterns (using a 10 µm capillary tip Figure 2.1a-2). Pre-strain release in the substrate buckles 
the Si µ-CF /polymer hybrid bilayer devices into their proscribed 3D geometries followed by a 
final UV-induced-polymerization to covalently bond them together (Figure 2.1a-3). 
 The additive modifications of materials patterning afforded by DIW extend to diverse µ-
CF geometries, as illustrated in the representative poly(2-hydroxyethyl(methacrylate)) (pHEMA)-
based bilayer scaffolds shown in Figure 2.1b. Multiple hydrogel filaments can be printed and 
affixed to the Si patterns as illustrated here for inks using the monomers N-isopropyl acrylamide 





—and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate (HEMA, shown in red)—that 
yields a material (pHEMA) that allows for tuning cellular adhesion modes (Figure 2.1c).
[94] 
The 
capacity to construct polymeric over-layers that bridge, span, or variously interconnect the µ-CF 
is enabled by DIW and is illustrated in Figure 2.1d by pHEMA hydrogel mesh that uses the 
underlying scaffold features as a structural reinforcement. In the example shown, strain release 
leads to 3D motifs in the hydrogel that follow (and add to) the induced buckling modes (shown 
schematically in Figure 2.1d, left, and with colorized light micrographs, Figure 2.1d, right). 
Additional bilayer images, ink chemistries, and exemplary structures are shown in Appendix 
A.1-A.3. 
The methods described above allow a general approach to hybrid 3D μ-CF construction 
that embeds complex gradient forms and that is complementary to recent advances in local 
functionalization of soft polymer materials via DLW in that the limit of localized resolution is 
defined in this case by the smallest bead diameter that can be extruded by a pulled glass capillary 
printing tip.
[8, 95] 
While in both DLW and compressive assembly-assisted DIW, the soft hydrogels 
require some sort of structural anchor to stabilize their suspension above the substrate, DIW has 
the advantage of rapidly and accurately aligning those loci at points many hundreds of microns 
above their substrates without auxiliary gel infrastructure. This is illustrated in Figure 2.1e-f, 
which show schematic representations (left) and experimental confocal fluorescence micrographs 
(CFM; right) of two µ-CF designs that have been hybridized in hierarchy with the two hydrogel 
inks (pHEMA and pNIPAM). Additional 3D immunohistochemical (IHC) projections are given 
in Appendix A.4.  The various iterations in Figure 2.1 demonstrate that additive patterning 
methods, as are afforded by high precision DIW, can be used to modify functional scaffold 
chemistries with registrations that are retained in the final 3D scaffold assembly. These 
modifications are not limited to hydrogels, as we illustrate in the following sections that describe 
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inks and other modification modes that facilitate their integration into developing cellular/tissue-
mimetic cultures. 
 
2.3.3. Directed Integration of Living Cells onto 3D Si µ-CFs. 
We investigated 3D Si µ-CFs properties in cultures made with a model murine cell line, 
NIH/3T3 fibroblasts. The cells in these microcultures are shown not only to respond to contact 
guidance cues provided by 3D micro-architectures but to adapt to them with a temporal 
dependence that impacts their on-scaffold growth morphology as their culture time lengthens. 
The complex temporal evolution of 3T3 cell morphology is illustrated in the results of a survey 
culture on a 3D Si µ-CF solenoid array made from a 1.2 µm thick device layer and patterned with 
three ribbon widths (Figure 2.2a). The temporal sensitivities of the cellular adaptation to the 3D 
µ-CFs are probed using an additive patterning method to localize, and thus specifically plate, the 
cells. To do so, DIW of the 3T3 fibroblasts is carried out using a media/poly(ethylene glycol) 
(PEG) gel suspension and localized at one end of a freshly-prepared solenoid array (Figure 2.2b, 
top). The PEG gel initially adheres to the substrate, resisting dissolution by the incubation media 
for several hours; as a result, the 3T3 fibroblasts adhere locally. Once the PEG gel dissolves 
(Figure 2.2b, bottom-left), the 3T3 cells begin to migrate and advance along the solenoid array 
(Figure 2.2b, bottom-right). The micrograph in Figure 2.2c shows a representative 3T3 cell’s 
morphology while it is migrating along the scaffold ribbon, with its cytoplasm elevated off the 
surface and bunched up with apparent actin polymerization-mediated leading edge protrusions 
and acto-myosin-mediated retraction edges evident.
[96]
 The highlighted image selections illustrate 
the well-defined filopodia that anchor the cell to a scaffold ribbon pre-treated with a 
fibronectin/poly-ʟ-lysine (FN/PLL) protein mixture. This combination of extracellular matrix and 
poly-ionic proteins is found to be an efficacious means to activate the Si µ-CF surfaces towards 
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fibroblast attachment and growth (Appendix A.5).  The filopodia of migrating fibroblasts 
morphologically appear to have formed numerous focal adhesions, here presumably with the 
arginine-glycine-aspartic acid integrin recognition sequence (RGD) present in the extracellular 
matrix FN protein.   
CFM images provide evidence of three growth phases for 3D cell migration/integration 
onto the 3D micro-architectures. The first growth phase is characterized by migration, during 
which small numbers of cells climb up onto free areas of solenoid ribbons from the substrate and 
begin to extend and align along its edges (Figure 2.2d-1). The second phase is characterized by 
alignment in which actin fibers of loose, cooperative cellular networks extend along the ribbon 
axes, whose lateral dimensions (2-10x the size of a spreading fibroblast, depending on the ribbon 
width examined) are ones that direct qualitatively similar degrees of high alignment and 
elongation of the networking cells, with only  modest variation in cellular alignment depending 
on ribbon width, since for the same degree of cellular development, a wider ribbon is 
proportionally less confluent.. In this phase, cells tend to align along the scaffold edges first and 
then gradually proliferate and migrate into open space until the ribbon area coverage is confluent 
(Figure 2.2d-2). Given that the substrate migration front maintains the same overall pace of 
advancement as the on-scaffold migration, we do not find conclusive evidence supporting a 
preferential 3D migration of cells onto the scaffold materials over that of their supporting 
substrates. Of note however, is the fact that the curvature of the 3D µ-CF scaffolds indicates an 
implicitly longer distance over which cells must develop on them in order to achieve a spatially 
similar migration front to those cells developing on the substrate.  This observation may suggest 
that higher cell migration velocities on the scaffolds are possible, or that the complete structural 
confinement of the developing cells leads to accelerated localized confluence and advancement 
of the cell growth front. In both growth phases 1 and 2, the primary effect of distance from 
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substrate is that alignment increases with lateral distance, since junction/contact points provide 
multi-directional contact guidance cues that cease to be present with elevation off the substrate. 
The final phase of growth observed is interconnection, in which cells are confluent but do not yet 
stop dividing. Here, dense tissue-like sheets are observed that ultimately come to engulf the 
scaffold and interconnect it to the substrate (Figure 2.2d-3). Distance from substrate in growth 
phase 3 is best thought of in terms of an axial distance in that any interconnections will begin to 
form most proficiently when the gap between scaffold and substrate is small and progressively 
scale with time as the axial gap increases to its maximal displacement (approximately 500 µm) 
above the supporting substrate. The actin coverage fraction of the 3D scaffolds, which correlates 
with the developing 3T3 fibroblast network, are quantified and compared to the development 
patterns seen in the supporting elastomer substrate (Figure 2.2e). At confluence, a coverage 
fraction of unity (1) is expected. Coverage fractions on the 3D scaffolds can in fact yield values 
>1 for stage three growth behaviors, where tissue-like meshes engulf and span the full 3D height 
of the scaffold. Stage two growth coverage fractions range from unity to 0.5, and stage one 
growth coverage fractions taper off rapidly toward 0 at the migration front (the maximum 
distance of cellular migration, found to be 9.5 mm over 21 d in culture). Additional light and 
confocal fluorescence micrographs and SEM images documenting the 3T3 fibroblast growth on 
solenoid ribbon arrays as well as their 2D substrates are given in Appendix A.6. 
The changes in actin alignment present in the three qualitative growth stages are 
quantified as their orientation and isotropy in regions of interest (ROI) using the structure tensor, 
J (a 2 x 2 symmetric matrix representation of partial derivatives that is commonly used in image 
processing),
[97]
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]. (2.1) 
From this, we used the metric of coherency, C, to determine whether cellular features are 
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, 𝐶 ∈ [0. .1] 
(
(2.2) 
where 𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝜆𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the corresponding eigenvalues to the first (dominant 
orientation) and second eigenvectors of J. Figure 2.2f-1-3 shows the results of coherency 
calculations for representative CFM micrographs of each growth phase, where blue values (0) 
correspond to regions where local features are isotropic and red values (1) correspond to features 
that have one dominant orientation. Figure 2.2g gives the quantitative comparison of fractional 
coherency coverage for scaffold and substrate regions of CFM micrographs for each growth 
phase. These show that high coherency coverage (1 ≥ C ≥ 0.9) peaks dramatically during the 
alignment phase of growth on the scaffold only. Concurrently, moderate coherency 
coverage (0.9 ≥ 𝐶 ≥ 0.7) increases with cell coverage during the alignment growth phase two, 
and remains high during the interconnection growth phase three. These data confirm that the 
alignment growth phase corresponds to a real increase in actin fiber orientation within the 
developing fibroblast networks, a trend that is statistically verified in the Appendix A.7, with 
additional cell growth micrographs given as Appendix A.8.  
A critical feature of the on-scaffold cellular migration mechanism implicitly evidenced in 
these data relates to the fact that cell attachment and migration occurs facilely on both faces of 
the µ-CF ribbons forming the solenoids. This is in fact a generalized feature of on-scaffold 
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migration for other 3D geometries, as well as other scaffold materials beyond the Si exemplars 
shown in Figure 2.2, such as epoxy from photoresist SU8 shown in the Appendix A.9-A.12. 
These optically transparent polymeric structures facilitate full reconstructions of cell 
organizational properties in culture by CFM. For instance, the lithographically-patterned parallel 
gaps etched into the scaffold structures provide an environment unique to µ-CF structures in 
which cells can bridge and eventually in-fill the 20 µm gaps without substrate interferences, with 
cell network development progressing concurrently from both the dorsal and ventral table 
scaffold planes.  While live imaging of cellular dynamics will be key to understanding the 
mechanisms of these behaviors, it is clear from CFM analysis that the fibroblasts need to anchor 
to their scaffold materials immediately adjacent to the aerial channels in order to eventually span 
them.  
In the sections that follow, we directly compare the ways in which the scaffold geometry 
and aspect ratio of its features impact the morphological and quantitative alignment of 3T3 cells 
in culture. We also consider more complex and organotypic DRG cell populations that reorganize 
in vitro following their integration onto their 3D µ-CF environment. 
 
2.3.4. Alignment Effects of µ-CF Geometries on 3D 3T3 Fibroblast Cultures. 
Cell traction forces (CTFs)
 
are known to regulate cell shape and tensional equilibrium
[98] 
in static cells, but to also be the driving force that propels cellular migration, for example via 
force transmission to focal adhesions at the cell/scaffold interface. The environments of the 3D 
cultures studied here are ones vide infra defined by a high level of tensile strain.
[99]
 More 
specifically, from the data above it is seen that the edges of the µ-CF materials provide key 
contact guidance cues that induce cellular extension and alignment adjacent to them. As the 3T3 
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cells proliferate on the µ-CF ribbons (Figure 2.2), they continue to elongate and align 
cooperatively as has been noted in the literature via their interactions with edge-adjacent cells.
[85d, 
100]  
These induced organizations are design rule-sensitive and follow in different ways the 3D 
contact guidance cues presented by the µ-CF environment.  
We explored the latter sensitivity by carrying out cultures of 3T3 cells on several 
geometric designs. The first is a low alignment contact guidance environment provided by a 
compressively-buckled table scaffold, where induced strains are minimized on the table top 
except in regions lying close to the supporting leg (depicted schematically in Figure 2.3a, left 
inset). The table top (diameter of 1000 µm, 70 µm leg support widths) provides minimal 
directional information and disordered, low alignment cell networks develop as a consequence as 
seen in a CFM micrograph (green actin and blue nuclei, Figure 2.3a, left) and a colorized SEM 
image (orange substrate, cells-on-scaffold outlined in blue, Figure 2.3a, middle) at the same 
magnification, and a high magnification colorized SEM image (Figure 2.3a, right). One notes 
that the long cell axes are oriented stochastically on their scaffold. Additional images of low 
alignment cell growth on tables are given as Appendix A.13.  
The second contact guidance environment studied is a high alignment compressively-
buckled solenoid ribbon (shown schematically in Figure 2.3b, left inset) with a critical design 
width of only 1-5 times the spreading 3T3 cell’s dimensions. Figure 2.3b (left) shows a 
representative CFM micrograph (green actin and blue nuclei) and a colorized SEM image 
(Figure 2.3b, middle) at the same magnification (orange substrate, cells-on-scaffold outlined in 
blue). Figure 2.3b (right) shows a high magnification colorized SEM image of fibroblasts grown 
on the buckled solenoid ribbon. One sees in these images that the cell aspect ratios are elongated 
and the long cell axes are oriented along a vector lying nearly parallel to the curvature of their 
scaffold ribbon. Fibroblasts growing in these and other environments that are stained with the 
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calcein acetoxymethyl (AM) fluorescent live or IHC stained following fixation are given as 
Appendix A.14-A.15. 
To quantitatively compare the difference in cellular alignment between specific low and 
high alignment 3D motifs, the angular difference between the actin vector of each 3T3 cell and 
the tangent vector of its nearest scaffold edge is measured (shown schematically in Figure 2.3c). 
The cell populations (~150 for each condition) grown on either low (tables) or high (ribbons, 
shown schematically in Figure 2.3d) alignment scaffolds are measured by CFM. Differences in 
the elongation factors (long axes/short axes) are not found to be statistically significant between 
these two cases (Figure 2.3e, left). The average alignment angles showed pronounced 
differences, however, with values for cells grown on the ribbons (9.3±8.6°) fully meeting the 
literature convention (<15°) for a highly-aligned state (Figure 2.3e, right).
[101]
 To analyze the 
influence of edge proximity for dictating actin alignment, fibroblasts grown on table scaffolds are 
subdivided based on their radial distance from the table edge. In this way, we measured their 
transition from an edge-aligned state within the first ~60 µm of the scaffold edge (Figure 2.3f, A) 
to an unaligned state at larger distances (Figure 2.3f, B). Fibroblast alignment angles on the three 
different solenoid ribbon dimensions (Figure 2.3f, C-E, half-width used to estimate edge 
proximity), are not found to  be statistically significant from one another, though all cases showed 
extremely low alignment angles (significant alignment). In marked contrast, the variance in the 
angular distributions increased with distance from edge-related guidance cues of the table top 
scaffolds (Figure 2.3 d-f). Angular distribution changes, CFM micrographs, and statistical 
analyses of these findings are given in Appendix A.16. The results show that 3D µ-CF design 
rules play clear roles in dictating morphological decision-making of individual fibroblasts as well 
as their networks. In the sections that follow, we extend these findings to an organotypic cell 




2.3.5. Tissue Level Integration onto 3D µ-CFs. 
Specific micron scale design rules of the µ-CFs provide important functional contexts for 
controlling morphologies and organization of more complex tissue-level cellular structures—here 
exemplified in primary neuronal tissue cultures as they redevelop ex vivo. Dorsal root ganglia 
(DRGs) isolated from rats (Figure 2.4a) are nodular masses of sensory neuronal and other cell 
bodies at the posterior spinal cord root that relay information from the peripheral nervous system 
(PNS) back to the spinal cord.
[102]
 The main DRG cell types are: 1) the DRG neurons, whose 
spherical cell bodies extend long bifurcating axons, sending one projection to the spinal cord and 
one to the periphery; 2) satellite glial cells (2-5 µm cell bodies) that coat the DRG neurons as 
supporting cell sheaths; and 3) Schwann cells, the main type of glial cells in the PNS, which 
support the neuronal extensions by myelinating axons and forming sheaths around neuronal 
processes.
[103]
 Schwann cells also develop into their own networks in vitro by forming processes 
adjacent to their neural counterparts (Figure 2.4a, inset).
[104]
 
In these studies, we examined µ-CFs comprised of both Si and SU8 epoxy materials to 
various benefit for optical characterization by CFM. Dissociated DRG cells are introduced to 
each, and the differences in growth compliance followed in extended live cultures (Figure 2.4b) 
in order to analyze the specific morphological and temporal responses of the primary cell culture 
to the 3D structural attributes of the scaffold.  These responses are categorized by their specific 
morphologies, as detailed in later sections, but are well-described in qualitative terms by the 
schematics presented in Figure 2.4b (inset), in which all three types of DRG cells reassemble in 
culture into ganglion-mimetic formations that develop differently on 3D scaffolds than they do in 
a 2D control. The data in Figure 2.4c-1 shows calcein AM live-stained DRG tissue cultures on 
an exemplary Si µ-CF table after ~45 d in culture, which is part of a larger scaffold array given as 
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Appendix A.17. In all instances, the table µ-CFs supported cellular network formation, with 
numerous instances of axonal fibril bundles that are morphologically consistent with high-tension 
formations/connections that span between different parts of the scaffold. A representative Si µ-
CF table top is shown in Figure 2.4c-2 following neurite-specific (microtubule-associated protein 
2, MAP2, red) and glia-specific (glial fibrillary acidic protein, GFAP, green) IHC staining. Glia-
mediated cell networks are seen to interconnect legs on opposite and adjacent sides of the 
scaffold. The nuclear stain DAPI (blue) is also used to help differentiate between individual cells. 
As shown, neurons tend to cluster on the legs of the tables, although they are seen with a lower 
frequency to adhere to the table top. Neuronal cell bodies (noted with orange arrows) have a 
green halo due to the sheaths of glial satellite cells that surround them. Additional IHC cell 
images on Si table arrays are given as Appendix A.18-A.19.  The   prevalence of DRG cell 
clusters at the junction between the table top and legs signify a 3D-specific mode of DRG cell 
network formation that is not evidenced in control planar cultures. 
To examine how specific attributes of the µ-CF geometry direct the 3D DRG cell network 
development, a series of epoxy tables are prepared on PDMS substrates and seeded with 
dissociated DRG cells following surface treatment with a poly-ionic protein, poly-ᴅ-lysine 
(PDL), that we chemically modified with the RGD integrin recognition sequence to prepare an 
RGD-PDL hybrid protein that renders strong growth compliance properties to these substrates. 
These structures, shown as colorized SEM images in Figure 2.4d, consist of a 4-leg basic 
junction (or table legs), a mini table, and an open-ring table (in addition to the previously 
described 4-leg table scaffold, presented in the context of an integrated light and CFM 
experimental series as Appendix A.20). Light microscopy of all scaffolds performed over ~45 
days in culture showed that by day 7, mixed cell populations organize into clusters on the legs of 
all table types, while maintaining dense on-scaffold networks (Figure 2.4d, middle). IHC images 
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taken after 45 d in culture (Figure 2.4d, middle) show that on-scaffold growth remains robust for 
the 4-leg basic junction and the 4-leg mini table, which have the smallest inter-cluster distances. 
Larger tables show moderate-to-low on-scaffold growth in comparison. Open-ring table scaffolds 
initially show good alignment between DRG cell networks and underlying scaffold geometry. As 
the culture times lengthen (at 2-3 wks), the open ring curvature is increasingly disregarded as 
high tension axonal bundles bridge the shortest distance between adjacent cell clusters, until 
fewer cells are found on this scaffold geometry than on the others. Interestingly, the table Si 3D 
µ-CFs have 70 µm legs, the table SU8 3D µ-CFs have 50 µm legs, and both geometries show 
preferential cluster formation at the tabletop-to-leg junction.  This suggests that a range of ribbon 
widths with dimensions on this order might equally support their development and attachment. 
All growth modes are contrasted with their 2D scaffold counterparts, which are found to guide 
network formation primarily through edge detection and resulted in cluster formations and 
interconnections that anchored or intersected the 2D scaffold geometries at random and arbitrary 
points (Appendix A.21). 
 
2.3.6. DRG Tissue-Level Organization and Morphology on 3D µ-CFs. 
We next characterized the tissue-level morphologies that developed in the scaffold-
supported DRG cell cultures. As the cultured cells reorganize as tissue-like assemblies, specific 
morphologies develop that require support by the non-planar attributes of the scaffolds’ micro-
architecture. These tissue constructs are influenced by their scaffold’s contact guidance cues (in a 
manner similar to that seen in model fibroblast cultures), but are also dictated by the tensile strain 




 nN for developing growth cones) that 
originate within the cell populations.
[93a, 93g, 93h]
 These 3D-specific morphologies include: 1) 
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ganglion-mimetic on-ribbon clusters (clusters that reorganize in a way that resembles the native 
Dorsal Root Ganglion)(Figure 2.5a); 2) high tension fibers (Figure 2.5b) that are either scaffold-
supported (top panels), or scaffold-anchored (bottom panels); and 3) cellular sheaths (Figure 
2.5c) that occur on the flat plane of the table µ-CFs as the organotypic cell culture reorganizes. 
The ganglion-mimetic cluster motifs are densely populated with cells, as illustrated in an 
exemplary optical image of a cluster lying at the junction between the leg and ring of an open-
ring table scaffold (Figure 2.5a, left). With calcein AM live cell imaging, cell size heterogeneity 
is apparent (Figure 2.5a, middle). Fixed IHC imaging shows the heterogeneous cell population 
(blue nuclei, red neurons, and green glia) native to a cluster of this kind (Figure 2.5a, right). The 
frequency and functional locations of neuron-centric on-ribbon clusters indicate them to be a 
central anchoring component of the 3D growth motif. These clusters mimic how related cell 
populations interact within the DRG in vivo, as neuronal cell bodies are naturally clustered 
together in native DRGs, with their terminals bundled in fibers, supported by Schwann cells.
[22]
  
Two additional motifs present in the 3D cultures are visualized with SEM and 
distinguished biologically with IHC. As noted, DRG tissue cultures show a pronounced tendency 
to form high tension constructs that interconnect adjacent table legs, spanning linearly even when 
table curvature is present (Figure 2.5b, top-left). These are described as scaffold-supported 
fibers, contain numerous bundles of axons (Figure 2.5b, top-middle), and can be differentiated 
into glial, neuronal, and nuclear components (Figure 2.5b, top-right). These bundles of neuronal 
axons and Schwann cells also develop into high tension fibers that anchor to table µ-CFs but are 
sufficiently tensile to not use additional support (Figure 2.5b, bottom-left). These structures also 
contain numerous cellular projections and axons (Figure 2.5b, bottom-middle), that are 
distinguished biologically with IHC (Figure 2.5b, bottom-right).  
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Also observed are cellular sheaths in which neuron attachment on the table-top is densely 
woven with glial processes (Figure 2.5c, left) that blanket them with glial networks as shown in 
the SEM image in Figure 2.5c, (middle) and the CFM image in Figure 2.5c (right); neuron 
bodies covered with satellite glial cells are also seen (red circles). SEM images showing DRG 
cell morphologies are given as Appendix A.22. These results suggest that compressively-buckled 
µ-CFs are extremely promising for the programmable engineering of complex 3D functional 
materials environments. Beyond capacities for control of chemical environments, these findings 
suggest immediate opportunities that might provide embodiments to engender new applications 




Advances in materials assembly, specifically the combined use of the deterministic 
assembly of advanced electronic materials and direct ink writing of biocompatible polymer gels, 
provide a means through which to construct complex 3D architectures and devices that 
heterogeneously integrate soft/biological matter with high performance semiconductors. Such 3D 
µ-CFs—rendered growth compliant by modifications of their surfaces—yield nonplanar contact 
guidance environments that elicit tissue-mimetic hierarchies of organization. While the guidance 
cues provided by 3D µ-CFs do not directly replicate the nanostructural features of natural 
extracellular matrices, their open frameworks and supporting out-of-plane scaffold organizations 
make them an interesting addition to materials structures for use in tissue-level modes of cellular 
organization. They further engender new capacities for design and structural organization that 
distinguish them from planar patterns and more quasi 2D device formats for cellular cultures. As 
illustrated in the examples presented above, these distinctions include: curvilinear forms; true 
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terminating edges without sidewalls; broad variations of supporting feature widths (from the 
order of the dimensions of single cells to more extended areal layouts); geometrically-
controllable 3D placements of features (ranging proximally to distances that only self-supporting 
tissue-level cell constructs can bridge); and capacities to support cell growth on the adjoined 
faces of the supporting membrane substrates. Taken together, these findings describe new 
methodologies and design principles for 3D fabrication with ramifications in the fields of tissue 





Table 2.1. Dimensional Analyses of 3D µ-CF Structures for Cellular Culture. 
  

























Double floor helix 1b-1 4540 2210 500 1.2 60 
1280   adja 
2550   oppb 
Solenoid 1b-2 28600 700 500 1.2 100 1834   ad 
Dumbbell (scaffold) 
R=0 
1b-3 2210 1210 700 1.2 50 
750    adj 
2230   opp 
Peacock 1b-4 1710 1210 800 1.2 50 
1150   adj 
1270   opp 
Circular helix I 
R=0.89 
S1d 1520 1520 500 1.2 80 
1030   adj 
2180   opp 
Switchback S2a 4210 1210 500 1.2 50 
770    adj 
2240   opp 
Coil on gallery S2c 14210 1210 600 1.2 50 
790    adj 
2010   opp 
Grid bridge 1d 2470 2700 500 1.2 50 
1565   adj 
1900   opp 
Box II R=0.16 1e 1980 1980 500 1.2 50 
780    adj 















Narrow  2a 28600 660 500 1.2 60 1854   adj 
Medium 2a 28600 700 500 1.2 100 1834  adj 
Wide 2a 28600 740 500 1.2 140 1810  adj 
Table R=0 3a 2000 2000 800 1.2 70 
1670  adj  
2130  opp 
Tent R=0 S7 1600 1600 800 1.2 50 
800   adj 
800   opp 
Channel table R=0 S14 2720 2720 800 1.2 70 
1760  adj 
2130  opp 
Double floor helix 
array 
S22 7370 7370 500 1.2 40 
1300  adj 
2700  opp 
Triple-floor building S28a 3410 2210 600 1.2 50 
760   adj 
1510  opp 
Inverted flower II S28b 1770 1770 500 1.2 80 
1135  adj 
2400  opp 
Star R=0.36 S29 3300 3300 600 1.2 100 
1280  adj 
2720  opp 
Tent array R=0 S30 4800 4800 800 1.2 50 
360   adj 
630   opp 
4 Point flower 
R=0.11 
S32 1130 1130 500 1.2 80 
1135  adj 
2360  opp 
Three-layer flower S33 5670 5670 500 1.2 60 
1439  adj  
1456  adj 
Circular helix II 
R=1.07 
S34 3560 3560 400 1.2 60 1130  adj 
Two-layer flower S36 3050 2440 700 1.2 50 1455  adj 
Table array R=0 S38 7930  7930 800 1.2 50 
1670  adj  





Table I R=0 S47 2000 2000 800 10 50 
1071  adj 
1199  opp 
Table legs R=0 4d 1600 1600 800 10 50 
755   adj 
800   opp 
Mini table R=0 4d 2000 2000 800 10 50 
1097  adj  
1215  opp 
Open table R=0 4d 2000 2000 800 10 50 
1086  adj 
1384  opp 
 





Figure 2.1. Deterministic integration of hydrogels onto 3D micro-scaffolds. a) Schematics of 
direct ink writing (DIW) hydrogels onto e.g. compressively buckled Si µ-CFs consisting of (1) 
silyl methacrylate surface treatment during transfer printing, (2) printing methacrylate-
based hydrogel pre-polymer gels onto 2D µ-CFs on pre-strained elastomers, and (3) release 
of pre-strain buckles the scaffolds and the UV treatment cures the hydrogel into place. b) 
Scaffold pattern schematics (orange bonded contacts, blue free-assembling scaffold) and 
corresponding colorized SEM images of hydrogel/ µ-CF hybrid devices (HEMA hydrogel in 
red, scaffold in blue, substrate in yellow; scale bars 200 μm for 1,2,4; 50 μm for 3). c) 
HEMA (red) or NIPAM (green) monomers incorporated into printable hydrogel inks, resulting 
in d) the schematic and colorized image of hydrogel networks hybridized onto compressively 
buckled 300 nm Au ribbon patterns (scale bar 200 μm), and e-f) schematic s (left) and 
confocal fluorescence data (right) for representative scaffold geometries patterned with 












Figure 2.2. 3D migration dynamics and coherency of fibroblasts on micro-scaffolds. a) 
Colorized SEM images of a compressively buckled solenoid array (scale bar 500 μm). b) 
Schematic s of DIW poly(ethylene glycol)/media-3T3 gel (top) that dissolves in culture as 
3T3 cells attach locally (bottom-left) and then migrate onto the solenoid array (bottom-
right). c) Colorized SEM and higher magnification insets of a migrating 3T3 cell on the 
solenoid array (yellow substrate, blue border on cell-loaded scaffold; scale bars 5 μm (top), 
3 μm (lower left), 1 μm (lower right). d) Growth stages of 3D 3T3 cell migration, shown 
schematically where they occur on the solenoid scaffold, consisting of: (1, 0-3 d) migration, 
(2, 3-14 d) alignment, and interconnection (3, 14-21). Growth phases over 21 d are 
qualified by relative actin fluorescence intensity from CFMs, depicted for clarity with separate 
0-255 color-scales (image, right) mapping actin fluorescence for either scaffold (A) or 
substrate (B, scale bar 50 μm). e) Fractional actin surface coverage quantification for 
scaffold and substrate. Fractional coverage >1 signifies the interconnection growth stage (3, 
orange box). Fractional coverage approaching 1 signifies near-confluence during the 
alignment stage (2, maroon box). Fraction coverage far below 1 signifies low cell density 
during the migration stage (1, olive box). f) Coherency maps calculated for exemplary CFMs  
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Figure 2.2. (cont’d). 
visually quantify coherency distribution for each growth stage, with the color-scale of 1 
describing high anisotropy/alignment and 0 describing isotropy. g) Coherency fractional 
coverage quantified for all growth stage images shows peak highcoherency fractions (C>0.9) 
for scaffolds only during the alignment stage (2), and medium coherency fractions 
(0.7<C<0.9) increasing for stages 2 and 3 on scaffold and substrate. Highest coherency 





Figure 2.3. Fibroblast responses to low and high alignment 3D micro-scaffold environments. 
a) Low alignment contact guidance from Si µ-CFs tables leads to disordered 3T3 networks 
shown with fluorescently stained (green) actin and (blue) nuclei (left, scale bar 50 μm), and 
with SEM images (yellow substrate, blue bordered scaffold loaded with cells, middle; scale 
bar: 50 μm). Long cell axes orient stochastically on planar table surfaces (right, scale bar 10 
μm). b) High alignment contact guidance from Si µ-CF solenoids leads to ordered 3T3 
networks with higher elongation, shown with fluorescently stained (green) actin and (blue) 
nuclei (left, 30 μm), and with SEM images (yellow substrate, blue bordered scaffold loaded 
with cells, middle; scale bar: 30 μm). Long cell axes orient in ordered networks that align to 
complex spatial vectors of the 3D ribbon surface (right, 10 μm). c) 3D alignment angles (Θ) 
compare the actin vector to the angle of the tangent at the nearest scaffold edge, a distance 
calculated from each nucleus center. d) Schematics of a Si µ-CF table (1 mm diameter) and 
Si µ-CF solenoid ribbons (widths 60, 100, 140 μm) are colorized relative to alignment 
conditions that occur on them (blue, higher alignment, low alignment angles; coral, lower 
alignment, high alignment angles). e) histograms of elongation factor (left) and alignment 
angle (right) distributions for low and high alignment environments, shown with average 
values as bar graph insets. f) Distance from edge effects on average alignment angles and 
angle distribution FWHM for cells on a Si µ-CF table scaffold correspond with the points A 
and B (specified in d). Alignment angles and angle distribution FWHM for cells on Si µ-CF 
solenoid ribbon scaffolds correspond with the points C, D, and E (specified in d), with half 
widths (30, 50, 70 μm respectively) used for the solenoids due to the presence of parallel 





Figure 2.4. Dorsal root ganglion-derived cellular integration on 3D micro-scaffolds. a) 
Schematic of primary rat dorsal root ganglia and the cell populations that are dissociated 
from them (DRG neurons, Schwann cells, and satellite glia) which are b) cultured on Si µ-CF 
tables or SU8 epoxy polymer tables (light blue scaffolds). DRG scale bar is 450 µm and 2D 
DRG cell culture scale bar is 65 µm. c) Si µ-CF table arrays are cultured with DRG cells that 
redevelop tissue constructs guided by the 3D scaffolds (scale bar 1.5 mm) in (1) calcein AM-
stained live cultures (scale bar 100 μm) and (2) fixed cultures immunohistochemically (IHC) 
stained for (red) neurons, (green) glia and (blue) nuclei . Red arrows specify neuron cell 
body positions (scale bar 150 μm) d) colorized SEM images of SU8 epoxy µ-CF polymer 
tables of varying geometries include table legs only (top, 1), a mini table (middle,1), and an 
open table (bottom, 1; scale bar 150 µm), each cultured with DRG cells shown with phase 











Figure 2.5. 3D-specific morphological formations of dorsal root ganglion-derived Cells. DRG 
tissue constructs develop through contact guidance from the scaffold and through 
development of apparent tensile morphologies within their networks. Tissue construct motifs 
include a) ganglion mimetic clusters that re-form around elevated, high aspect ratio scaffold 
geometries in (top) phase contrast, (middle) live calcein-AM stained, and (bottom) IHC-
stained (scale bars 100 µm, 50 µm, 100 µm). b) High tension fibers form shortcuts that 
interconnect scaffold geometries in scaffold-supported and scaffold-anchored morphologies 
shown at low and high magnification SEM images (left, middle) and (right) fluorescence 
micrographs (scale bars top: 150 µm, 5 µm, 15 µm; bottom: 20 µm, 10 µm, 20 µm). c) 
Cellular sheaths develop as glial cells network around DRG neurons on table scaffold planes. 
More exposed neurons are shown at left, with thicker cellular sheaths shown at middle, and 










CHAPTER 3: PROGRAMMING MECHANICAL AND PHYSICOCHEMICAL 
PROPERTIES OF 3D HYDROGEL CELLULAR MICROCULTURES  






Hydrogel materials are exceptionally useful substrates for studying processes of cells 
grown in culture.
[105]
 These materials can be patterned in 3D by myriad fabrication techniques, 
including electro-spinning, electro-hydrodynamic jet printing, micro-molding, and 
stereolithography.
[87e, 106]
 Alternately, hydrogel scaffolds can be produced by varying the solvent 
or cross-linker ratios in pre-polymeric mixtures, yielding stochastically distributed scaffold 
porosity and compositionally sensitive modifications of mechanical properties.
[107]
 Though 
usefulness for cellular cultures, these scaffolds lack well controlled 3D spatial, geometric, and 
physico-chemical cues that can be exploited to enhance cell migration, networking, elongation, 
and alignment.
[108]
 Direct ink writing, an extrusion-based 3D printing method, provides a 
promising platform for the programmable fabrication of microperiodic scaffolds for applications 
in tissue engineering, in which extruded filament diameter, pitch, macro-porosity, and material 
composition can each be independently controlled.
[21, 92a, 109]
 Optimization of ink rheology is 
crucial for the development of 3D printed scaffolds, requiring high viscosity, shear-thinning 
fluids that readily flow through small diameter printheads and exhibit shape retention after 
printing.
[109b, 110]
 In an earlier report, poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) inks are 
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optimized for 3D printing by incorporating a high molecular weight pHEMA chains, which 
served as a viscosifying agent, into pre-polymer solution containing HEMA monomer that 
yielded smooth, fast-drying, UV-curable polymer filaments upon printing.
[94a]
 Tunable 
compositions of these pHH inks, coupled with well-defined architectures enabled by direct ink 
writing, provided an interesting route towards modulating hydrogel scaffold physicochemical 
properties and mechanics while preserving the macro-porosity necessary for efficient 
nutrient/metabolite diffusion in cellular cultures.
[111] 
A central challenge to synthesizing complex 3D hydrogel scaffolds on which cellular 
behaviors and morphologies can be analyzed is the effective characterization of 3D scaffold 
materials’ physicochemical properties. Confocal fluorescence microscopy (CFM) has been 
shown previously to be especially useful for imaging studies of pHH hydrogel scaffolds seeded 
with primary hippocampal neurons, and for characterizing the periodicity-dependent nature of 
their cellular responses to the scaffold geometry.
[112]
 In the present study, CFM imaging methods 
are used to characterize how homopolymer additives influence both the hydrogel mesh properties 
and the chemical modification steps needed to afford robust activities for cell attachment and 
growth on the printed 3D scaffolds. To do so, micro-scale protein sorption kinetics are measured 
using arrays of pHH hydrogel thin films fabricated from inks with different polymer to monomer 
(Mr) ratios. Table 3.1 lists the ink compositions used in this work, materials with Mr values 
chosen to bracket that of the original ink (pHH-0) used in prior studies of 3D neuronal 
cultures.
[94a] 
Correlated measurements using atomic force microscopy (AFM) are carried out to 
characterize the surface topographies of the films and the mechanics associated with adhesive 
interactions occurring at their surfaces.
[113]
 These results are analyzed and compared in the 
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context of cell growth activities evidenced in two classes of model 2D and 3D cellular micro-
cultures carried out on scaffolds prepared using these materials.  
The rigorous characterization of cellular responses to the pHH hydrogels is performed using a 
suite of imaging techniques that includes fluorescent assays on both living and fixed cell 
cultures, and—most notably—SLIM, a long-term imaging modality for characterizing live cell 
dynamics that is at once label-free and quantitative. SLIM is a powerful imaging tool that 
combines principles of phase contrast microscopy and holography to produce interferometric 
data capable of resolving quantitative features of subcellular dynamics. SLIM imaging has been 
previously used in numerous studies to measure motility, mass growth, or mass transport 
properties of numerous cell types.
114]
 In the present work, we combine the morphological and 
structural information derived from fluorescence assays with the cellular motility information 
afforded by SLIM imaging. We use these tools to describe a coherent narrative in which 
fibroblasts and preosteoblasts react to their environments in ways that, while cell line specific, 
are strongly impacted by the physicochemical attributes of the films and the modifications 
afforded by surface treatments that vary in nature as a consequence of differences in their 
underlying compositions. 
The study reported here provides insights into features important for designing 3D 
scaffolds that can promote strong cellular viability—factors related to both the design rules of 
direct-write scaffolds and the physicochemical characteristics of the filaments used to construct 
them. Though pHEMA is a bio-inert polymer with low cytotoxic character, it does little to 
actively promote cellular attachment in model cultures.
[45c]
 The absorption of the cationic 
polymer ε-poly(lysine) (εPL) improves the biocompatibility of many material surfaces,
[50]
 a form 





 In contrast to the effects engendered by nonspecific protein surface adsorption, in 
which cell function may be impeded by thickly accumulated proteinaceous layers, the absorption 
of εPL within a hydrogel substrate can be strongly activating and elicit improved attributes of 
biological compliance.
[116]
 The current study shows that the compositional features of the 
pHEMA inks do impact the dynamics of an otherwise strongly preferential pHEMA-PLL 
interaction, with impacts on biological function.
[117]
 These properties demonstrate a broader 
usefulness for application in the direct-write fabrication of bioactive 3D scaffolds that modulate 
kinetic attributes and the associated physicochemical features of protein sorption within the 
hydrogel material structures and the properties of cellular cultures in contact with them. 
 
3.2. Experimental Methods and Materials. 
3.2.1. Reagent List. 
Commercially available chemical reagents are purchased from Sigma Aldrich, ATCC, 
Life Technologies, Polysciences Inc, and EMS Acquisition Corp. Poly(2-hydroxyethyl 
methacrylate) (pHEMA-300, 300 kDa), poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA-1000, 1000 
kDa), 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate monomer (HEMA), 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone 
initiator (DMPA), cross-linker ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (EGDMA), ethylene glycol (EG), 
ethanol (EtOH), FITC-poly-ʟ-lysine (FPLL, 30-70 kDa), poly-L-lysine (PLL, 30-70 kDa), 
Bovine Serum Albumin powder, and hexamethyl disilizane (HMDS) are purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich. The samples' HEMA and EGDMA are filtered through pre-packed mono-methyl ether 
hydroquinone inhibitor removal columns (Sigma Aldrich). Embryonic murine fibroblasts 
(NIH/3T3 CRL-1658), Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), Fetal Bovine Serum, 
and Calf Bovine Serum (CBS) are purchased from ATCC. Penicillin-streptomycin, Trypsin, 
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Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS), 1% Triton X-100 solution, the Rhodamine-
Phalloidin (R-P) fluorophore, MEM media with nucleosides and no ascorbic acid, and the 
LIVE/DEAD assay kit are purchased from Life Technologies. For cell fixation for fluorescence 
microscopy, pH 7 solutions of 4% paraformaldehyde-DPBS and 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole 
dihydrochloride (DAPI) are purchased from Polysciences Inc. Fluoro-gel mounting medium is 
purchased from EMS Acquisition Corp. The water used in all experiments is purified using a 
Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA) with resistivity higher than 
18MΩ·cm. 
 
3.2.2. Studies of pHEMA Ink Composition and Direct Ink Writing. 
To synthesize pre-polymeric solutions of varying compositions, pHEMA-1000 and 
pHEMA-300 are added in different quantities to four aqueous solutions containing HEMA, 
EGDMA, and DMPA. This is done while maintaining an internal weight ratio of 1 pHEMA-
1000 to 2.5 pHEMA-300. The resulting pHH materials ranged from a low viscosity fluid (pHH-
1) to a soft solid (pHH-4), with composition 2 most closely resembling a rheologically ideal 
DIW printing ink described further in Appendix B.10. To confirm printability of the pHH-2 ink, 
an Aerotech AGS-1000 high precision custom gantry and a sputter-coated 10 µm pre-pulled 
micropipette tip (World Precision Instruments) are used, with additional accessories described 
below. 
 
3.2.3. pHH Solution Preparation.  
pHH solutions are prepared from pHEMA-1000, pHEMA-300, Hydroxyethyl 
methacrylate, Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, Dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone, Ethylene 
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glycol, Ethanol (EtOH), and MilliQ water then spin-cast on to clean 1.5H glass coverslips. pHH-
0 and pHH-2 inks (viscous gels) are prepared by excluding ethylene glycol and ethanol from 
pHH-0 and pHH-2 solution compositions, and printed into 3D scaffolds with an Aerotech AGS-
1000 precision custom gantry.  
 
3.2.4. Viscosity Measurements.  
In order to characterize how compositional differences affect the equilibrium 
concentration of FPLL absorbed into the hydrogel matrix, a 1:1 wt% ratio of ethylene glycol and 
ethanol solvent system is added to the series of pHEMA-based pre-polymer mixtures to decrease 
viscosity and facilitate spin-casting of the final solution. The quantity of total solvent added to 
each pre-polymer solution is calculated to yield an 8 wt% pHEMA concentration. Equalization 
of the composition with respect to the viscosifying agent pHEMA yielded pre-polymer solutions 
of comparatively equal viscosity and final spin-cast films of equivalent thickness without 
extensive calibration. The viscosities of the all solutions are measured with a falling ball 
viscometer equipped with a stainless steel bead (Gilmont) at 25 ±1 °C, with temperature 
variability for each pHH solution measurement series (n=10) of T ±0.25 °C.  
 
3.2.5. Spin-Casting.  
To spin-cast pre-polymer solutions, 25 mm diameter 1.5H coverslips (Azer Scientific) are 
purchased and cleaned with detergent, milliQ, acetone, and ethanol. Surfaces are dried with a 
low fiber cloth (Techwipe) and blown dry with nitrogen. Each pHEMA pre-polymer solution (1 - 
4) is cast at 900 rpm on clean glass substrates and cured under UV illumination for 3 h. The 
pHEMA-HEMA films types 1 and 2 required less time to form cured glassy films than 3 and 4, 
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which is attributed to increased ethylene glycol content of higher numbered films. To reduce 
slight edge beading, spin-time is extended and pre-polymer films are exposed to UV during spin 
casting. pHH film types 1 and 2 are typically spun for 3-4.5 m whereas film types 3 and 4 are 
typically spun for 9 min. To confirm minimization of topographical variation within each film 
and thickness variation across the series of films, analysis with the Dektak 3030 profilometer is 
performed.  
 
3.2.6. Profilometry.  
Tweezers are used to physically ablate pHEMA film-coated glass in three different 
parallel regions across the film surface. An average of 5 discrete topographical profiles 5000µm 
in length are measured for each film, with each trace measured perpendicular to the ablation lines 
and intersecting an average of 2 ablated regions. Three separate films of each type of pre-
polymer mixture are prepared on different days and measured using this procedure to account for 
localized thickness variation and to compensate for irregularities induced by pHEMA build-up 
along ablation peripheries or imperfections in scratch-test film removal. Topographical profiles 
are then analyzed by calculating average height differences between ablated and non-ablated 
regions. A majority of traces did not exhibit piling of excess material at edges, and in these cases 
the film heights are calculated from the height of the first 5 microns adjacent to the edges. 
Following initial profilometric measurements, pHEMA thin films are suspended in water for 24 
and 48h. Profilometric scans are conducted identically to those of the un-hydrated films, and 






3.2.7. Micro-Reaction Chamber for Kinetics Experiments. 
The micro-reaction chamber used for kinetics studies is fabricated by integrating a 
custom-printed plate with a spin-cast pHH film coverslip on which an array of pHH film grids 
had been selectively patterned. So that a single spin-cast film is used per kinetic experiment, thus 
eliminating effects of inter-sample variation, a universal sample holder is fabricated on a Viper 
Stereolithography Apparatus 3D printer that consisted of a 5 x 3.8 cm rectangular plate with a 
central open window with the dimensions of 1.1 x 1.6 cm and a thickness of 1 mm. The sample 
holder is pressed into contact via double-sided tape with a pHH spin-cast coverslip such that the 
film faced into the well formed by the holder. A 3M packing adhesive is applied to the holder 
back to secure the cover slip and to eliminate edges that might impinge objective lens mobility. 
Tweezers are used to ablate the surface of the active film into a grid of discrete 0.0625 cm
2
 
square regions. A thin layer of hydrophobic material is applied with a grease pencil over all 
ablated regions on the coverslip, establishing a reusable multi-chambered micro-reaction cell 
suitable for CFM imaging.  
 
3.2.8. Measurement of Protein Absorption Kinetics.  
The protocol for kinetics studies used rigorous replicate controls in which an aqueous 
solution of FPLL (0.5 mg·mL
-1
 ) is divided into aliquots (100 μL) and stored at -20 °C in the 
dark until immediately prior to use, then selectively deposited on a pHH film grid of interest. A 
stopwatch is used for accurate timing of FPLL incubation, which is followed by replicate rinses. 




A pseudo-steady state regime is achieved experimentally using a fluorescent PLL protein 
solution concentration that is sufficiently high to remain constant throughout the experiment. An 
aqueous solution of FPLL (0.5 mg·mL
-1
 ) is divided into 100 μL aliquots and stored at -20 °C in 
the dark until immediately prior to use. Upon removal from the freezer, the FPLL is quickly 
warmed to ambient temperature and transferred to a 1 mL syringe with 26G Precision Glide 
needle (BD) and is protected from ambient light. A second syringe containing water is also 
prepared, with both syringes adjusted for immediate, controlled fluid dispersal upon barrel 
depression. For exposure, a small bead (7-10 μL) of FPLL solution is deposited on each grid for 
a specified exposure time interval. To stop the incubation, the FPLL solution is wicked from the 
pHH film surface. Three rinses are then immediately performed with water. The exposure and 
rinse volumes are limited so as to form solution droplets on top of each active well, but not spill 
over the hydrophobic barriers onto adjacent grids. For each experiment, grid exposure times are 
varied between 0 and 1500 s.  
The films are dried after exposure, as it is found that continued hydration made no 
significant difference to fluorescence image intensities. Images are recorded using a Zeiss LSM7 
Live Confocal Fluorescence Microscope (LSM7-CFM) with a 100x Plan Apochromat (NA 1.4) 
and Zeiss Immersol 518 immersion medium (refractive index ne = 1.518 at 23 °C). An excitation 
wavelength of 488 nm is used, with emission collected with an LP 495 filter. Pinhole aperture is 
set to 1.16 Airy Equivalents, corresponding to an approximate aperture diameter of 16.6 μm. 
Each scan is performed using piezo-actuation and recorded images at 250 nm intervals over a 
25.0 μm axial scan distance for a total slice count of 101 per scan. From the Nyquist theorem, the 
oversampling ratio so realized is 4. Individual scan size is 100.9 μm per tile with a 512 by 512 
pixel resolution. Scans consisted of 4 by 4 arrays for a total area per scan of 403.6 μm. Each 
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frame is averaged 4 times with 8 bit color depth. For each fluorescence exposure time, the 
corresponding grid is imaged 3-5 times.  
 
3.2.9. DIW/3D Printing Platform. 
 An A3200 integrated automation motion system and G-code programming language is 
used to 3D print scaffolds. An Ultimus V High Precision dispenser (Nordson EFD) is used for 
positive-pressure controlled printing in combination with 3cc amber light block syringe barrels. 
For pHEMA-HEMA gel printing, a 10 µm pre-pulled glass pipette tip print-head is used (World 
Precision Instruments Inc.) that had been sputter-coated to opacity with Au/Pd to prevent ink 
drying/curing at the orienting tip. An IDS USB 3.0 C-Mount Camera with a color CMOS sensor 
is mounted with a 1.5x Navitar Attachment Lens and a 2.0x Precise Eye Navitar Adaptor Lens 
(1stVision Inc.) for high magnification imaging of the scaffold. The camera is mounted to the 
axial stage with a 10.9″ holding arm (Noga) to allow synchronous motion of the camera and the 
printhead. Ambient lighting is supplied to the printing area with a 6 Watt LED Dual Goose-neck 
Illuminator (AmScope). 
 
3.2.10. Composition-Dependent Fluorescence Intensity. 
To compare the effects of the ink composition on fluorescence density of FPLL, a 
previously-optimized ink (pHH-0) used in earlier work to print filamentary structures for 
directing neuronal growth is prepared. Briefly, 25 wt% 3·10
5
 mw pHEMA, 10 wt% 1·10
6
 mw 
pHEMA, 40 wt% HEMA, 1.0 wt% EGDMA, 0.5 wt% DMPA, and 23.5 wt% H2O are combined 
in order. The contents are mixed for 5 min in a THINKY ARE 310 centrifugal mixer then 
protected from light and mixed continuously on a mixing plate rotator (Orbitron) for a minimum 
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of 72 h. The composition 2 ink is also mixed continuously. Filament arrays of the two pre-
polymeric solutions are direct-write printed on the glass substrates, incubated for 1 h in FPLL 
solution (0.5 mg·mL
-1)
, and imaged using identical microscope settings on the LSM7 CFM with 
a 10x objective.  
 
3.2.11. AFM Characterization and Mechanics Measurements of Thin Films.  
AFM measurements are performed with PNP-TR SiN cantilevers purchased from 
NanoAndMore USA Inc. on an Asylum AFM and analyses are performed with Asylum Research 
Software MFP3D. All measurements are performed using a 100 μm triangular cantilever with a 
pyramidal 3.5 μm tip height and commercially specified tip radius of less than 10 nm. Prior to 
making modulus measurements, the individual cantilever’s mechanical properties are calculated. 
Force maps are measured for 400 μm
2
 square regions with 2 µm intervals between force loading, 
for a total of n = 100 force measurements per force map. The 400 μm
2
 surface scan areas are 
measured in tapping mode for each of the pHH films 1-4 with the same probe type in order to 
assess porosity and roughness. Analyses of AFM force curves and surface scans utilized the 
Asylum Research Software MFP3D with an IGOR Wavemetrics platform. MatLab is also used 
as a complementary platform for analysis and interpretation of adhesion profiles. Additional 
information regarding AFM protocols is given as Appendix B.15-B.17. 
 
3.2.12. Cell Culture Protocols. 
NIH/3T3 embryonic murine fibroblasts are maintained in complete media containing 
DMEM with 10% CBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. At 60-80% confluence, fibroblasts are 
incubated with Trypsin (3 mL) for 12 min to effect cell detachment. The resulting solutions are 
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neutralized with media (4 mL) and flasks rinsed with PBS (3 mL) to transfer the cells prior to 
centrifugation. Cells are pelleted from solution and re-suspended in complete medium prior to 
scaffold seeding. Sub-culture is performed every 3 d to maintain this cell line. MC-3T3-E1s are 
subculture similarly, but used Alpha MEM Minimum Essential Media, 10% FBS, and 1% P-S 
for complete media.  
NIH/3T3 embryonic murine fibroblasts and MC-3T3-E1 preosteoblasts are cultured and 
passaged according to the recommended protocols for each cell line. Films and scaffolds seeded 
with these cell cultures are fixed and stained with a standard immunofluorescent protocol or 
stained live with a LIVE/DEAD fluorescent assay and then imaged with a Zeiss 7 Live Confocal 
Fluorescence microscope or a Zeiss Axiovert 25 Fluorescence microscope for each preparation, 
respectively.  
 
3.2.13. Live/Dead Fluorescence Assays. 
The Live/Dead assay is applied to scaffolds at relevant time-points by mixing 5 µL of 
calcein AM “live” stain and 5 µL of the ethidium homodimer “dead” stain with 10 mL of PBS 
and incubating all samples chambers in 2-300 µL of this solution during imaging on a Zeiss 
Axiovert 25 microscope.  
 
3.2.14. Scaffold Seeding of Cells. 
To seed fibroblasts on 3D pHH scaffolds, pyramidal and boat scaffolds are 3D printed 
with a composition pHH-2 ink. The substrates are sterilized under UV for 1hr and then incubated 
under sterile conditions with PLL (0.1mg·mL
-1
 ) for 1 h prior to cell seeding at which point they 
are rinsed 2x with DPBS before addition of cells. The scaffolds are visualized and media 
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refreshed every 2-3 d. Cell viability, migration, and density is assessed with a Zeiss Axiovert 40 
microscope with phase contrast aperture. Following 18 d in culture, fibroblast-seeded scaffolds 
are fixed and stained for CFM imaging. For cells visualized on pHH films, actin staining is 
performed for 3T3 and E1 cell lines with Alexa 488 Phalloidin (A488 Phal) and 4',6-diamidino-
2-phenylindole (DAPI) fluorophores, following fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde, 0.25% 
Triton-X 100 membrane permeabilization, and blocking with glycine-bovine serum albumin 
buffer solution. For cells fixed on printed hydrogel scaffolds, the same fixation protocol is 
performed, with DAPI staining of nuclei to localize the cells on the scaffold matrix. Fluorogel 
mounting medium is used to mount all samples for visualization on the CFM, which is 
performed with a 20x objective lens. 
For seeding fibroblasts on 2D pHH thin films, spin-cast films 1 - 4 are UV-sterilized and 
incubated in PLL (0.1 mg·mL
-1
 ) for 2 h, then rinsed 2x with DPBS prior to addition of NIH/3T3 





The thin film cell cultures are imaged at 24, 48, 72 h as well as after 1 and 2 wks, with media 
refreshed every 2-3 d. 
 
3.2.15. SEM Sample Preparation. 
To prepare samples for SEM, samples are fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde then 
soaked for another 24h in DPBS. A 30% EtOH/H2O is then applied to all samples to begin 
incremental dehydration. This is followed in succession by a 70% EtOH:H2O and 100% EtOH 
solution. Incubation in solution type is no less than 20min and no more than 1h. The EtOH 
solution is replaced with fresh EtOH solution, in which the samples are stored overnight. They 
are then immersed in EtOH/HMDS solution of incrementally high concentration consisting 2:1 
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EtOH/HMDS, 1:1 EtOH/HMDS, 1:2 EtOH/HMDS, 100% HMDS, then allowed to dry overnight 
for full evaporation of HMDS. The samples are then mounted for SEM and sputter-coated for 
30sec with Au/Pd prior to imaging. The JEOL 7000F SEM is used for collecting images. 
 
3.2.16. SLIM Imaging Methods: Optical Setup and Experimental Methods.  
The imaging system consists of a microscope (Zeiss AxioObserver.Z1, 10x NA=0.3 PN 
420341-9911-000) attached to a SLIM module (PhiOptics).
[114a, 114b, 118]
 In short, this module 
introduces sequential offsets between transmitted and scattered light by shifting a pattern coupled 
to the objective's phase ring. The resulting four images are demodulated to yield a phase map 
with a radian value at each pixel. The module consists of a spatial light modulator (SLM, 
Meadowlark Optics), sCMOS camera (Zyla 5.5, Andor) along with a polarizer and UV filter. A 
12-well plate is loaded with spin-cast pHH-2 or pHH-4 films or glass coverslips, then incubated 
in a 0.5mg/mL PLL solution or PBS, then rinsed with PBS prior to addition of 3T3 or E1 cells 
that had been grown for 3d in culture flasks. Each well is imaged with a 10x objective lens in a 3 
by 3 grid, with each grid containing 3 focal planes to ensure cell culture capture over longer 
intervals. The well plate is imaged from 0 to 24h following seeding from the culture flasks, as 
well as from 48-72 h. The first 24 h involved primarily cell attachment processes, and the culture 
interval from 48 to 72 h is used for motility analysis. Media used is the same as that used for the 







3.3. Results and Discussion. 
3.3.1. NIH/3T3 and MC-3T3-E1 Attachment and Growth on PLL-Treated Films. 
As noted in our earlier work, the attachment and subsequent development of cellular 
networks on 3D printed pHEMA-HEMA scaffolds (a composition herein referred to as pHH-0) 
requires a prior activating protein treatment to confer biocompatibility and facilitate on-filament 
growth.
[92a, 94a]
 The NIH/3T3 (3T3) and MC-3T3-E1 (E1) model cell cultures, examined here 
using four additional ink compositions that bracket the pHH-0 system, mirror the compositional 
sensitivities noted in that work. As expected, when pHH films are not treated with PLL, cells 
attach sparsely and generally migrate off (or fail to adhere to) the hydrogel, preferring to develop 
on the supporting glass substrate (Appendix B.1). We find that the compositional (Mr) 
differences in PLL-treated pHH films (Table 3.1 and described quantitatively in later sections) 
impact how both cell lines respond to the film scaffolds, and in specific cases improve their 
activities towards cell attachment and growth. 
The results of Live/Dead assays of 3T3 and E1 cultures on PLL-treated and untreated 
pHH-2 films (a composition similar to the pHH-0 system and here compared against glass) are 
shown in Figures 1a-b after 24 h in culture. The pHH-2 film’s performance, when compared to 
PLL-treated pHH-0 and other film composition types 1, 3, and 4, shows an improved biological 
compliance for the PLL-treated pHH-2 films. Even so, all PLL-treated films show more cell 
attachment and growth than their untreated (immersed in PBS only) counterparts, data for which 
are shown in detail in Appendix B.2. The degree to which PLL treatment enhances cell growth 
is different across 3T3 and E1 cell types, however, with E1 cells surviving well on untreated 
pHH-1 and pHH-2 film types, unlike 3T3 cells. There is no cell type, treatment, or length in 
culture tested found to induce even modest cell proliferation on pHH-3 and pHH-4 film types. 
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Cell surface area coverage measurements from Live/Dead fluorescence assays in Figure 3.1c 
confirm the compositional dependence of the growth and attachment profiles found for 3T3 cells 
after 96 h in culture. Figure 3.1d shows the quantitative differences in live 3T3 and E1 cell 
surface area coverage after 24 h as well as those that emerge in 3T3 cells after 96 h in culture.  
Rigorous statistical analyses of film type and treatment-specific properties across all data 
for each experimental condition shows that both film properties and protein surface treatment 
play significant roles in dictating cell growth outcomes. Within the context of an ANOVA 
analysis, individual film pairs (or groups) are specifically contrasted to verify their relative 
significance following a Box-Cox normalization of the data series and White’s test for 
homoscedasticity. A complete description of the statistical methods used is given in the 
Appendix B.3. From this analysis, it follows that, for early time points (24 h) in the 3T3 
fibroblast cell cultures, cell growth on PLL-treated pHH-2 and pHH-0 films is at or near the 
threshold for significance (p<0.05). The relative significance for PLL-treated pHH-2 is 
increasingly revealed during longer culture intervals (96 h), with PLL-treated pHH-1 films 
showing growth compliance to a lesser extent, and pHH-0 lagging significantly behind these. A 
parallel growth compliance profile for (in decreasing order of growth compliance) pHH-2, pHH-
1 and pHH-0 is observed for the E1 cell cultures, which are seen to emerge at earlier culture 
intervals (24 h) than for the 3T3 cells. 
These data, when taken together with the light microscopy series of cellular coverage and 
growth given in the Appendix B.4, show confluence within the first week of growth, with 
healthy cell morphology, networking, and spreading consistently seen for pHH film 
compositions 0, 1, and 2 and generally reduced or inconsistent cell attachment and growth 
evidenced for pHH film types 3 and 4 (with stable cultures maintained for 2 wks). These trends 
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suggest that physicochemical features of the hydrogel, and perhaps the density of PLL 
presentation within it, the film mechanics, or a combination of these factors, must contribute to 
directly impact patterns of cell growth. We examine these features in the sections that follow. 
 
3.3.2. Spatial Light Interference Microscopy (SLIM) Comparisons of 3T3 and E1 Motility. 
Substrate-dependent growth trends that are revealed by quantitative cell surface area 
coverage measurements generally overlapped between the two cell lines but did manifest some 
cell-specific differences. For example, while the pHH-2 film type is consistently the hydrogel 
most promotive of cell growth for 3T3 fibroblasts, a PLL treatment is essential for sustaining it 
robustly. For E1 preosteoblasts, this same treatment enhances growth but its absence does not 
proscribe it. As we show in the sections that follow, where we examine the morphological, 
structural, and motile differences that emerge in both cell lines’ responses to 3D printed hydrogel 
scaffolds, the 3T3 cell networks develop on these materials in ways that are distinct from E1 cell 
networks. 
To address the origin of the differences seen in cellular responses to the hydrogel films in 
a mechanistic way, we first compared representative images of live cellular morphologies of 3T3 
fibroblast and E1preosteoblast cells grown on treated and untreated pHH-2 films and glass 
(Figure 3.2a). Both 3T3 and E1 cell lines spread the most on the glass controls, as expected for 
comparisons made to cell spreading on soft, low modulus substrates. Of note are the comparable 
overall morphologies we observe for both cell types on PLL-treated pHH-2 films. On untreated 
pHH-2 films, the 3T3 fibroblast cells typically adhere poorly with a minimal surface area 
projection being noted. In comparison, the preosteoblast E1 cell morphologies seen on untreated 
pHH-2 films appear stunted, but still extend filopodia into their environments. These data 
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demonstrate that the PLL treatment promotes attachment and growth for both cell types, albeit 
somewhat more beneficially for the 3T3 fibroblasts.  
To examine the structural differences manifested in the cytoskeleton development 
between the cell lines on the gel substrates, we fluorescently stained the actin in each as cultured 
on the treated and untreated pHH-2, and glass controls (Figure 3.2b, with additional data for 
these and for less growth permissive substrates (pHH-4) given in Appendix B.5). We find that 
there is a dispersed, relatively weak, actin signal seen within the cytoplasm of 3T3 fibroblast 
cells on the treated pHH-2 film. The formation of actin bundles in 3T3 cells, typically along their 
periphery, develops in a more pronounced form in their culture on glass substrates. Pronounced 
actin bundles, by way of comparison, develop in a more evident way within E1 cells when they 
are cultured on both PLL-treated and untreated pHH-2 films (as well as on glass controls). We 
believe the robust actin cytoskeleton seen for E1 cells during their culture on pHH-2 films points 
to a higher E1 cellular motility relative to 3T3 cells, since the development of these structures is 
associated with cellular migration and therefore the effective cell-to-gel adhesion that facilitates 
that motion. The latter point is established more quantitatively in the sections below.  
To address how physicochemical differences resulting from underlying film 
compositions affect cellular motility, we monitored 3T3 and E1 cell lines in real time over their 
first 96 h in culture with SLIM imaging. This information-rich method measures 
quantitative/mechanistic properties of cellular dynamics through an improvement brought to the 
traditional phase contrast microscopy.
[118] 
The excerpted data shown in Figure 3.2c illustrates the 
nature of the motility seen for single, yet representative, 3T3 fibroblast and E1 preosteoblast type 
cells, here using data starting at 48 h and extending for up to 2 h more with images extracted as 
exemplars of larger, interval-frame-rate data sets. Qualitatively speaking, the E1 cells extend 
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projections to as much as double the length as seen for similar motions of the 3T3 cells, and 
dynamically alter their cellular geometry at rates significantly exceeding similar processes of the 
3T3 fibroblast cells. Representative high growth regions of PLL-treated pHH-2 films that are 
tracked from between 48 and 55 h in culture show a tendency for 3T3 cells to alternate 
within/between small clusters of cells, whereas E1 cells more often move independently with 
highly elongated but spreading morphologies being noted (Figure 3.2d, panel 1, 3). These data 
illustrate that the 3T3 and E1 cells respond to their hydrogel substrates in mechanistically 
distinctive ways that are likely driven by innate cell line properties and affinities.  
 We next specifically probed how cell-specific motilities are impacted by differences in 
the underlying physicochemical properties of the pHH films by tracking the cell motilities on 
PLL-treated pHH-4 films (Figure 3.2d, panel 2, 4)—a less growth-permissive material—and 
comparing motilities to those observed on PLL-treated pHH-2 films. The quantitative differences 
in cell motility for each of these cases are measured by tracking each cell present within the 
representative frame (Figure 3.2e), with cell motility values found to be significant in all cases 
except for 3T3 motility on pHH-2 films (Figure 3.2f), which is not significantly different from 
the reference 3T3 motility seen on the glass controls. Cells are also tracked on PLL-treated pHH-
2, pHH-4, and glass substrates to monitor how long they remained within the field of view. From 
this analysis, we found that 3T3 cells on PLL-treated pHH-4 films are generally immobile (long 
tracking times). E1 cells on the same substrate are found to be generally transient (short tracking 
times), suggesting poorer attachment to their substrates. The statistical analysis, as well as details 
of the tracking data, including studies on glass controls is given as supporting information in 
Appendix B.6. Additional excerpts of the SLIM data are given in the Appendix B.7 and the 
supporting videos in Appendix E.1 and E.2. For the 3T3 system on PLL treated pHH-4 films, 
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very few cells attached. Of those that did, there are insufficient nearby adhered cells to promote 
the formation of cellular networks, and the 3T3 fibroblasts generally remained immobile. 
Cooperative interactions between 3T3 cells are crucial for sustaining the relatively poor 
development of cells seen in these cultures. The surface area coverage of the E1 system on PLL-
treated pHH-4 films are qualitatively similar, with—as before—very few cells attached. Of those 
that did, we saw more evidence of motile dynamics in which E1 cells would attach transiently, 
migrate, and more often detach again to appear as spherical live cell bodies lying at or near the 
film surface. Finally, we note that the results presented in later sections illustrate similar 
attachment and growth tendencies that are evidenced in 3D printed scaffold contexts as well. The 
substrate dependencies noted here—specifically the greater viability of the pHH-2 supported 
culture—are found to be strongly correlated with underlying physicochemical properties of the 
materials that serve to influence their PLL absorptive capacities and therefore the degree of PLL 
available for promoting cellular attachment. In the sections that follow, we examine this point in 
detail.  
 
3.3.3. 3T3 and E1 Attachment and Growth on PLL-Treated 3D Scaffolds. 
 We characterized cellular growth and attachment on 3D-printed scaffolds using the 
optimized pHH-2 material as a benchmark. These studies are carried out using an open-mesh 
scaffold comprising a 4-layer pyramid printed as shown in Figure 3.3a, immersed in a PLL 
solution, seeded with 3T3 or E1 cells, and maintained in culture for 7 d. Figure 3.3b (top) shows 
the robust on-scaffold 3T3 proliferation and spreading seen on a PLL-treated scaffold, a pattern 
that contrasts markedly with growth seen on an untreated scaffold (Figure 3.3b, bottom). Figure 
3.3c shows a parallel trend in E1 cells seeded on the pyramid scaffolds and sustained in culture 
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for 7 d, in which the E1 cells are found to attach and spread on scaffold filaments treated with 
PLL. The pattern of attachment and growth is very different on untreated scaffolds in this case. 
Here we see cells proximal to the scaffold fall to the supporting glass substrate, where they then 
align along the filaments. This tendency is directly compared for representative image cross-
sections (line traces of which are shown as white arrows in Figure 3.3c) where fluorescence 
signal distributions for both cells (green) and scaffold (red) are plotted for each case in Figure 
3.3d.  
The supported 3T3 cells visualized with scanning electron microscopy (SEM, which 
examines the morphologies of terminated cultures after dehydration) follows the trends in 
fluorescent studies, in which on-scaffold cellular growth is characterized by robust intercellular 
connections with morphologies that develop in close contact with the scaffold filaments (Figure 
3.4a). The 3T3 cells are seen to frequently bridge filament gaps to interconnect with neighboring 
cells (Figure 3.4b, top) as well as to extend their filopodia in parallel to the long axes of the 
filament on which they are adhered in (Figure 3.4b, bottom). The morphology of fine filopodia 
microstructure adhering to the underlying pHH hydrogel scaffold matrix is illustrated in the 
exemplary image given in Figure 3.4c. Additional SEM images are given in Appendix B.8. 
Due to geometric effects present in the open-mesh pyramid scaffold, a second type of 
pyramid is 3D printed with identical lateral dimensions except for the filament diameter, which 
is sufficiently large to eliminate open space between filaments. This yielded a gel pyramid 
several hundred microns in height, as shown schematically and during printing in Figure 3.5a. 
To illustrate the dynamical attributes of the PLL absorption, and the attendant formation of time-
dependent infusive gradients, a cured pHH-2 pyramid scaffold is immersed in fluorescently-
labeled PLL (FPLL) solution and the resulting spatial fluorescence distribution within it 
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measured (Figure 3.5b). The temporal evolution of fluorescence intensity gradients is clearly 
evidenced throughout the scaffold, and with features of comparatively high surface-area to 
volume ratios (e.g. at the exterior vertices) exhibiting high fluorescence intensities. Detailed 
kinetics studies show that the quantitative details of the PLL-absorption within the gel change as 
the length of the incubation is increased. This feature is discussed in detail in the sections that 
follow. 
A Live/Dead fluorescence assay performed on an untreated control scaffold (layer 1 of 
the pyramid) showed only a modest ingress and attachment of 3T3 cells after 7 d in culture 
(Figure 3.5c). For a PLL-treated scaffold, 3T3 on-scaffold growth is more advanced even after 4 
d in culture, and by 18 d, 3T3 cell networks are apparent on every level of the PLL-treated pHH-
2 pyramid including the apex as shown in Figure 3.5d. Additional images and supporting data 
for growth on other scaffold geometries are given in Appendix B.9. Data from CFM imaging 
studies of the fibroblast growth (here fixed after 18 d in culture) conclusively establish that the 
3T3 cells grow and in-fill on all tiers of the PLL-treated pHH 3D platforms, with representative 
data shown in Figure 3.5e for a pyramidal scaffold using fluorescently-labeled nuclei to 
characterize axial (top) and lateral (bottom) fibroblast growth, respectively.  
 
3.3.4. Composition (Mr) Dependence of FPLL Absorption by pHH Materials. 
To compare how compositional variations within a class of printable pHH ink affects the 
absorption of PLL into the hydrogel, pHH-0 and pHH-2 filaments and filament junctions are 
printed and incubated in FPLL. Representative post-incubation fluorescence micrographs for the 
two ink compositions are shown in Figure 3.6a. These data reveal that the equilibrium uptake of 
the FPLL is lower in the pHH-0 ink material. Extended quantitative analyses suggest an apparent 
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relative equilibrium uptake of the absorbed FPLL in the ratio of approximately 2:5. Variances in 
filament dimensions of the pHH-0 and pHH-2 materials are too small to account for the intensity 
differences seen. This suggests that the matrix properties of the materials prepared from these 
chemically identical, but constitutively distinct, ink compositions directly impacts equilibrium 
protein absorption by them, a sensitivity examined in quantitative form in the sections that 
follow. 
 
3.3.5. pHH Films from Rheologically Optimized Inks. 
To study the properties of the pHH materials, and the kinetics of PLL absorption into 
them, we prepared castable forms of the inks. The pHH-0 ink, a composition optimized for 
direct-write printing in an earlier study, is used here as a reference (and for which the rheological 
data are given in Appendix B.10). The range of Mr values selected for the cast series of pHH 
solutions is picked to bracket the compositional range of this optimized pHH-0 ink. To eliminate 
cross-linker effects on final hydrogel mesh properties, the relative mole ratios of HEMA : 
EGDMA : DMPA are kept constant across all pHH compositions. The mass ratio (Mr) used to 
distinguish these compositions is described by Equation 3.1:  
Mr =
mp1 + mp2
mm +  mx
 (3.1.) 
 where mp1 + mp2 is the total homopolymer mass and mm + mx is the total mass of HEMA 
monomer and EGDMA cross-linker incorporated into the pre-polymer mixtures. The range of Mr 
values examined here corresponds to a broad range of pHH materials properties that required the 
addition of the solvents ethylene glycol and ethanol to render them uniformly castable for cell 
growth and kinetics studies. Viscosities and densities of pHH solution compositions are 
compared in two cases: 1) with equal solvent mass fractions; and 2) with equal pHEMA mass 
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fractions due to varied solvent additions. The data given in Appendix B.11-B.12) comparing 
these properties confirm that equal pHEMA mass fractions of 0.08 yield pHH solutions that 
make highly uniform films upon spin-casting. After curing but prior to hydration, these glassy, 
optically clear films 1 – 4 had comparable thicknesses of ~1.6 ± 0.1 μm (Appendix B.13). 
Exhaustive extraction of unreacted components into water over 72 h produced only minor 
reductions in the film thicknesses measured in the dehydrated state (Appendix B.14).  
For the kinetics experiments, we selectively patterned the films, mounting them in a 
custom sample holder for CFM, as shown schematically in Figure 3.6b (left and middle), to 
allow a single film to be used within a kinetic experiment to minimize the effects of inter-sample 
variation. A micrograph of a representative film array, with its hydrophobic spacers, is shown in 
Figure 3.6b (right).  
 
3.3.6. Mechanical Analysis of Thin Film Substrates. 
Numerous studies have established that complex, and currently incompletely understood, 
relationships exist between cellular adhesion on scaffolds and the features of their underlying 
materials chemistry, especially the spatial presentation of adhesion-promotive proteins (of which 
PLL is one example), as well as the role that material mechanics serve in affecting cellular 
behaviors.
[119]
 For this reason, we first carried out AFM studies of the films described above to 
quantify the mechanical properties of the various composition pHH materials. Deflection curves 
generated from AFM indentation experiments are converted to force curves using the 
relationship given in Equation 3.2: 
FN = kc(d − d1) (3.2) 
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which relates the normal force FN applied at the surface to the cantilever spring constant, kc, and 
the deflection, d, where d1 corresponds to the zero-deflection position of the cantilever. 
The experimental force curves are analyzed using a Hertzian model commonly applied to 
AFM indentation data for elastic, non-adhesive materials including gels.
[120]
 Controls, based on 
an extensive analyses of replicate measurements, showed adhesive interactions are statistically 
negligible (shown in Appendix B.15).
[121]
 Representative force curve data for a single indent of 
each film type are given in Figure 3.6c (left), with the axes expanded to illustrate the subtle 
differences seen between the film types (middle). Fits of the AFM indentation data are made on 
100-indent force maps taken in 3 discrete areas for each pHH film type using the generalized 
force-indentation Equation 3.3: 
F = λδβ (3.3) 
where F is the force applied to the indenter, δ is the indentation depth, and λ and β are quantities 
dependent on indentation tip geometry.
[122]
 A detailed discussion of the force measurement 
methods and indentation depth parameters (as well as approximations used for the mechanical 
analyses) is given in Appendix B.16. The parameters of note in this analysis include the 
Poisson’s ratio for the indenter tip νi (0.25), the contact area radius R (assigned an approximate 
value of 100 nm), and the reduced elastic modulus, Er. Taken together these parameters can be 












where Ei and Es are the elastic moduli for the indentation tip and the sample, respectively, and νs 
= 0.29 is the pHEMA Poisson’s ratio reported in the literature.
[121a]
 The results for the pHH 
hydrogel thin film series shown in Figure 3.6c (right) yielded quantitative values for the film 
elastic moduli, with the highest elastic modulus observed for pHH-1 and the lowest elastic 
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modulus for pHH-4. Film types 2 and 3 exhibited mechanical properties bounded by these 
limiting values. 
Optimal environments for cellular adhesion require a balance between migration and 
attachment, so that cells flatten onto their substrates but are not so tightly bound that they form 
islands that fail to network with neighboring cells.
[84j, 123]
 A separate adhesion analysis is 
performed to study this property from the retraction portion of the AFM force curves, due to the 
considerable depth and contribution of adhesion for this section of the mean force curves. Our 
aim is to determine what, if any, role surface energies may have in biocompliance outcomes. The 
average adhesion well depth calculated from the mean deflection distance for all axial points on 
the retraction curves (n = 300 per film type) is found to increase in order from pHH type 1 to 
type 4 films, with pHH film types 2 and 3 again exhibiting intermediate behaviors. The adhesion 
force illustrated a complementary trend, one in which an increase in adhesion corresponded to a 
decreasing elastic modulus. The integrated area of the average adhesion curve for each material 
type is determined and plotted against the pHEMA mass fraction of the corresponding film, the 
results of which are presented in Figure 3.6d. Though the axial indentation depth is 
approximately constant for all force curves, the proportional scaling of the adhesion forces for 
these films lead us to conclude that higher degrees of adhesion are associated primarily with 
indent geometry differences due to the deformation of the lower elastic modulus materials and 
not from fundamental changes in the hydrogel surface energies. We finally note that many of the 
individual adhesion curves exhibited complex profiles that may reflect dynamics involving 
decohesive bonding on retraction (Appendix B.17).
[121b]
 These dynamical attributes appeared to 
be much more pronounced (and common) for the pHH-4 films—those with the highest pHEMA 
mass fraction and the lowest number of structural crosslinks. From these analyses, we find it 
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unlikely that differences in cellular growth and attachment across pHH film types originate from 
surface energy differences, but instead from the variable presentation of absorbed PLL that in 
fact renders all of the films biocompliant. 
 
3.3.7. Quantitative Analyses of PLL Absorption Dynamics in pHH Gels. 
As noted above, qualitative observations establish a temporal sensitivity for the uptake of 
PLL by the various pHH gels. We carried out detailed measurements using thin film substrates 
and FPLL to better quantify the dynamics involved. The substrates used in these experiments are 
sufficiently thin to allow rapid removal of non-bound FPLL upon rinsing the films prior to 
imaging, allowing a direct measurement of the total quantity of strongly absorbed FPLL. The 
data do not fully resolve the axial distribution of the fluorescence intensity present in the pHH 
thin film materials. For this reason, the spatial gradients inherent to FPLL diffusion into and 
absorption within the hydrogel matrix are not characterized directly with this experiment, but 
their possible contributions to overall fluorescence measurements are carefully considered and 
excluded (Appendix B.18). An apparent diffusion coefficient for the temporal evolution of a 
PLL gradient can be calculated, however, based on measurements of intensity in accordance with 
a model with several simplifying assumptions. First, we assume that the absorption of the PLL 
by the pHH involves multi-segmental interactions and is essentially irreversible in nature. 
Second, the absorption of the PLL in specific regions inhibits/precludes additional adsorption of 
the protein in those same regions. Third, the effective sticking probability for this massive 
molecule in an open region is likely to be very large (here we assume unity). Finally, as the 
sample is incubated, uptake is assumed to be fastest at the ambient solution interface of the gel 
and increments as the PLL penetrates deeper into the pHH matrix. Since time-dependent uptake 
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of FPLL corresponds to the equilibrated absorption of FPLL throughout the entire film, the 
temporal absorption gradient so engendered will only be seen (and best quantified) by integration 
through the entire z-depth profile (more information regarding the development of metrics for 
CFM optical stack analyses is given in Appendix B.19). We therefore used the mean maximum 
fluorescence intensity (MMFI) to quantify the FPLL-exposure time-dependent changes in protein 
uptake by the gel. By extracting only the maximum voxel intensity from an entire axial stack, the 
MMFI emphasizes trends tracking the relative increase in average PLL composition as effected 
over the course of a single kinetic experiment. Exemplary data for temporal distributions of 
voxel intensities measured from confocal images within a single pHH-1 kinetic experiment are 
given in Figure 3.6e (left). The general trends show a marked broadening of the fluorescence 
intensity distributions occurs with increasing FPLL exposure time. The data in Figure 3.6e 
(right) plots the corresponding average maximum intensities for this experiment as are calculated 
from the fluorescence intensities of the peak voxel population for each voxel intensity 
distribution curve. These data are part of a broad set of replicate experiments that show that the 
integrated intensities increase markedly with time. A more detailed discussion of mass transport 




3.3.8. Modeling FPLL Absorption Kinetics 
The suitability of several physical and semi-empirical models to fit the experimental data 
described above is tested. These include integrated kinetic functions reported in the literature 
following pseudo-first order (PFO), pseudo-second order (PSO), and biphasic models. Aspects of 
the underlying physical assumptions of these models (given in Appendix B.21) mitigate against 
their consideration.
[125]
 As embedded in the dynamical assumptions discussed above, we found 
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that Fickian models of diffusion kinetics present both superior mathematical fits and more 
plausible physical interpretations for this materials system. Modeling diffusion in polymeric film 
systems has been studied extensively in the literature, with a number of different models used to 
describe instances of deviation from classical Fickian behaviors.
[126]
 According to Fick’s second 
law, a simple power law equation described for generalized diffusional solute uptake behavior in 
polymeric systems is given by Equation 3.5:  
Mt
M∞
= ktn (3.5.) 
where Mt M∞⁄  is the fractional value of mass uptake at time t over mass uptake at times 
approaching infinity, k is a constant incorporating characteristics of the macromolecular 
network, and n is a diffusional exponent coefficient indicative of the transport mechanism.
[127]
 
For ideal Fickian diffusion, n values of 0.5 for a slab geometry (and lower values down to 0.43 
for geometries presenting with varying aspect ratios) are expected. When heterogeneity in the 
polymer film is present, more complex scalings are expected and generally found.
[128]
 For the 
present data, we considered a modified version of the generalized diffusion equation as the basis 
for the analysis of CFM data, one that assumed a linear correlation between a mass transfer-
limited change in composition and fluorescence intensity such as is given in Equation 3.6:  
Mt = bFt (3.6.) 
where b is a coefficient relating fluorescence intensity per voxel to fluorescently labeled protein 
mass, and Ft is the fluorescence intensity measured at exposure time t. Use of a diffusional 
change in mass fraction in the generalized diffusion equation permitted direct application of 
Equation  3.5 in modified form as given in Equation  3.7: 
Ft
F∞
= ktn (3.7.) 
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where 𝐹𝑡 𝐹∞⁄  is the fractional value of mean total fluorescence intensity (MTFI) imaged for a 
given film volume over the MTFI at the maximum value calculated for a near-equilibrium time 
point. As discussed in Appendix B.19, the MTFI values represent one of several methods of 
assessing the composite data such as those presented in Figure 3.6e. Correlation coefficients of 
0.950 < RSQ < 0.968 for curve fits using Equation 3.8 (defined in the following section)) across 
the film series are calculated for the entire kinetic curve for each pHH film type. The quality of 
these fits, which exceed all other forms considered (see above), strongly suggests, that the 
functional form of the model is one that is most physically relevant for describing the dynamical 
attributes of the FPLL interaction with the pHH thin films. Diffusional exponent coefficients are 
calculated from these data, restricting its range to the first 60% of the kinetic data in accordance 
with the standard fitting protocols. These calculations gave values of n lying between 0.081 and 
0.211, with an average diffusional coefficient for the film series of 0.167 ± 0.065. These values 
are listed in Table 3.2 along with the parameters and standard errors for the modified generalized 
diffusion equation. The latter fits are shown graphically along with the averaged replicate 
experimental kinetic data for each pHH film type in Figure 3.7a, with the gray points specifying 
data spanning the first 60% of the rate profile. On inspection of the latter data, it is evident that 
the rate profile (and fits) for film type 4 are in fact quite poor, with considerable divergences 
being noted in the trend line developed using the array-based sampling technique. This suggests 
that some heterogeneity exists in samples of this class, a feature absent in the data for film types 
1-3. There we note a more generalized set of trends and fits that in fact well predict the entire 
range of the experimental data (seen in Figure 3 via the extension of the fit developed using the 
first 60% of the data range to its full span). These same fits give values of n (~0.2) that are 
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smaller than would be expected for an ideal case of absorption mediated solely by the dynamics 
of Fickian diffusion.  
In point of fact, it is evident that broader compositionally dependent trends are evidenced 
in these data. This is most clearly evidenced in the data shown in Figure 3.7b. These data 
illustrate two important points. First, the quantity of FPLL taken up by each pHH gel is not the 
same; the largest uptake is seen in films prepared from composition type 1 inks and falls 
markedly (3-fold) across the series. This trend is clearly seen in Figure 3.7b (top), which shows 
the reduction in equilibrium fluorescence intensity seen as the Mr value for a particular film type 
increases. High homopolymer composition inks thus yield more poorly sorptive films post-
curing. The most striking effect noted is the counter trend evidenced in the rate of uptake of the 
FPLL by each film. To fully assess the latter aspect, we consider the quantitative attributes of the 
kinetics data shown, recasting it in the form of an empirical diffusion coefficient, DF, as is 
discussed in the section below. 
 
3.3.9. Evaluation of Empirical Diffusion Coefficients, DF. 
 We adopt as a starting point for an analysis of the compositional origin of the variation 
in FPLL uptake kinetics seen for the series of pHH hydrogel films, the calculation of an 
empirical diffusion coefficient equivalent, DF, to establish the relative proficiencies of diffusing 
FPLL protein molecules to move throughout the gel volume. This is done using Equation 3.8: 






where h corresponds to average film thickness (cm), and 𝜃 corresponds to the slope of the linear 





These results are shown plotted against the Mr values for each of the pHH thin films in 
Figure 3.7b (bottom). The linear scaling evidenced (strong positive correlation coefficient of 
0.996) is particularly striking. We believe this trend is best explained as arriving from a simple 
structural trend that follows as a result of the compositions used to prepare the inks, namely that 
the mesh architecture of the gel is directly impacted as a consequence of the changing densities 
of physical crosslinks (chain entanglements) that can be developed between the homopolymer 
components of the ink and the new chain formed by a propagating polymerization of the 
monomer constituents. An alternative model, which invokes a scaling related to relaxation 
dynamics of the gel appears to be strongly contradicted by the experimental values of n being 
significantly smaller than 1—the latter value being of the order required for relaxation coupled 
transport dynamics as given in Appendix B.22.
[129]
 We conclude as a result that the distinctive 
molecular network mesh characteristics that result from differences in the Mr values affect not 
only the equilibrium mass uptake of FPLL into the gel, but also the relative mobilities of the 
protein molecules throughout the polymeric mesh network as well, which is represented 
schematically in Figure 3.7c.  
A useful set of structure-property correlations follows from this analysis, ones based on 
the inference that increasing Mr values in a pHH pre-polymer solution must decrease the relative 
frequency with which initiation centers physically cross-link/entangle the pre-existing polymer 
chains. These are: 1) the flexural lability of the pHEMA chains likely increases due to longer 
distances between points of physical cross-linking; 2) the hydrogel network mesh density is 
lowered by the reduced density of physical entanglements developed with the linear pHEMA 
chains; and 3) that the FPLL protein sorption into the gel occurs more rapidly due to the more 
open network mesh density that results. We believe that an entropically-driven effect in the 
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absorption of the FPLL must be operative as well. In effect the data seem to imply that the 
internal surface area for binding the FPLL must be reduced as a consequence of a lower density 
gel mesh. An important question then is why the quantity of FPLL taken up by the gel decreases 
more than 3-fold as the Mr values increase over the range explored. We believe a better physical 
description would be one positing enhanced osmotic repulsions leading to lower degrees of 
FPLL uptake within more open-mesh gels.  
An important conclusion can be taken from this work, namely that fine-tuning the 
physicochemical properties of printable gels can be realized using simple modifications of 
composition without changing the underlying segmental attributes of the hydrogel chemistry, its 
monomer to cross-linker ratio, and without introducing gross structural perturbations (such as 
macroporosity) during polymerization. The results further suggest routes through which ink 
systems for printing scaffolds can be modified to effect specific cellular responses to bioactive 
molecules. For instance in the case of device implantation it may be beneficial to incorporate 
nonadhesive regions at certain locations to prevent fibrosis or calcification, but to induce high 
cellular compatibility in other regions to enable incorporation of the implant into host tissue. The 
current work suggests new opportunities for functional materials’ design that may eventually 
expand to include new forms of gradient compositional/structural profiles and perhaps most 
importantly motifs that might be developed to carry pre-programmed temporal activity.  
 
3.4. Conclusion. 
Model studies of the biocompatibility of PLL-treated 3D pHH thin films scaffolds 
performed by culturing NIH/3T3 fibroblasts and MC-3T3-E1 preosteoblasts on these constructs 
show the protein treatments are essential to effect cell attachment, growth, and proliferation on 
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these materials. Compositional differences in the inks used to print such structures in both 2D 
and 3D forms significantly affect cell proliferation. The modification of the pHEMA platforms, 
here carried out by absorption of poly-ʟ-lysine (PLL), is essential to initiate and sustain robust 
forms of cell growth. This promotive effect is one that is compositionally sensitive to attributes 
of the ink formulation that in turn serve to impact physicochemical properties of the gel. 
Fibroblasts and preosteoblasts, as characterized with fluorescence microscopy and SLIM 
imaging, exhibit cell-specific morphologies, cytoskeletal structures, and dynamic motilities that 
are innate to each cell line and dictate certain attributes of their adhesion to pHH film systems. 
To initiate their attachment to a substrate, both cell lines rely on a high concentration of PLL 
absorbed into the pHH gel matrix. Most importantly, the relative quantities of attached cells 
appear to ultimately dictate the success of the culture. Following cellular attachment, numerous 
factors interact to further affect growth outcomes, including the networking dynamics on which 
the cells depend, the possible excess of PLL (which could over-adhere cells and reduce their 
networking), the modest differences in elastic modulus across the film series, and the 
microstructural composition of the hydrogel matrix itself. AFM mechanics characterization 
showed a complex spectrum of properties can be developed that are also correlated with the 
compositional attributes of the hydrogel inks used to prepare the HEMA substrates. In each case, 
attributes of physical crosslinking/entanglement (a tunable property) dominate the 
structure/property correlations evidenced. 
Several kinetic models are considered to describe the absorption of FPLL into pHH thin 
films that are prepared with varying Mr ratios. It is determined that a Fickian diffusion model 
best described the physical system, with an average diffusional coefficient falling below the 
value expected for a classical case. This result arises as a consequence of the heterogeneity of the 
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hydrogel network and its attendant mesh density. Detailed kinetics models confirm that a strong 
positive correlation exists between homopolymer content present in a HEMA pre-polymer ink 
and the resultant mobility of diffusive PLL molecules within the final (post-cure) pHH hydrogel 
networks. We find that, for pHH hydrogel systems, the fastest protein absorption kinetics occur 
in low mesh density gels, but with the consequence that this also leads to lower equilibrium 
protein absorption uptakes as well. The latter scaling likely reflects osmotic repulsions as 
mediating influences in the absorption of the PLL. From the data taken as a whole, a molecular 
description of the ink chemistries emerges that will be useful for the development of hydrogel 
ink materials for use in the construction of complex 3D printed bio-scaffolds. Such materials 


















Table 3.1. Mass Fraction Composition of pHH Gels and Solutions. 
Type Phase Polymer Curable Components Solvents Mr 
  pHEMA HEMA EGDMA DMPA dH2O EtGly EtOH  









































































































Table 3.2. Characteristic Kinetic Fitting 
Parameters for pHH Films. 
Film Type Fitting Parameters RSQ 
 k n  
pHH-1 0.2517±0.0329 0.1973±0.0334 0.951 
pHH-2 0.1723±0.0184 0.2113±0.0228 0.978 
pHH-3 0.1932±0.0490 0.1903±0.0526 0.903 






















Figure 3.1. Cell density on pHH film composition series. Live/Dead assays for NIH/3T3 
(3T3) murine fibroblasts and MC3T3E1s (E1) murine preosteoblasts cultured on pHH film 
types 1 – 4, film type 0, and glass, that are either untreated (PBS) or treated (PLL) over the 
first days in culture. a) High growth compliance of 3T3 and (b) E1 cell lines on treated and 
untreated glass and pHH-2 films after 24 h in culture and lower growth compliance of 3T3 
and E1 cell lines on PLL-treated pHH film types 0, 1, 3, and 4 after 24 h in culture (scale bar 
60 µm). c) Highest growth compliance substrates compared for PLL-treated pHH-2, pHH-0 
films and PLL-treated glass for 3T3s after 96 h in culture (scale bar 50 µm). d) Cell 
coverage percentages are quantified for all film types for 3T3s (left) and E1s (center) after 
24 h and 3T3s (right) after 96 h in culture with PLL treatment (colored markers) and 









Figure 3.2. SLIM imaging of cellular motility on pHH films. a) Individual calcein-AM 3T3 and 
E1 cell morphologies on treated and untreated pHH-2 and glass substrates (scale bar 10 
µm). b) Actin filaments of representative individual 3T3 and E1 cell morphologies on pHH-2, 




Figure 3.2. (cont’d).  
microscopy (SLIM) tracking a single representative 3T3 (scale bar 20 µm) and E1 cell (scale 
bar 28 µm) over 2 h and 1 h, respectively on PLL-treated pHH-2 films. d) SLIM tracking of 
representative regions in culture at 48 and 55 h for 3T3 and E1 cells on PLL-treated pHH-2 
films (scale bar 100 µm) with e) relative motility data for 3T3 and E1 cell lines from 48 to 
55 h in culture for PLL-treated pHH-2 and pHH-4 films. Scaling for cell motility plots is 1.59 
pixel/µm. f) Quantification of relative motility and relative tracking time for E1 and 3T3 cells 





Figure 3.3. Differential cellular migration onto 3D printed pyramidal scaffolds. a) A 4 layer 
open-mesh pyramid (schematic on left) is 3D printed (right) with pHH-2 ink (scale bar 200 
µm). b) LIVE/DEAD assays show differences in on-scaffolds growth for 3T3s cultured on 
PLL-treated (top) and untreated (PBS) pHH-2 pyramids after 7 d in culture (scale bar 50 
µm). c) E1s cultured on PLL-treated (top) and untreated (bottom) pyramids integrate onto 
scaffolds, with E1s on treated pyramids growing on scaffold filaments, and E1s on untreated 
pyramids growing adjacent to scaffold filaments (scale bar 100 µm). d) Line traces for 
representative image cross-sections show overlap of cell (green) and scaffold (red) 











Figure 3.4. Cell to gel interactional morphologies on 3D printed pyramidal scaffolds. a) SEM 
imaging of NIH/3T3 fibroblasts on a PLL-treated pHH-2 pyramidal scaffold (inset) with 
fibroblast spreading and on-filament growth and attachment (scale bar 10 µm). (b) 
Fibroblast cells span gaps in the scaffold (top) to interconnect with neighboring cells and 
(bottom) filopodia project along the pHH-2 filament (scale bars 10 µm). c) Fine filopodia 















Figure 3.5. Physical interactions between cells and closed-mesh 3D printed pyramidal 
scaffolds.  a) A 4 layer closed-mesh gel pyramid (schematic on left) is 3D printed (right) 
with a pHH-2 ink. b) A light micrograph of the pyramid after curing (left) absorbs FPLL 
(right). c) LIVE/DEAD assays on an untreated closed-mesh gel scaffold (pyramid layer 1) 
allows for some 3T3 growth and attachment after 7 d in culture. d) Light micrographs show 
robust on-scaffold growth for a PLL-treated pyramid after 96 h (left; scale bar) and 18 d 
(right; scale bar 150µm). e) DAPI-stained nuclei of 3T3s grow over multiple layers of the 













Figure 3.6. AFM modulus measurements and confocal fluorescence kinetics of PLL 
absorption into pHH films. a) Relative fluorescence intensities for pHH-0 and pHH-2 
(enhanced equally for visualization, scale bar 50 µm). b) Micro-reaction chamber schematic 
for CFM kinetics experiments to measure composition-dependence of FPLL uptake by pHH 
film grids (left, scale bar 5 mm) with schematic (middle) and colorized thin film pHH grid 
array (right, scale bar 2 mm). c) Single indent Hertzian AFM force curves for pHH 1-4 (left). 
Apex of indent force curves (middle). Elastic moduli from three 100-point force curves for 
pHH 1-4 (right). d) Average integrated adhesion areas for pHH 1-4. e) Single FPLL-uptake 
experiment background-corrected fluorescence intensity distributions from images taken for 








Figure 3.7. Hydrogel meshes modeled by confocal fluorescence kinetics experiments. a) 
Normalized characteristic kinetic curves and Fickian fits for pHH film compositions 1 - 4. 
Gray markers correspond to data points in the first 60% of equilibration with fits shown for 
all pictured data points. b) Equilibrium fluorescence intensities for pHH film types 1 - 4 
logarithmically decrease as homopolymer pHEMA content increases (top). Empirical diffusion 
coefficients for pHH film types 1 - 4 linearly correlate FPLL uptake rates with increased 
homopolymer content (bottom). c) Hydrogel mesh differences affect the rate of FPLL 








CHAPTER 4: 4D PRINTED HYDROGEL GRADIENTS FOR PREDICTIVE 






Applications that invoke or rely upon the principles of selective spatial cellular 
attachment are numerous and include contact guidance studies, as well as in vivo integration of 
medical devices and tissue engineering constructs.
[85d, 89, 100, 130]
 A deep body of research 
surrounds the direction of cellular attachment onto specific planar or pseudo-planar substrate 
geometries via avenues that primarily utilize protein treatments and/or micro-fabricated device 
materials.
[86a-e, 131] 
The outcomes of these programmed cellular attachment events include both 
the control internal cellular structures that relate to their overall geometries but also the 




The state of the art in 3D-printing soft and biocompliant materials technologies is driving 
the need for facile techniques through which researchers can precisely program cellular 
attachment in complex 3D material microarchitecture contexts instead of traditional planar 
substrates.
[1, 5a, 10, 87, 92c, 130, 132]  In these cases, it is often insufficient to universally apply a protein 
treatment to achieve local cell attachment control, and PDMS-stamp based methodologies for 
patterning cell growth (+) and (-) regions, while powerful, are generally incompatible with 3D 
scaffolds.
[133]
 In our approach, we focus on engineering fundamental embedded material bio-
compliance—in conjunction with materials that are equally non-compliant—in order to establish 
                                                          
3
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cellular (+)(-) growth gradients (and vice versa) within nanocomposite hydrogels that are also 
rheologically optimized for 3D printing.  
In this work, we utilize DIW, a well-established form of 3D-printing/AM that uses 
extrusion to deposit yield stress fluids (polymer, ceramic, and hydrogel materials)—among other 
polymer materials—and which can achieve bioactive size regimes due to printed filament 
resolutions that are better than 100 µm.
[5a, 9-10]
 Specifically, we incorporate a rheological 
modulator in the form of a smectite nanocrystalline disc, LAP into HEMA-based hydrogel 
systems.
[69, 71] 
Hydrogel materials that incorporate this and other clay nanodisc additives have 
been found to be broadly cellular compliant, conferring robust cellular attachment encourage 
cellular attachment and even differentiation.
[53a, 70a, 72-74] 
Both of these properties are ones that 
make LAP-based hydrogel nanocomposites particularly appealing for applications that aim to 
program  robust cellular attachment in both fibroblast (3T3) and preosteoblast (E1) murine cell 
lines, and to produce outcomes demonstrating 3D-printable cell-compliance gradients that do not 
require protein treatments. We further analyze the selective cellular attachment and motility 
conferred by the presence of LAP within these systems using SLIM, as well as characterizing the 
interfacial morphologies that exist between the 3T3 and E1 cell line types and LAP-HEMA 
(LH)-based nanocomposites. On these materials, we effect long-term differentiation of 
preosteoblasts in a spatially controllable way through the use of their underlying patterned 
geometries. In so doing, we confirm that these materials behave as temporally dynamic, 4D-
printed structures in which cellular behavioral outcomes can be embedded at the point of 
printing. Finally, we show that through the integration of the two gel compositions at the center 
of this study, we are able to access a high-performance, high-resolution nanocomposite gel, 




4.2. Experimental Methods and Materials. 
4.2.1 Reagent List.  
Commercially available chemical reagents and abbreviations used in the following 
experiments are as follows and are used as received without modification unless specified. 2-
Hydroxyethyl methacrylate monomer (HEMA, 99%, containing 50 ppm monomethyl ether 
hydroquinone as inhibitor); poly(2-hydroxyethyl) methacrylate (pHEMA-300, average 300 kDa 
powder); poly(2-hydroxyethyl) methacrylate (pHEMA-1000, average 1,000 kDa powder); the 
radical initiators 2-hydroxy-4′-(2-hydroxyethoxy)-2-methylpropiophenone (Irgacure, IRG, 98%) 
and 2,2-dimethoxy-2-phenylacetophenone (DMPA, 99%); organic cross-linker ethylene glycol 
dimethacrylate (EGDMA, 98%, contains 90-110 ppm monomethyl ether hydroquinone as 
inhibitor) is filtered with a pre-packed column for removing hydroquinone and monomethyl 
ether hydroquinone and stored away from light at 2-5°C prior to use; dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO); ethylene glycol (EtGly); trimethoxysilyl propyl(methacrylate); poly-ʟ-lysine 
hydrobromide (PLL, 30-70 kDa); hydroxyapatite; sodium pyrophosphate (PyrPh);Alizarin Red 
S, certified by the Biological Stain Commission, are purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Ethanol 
(EtOH) is purchased from the University of Illinois storeroom. Laponite XLG clay is obtained 
from BYK Additives. 
For cellular subculture embryonic murine fibroblasts (NIH/3T3 CRL-1658), Dulbecco’s 
Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM), and Calf Bovine Serum (CBS) are purchased from ATCC. 
For subculture of murine preosteoblasts (NIH/3T3E1), Alpha Minimum Essential Media (MEM) 
without calcium or magnesium, and Fetal Bovine Serum are purchased from ATCC. Penicillin-
streptomycin (Pen-Strep), Trypsin, and Dulbecco’s Phosphate Buffered Saline (DPBS), and 
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Alkaline phosphatase detector 1-Step NBT/BCIP are purchased from Life Technologies. 
Ascorbic acid and beta glycerophosphate disodium salt pentahydrate are purchased from Sigma 
Aldrich for osteoconductive media additives. For cell fixation and fluorescent staining, pH 7 4% 
paraformaldehyde-DPBS and 4,6-Diamidino-2-phenylindole dihydrochloride (DAPI) are 
purchased from Polysciences Inc. Normal Goat Serum (NGS) is purchased from Life 
Technologies and aliquoted into 200 µL of pure NGS and frozen. 1% Triton X-100 solution, 
Rhodamine-Phalloidin (R-P), and Alexa 488 Phalloidin are purchased from Life Technologies. 
Rabbit polyclonal to Collagen I (anti collagen I antibody reacts with mouse) and goat anti-rabbit 
IgG H&L (AlexFluor 555, target species rabbit) are purchased from Abcam Technologies. 
Fluoro-gel mounting medium is purchased from EMS Acquisition Corp. Image-iT FX Signal 
Enhancer is purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific. Water used in all experiments is purified 
using a Milli-Q water purification system (Millipore, Bedford, MA) with resistivity higher than 
18MΩ·cm. High precision circular 1.5H coverslips from borosilicate glass are purchased from 
Zeiss Microscopy. 
 
4.2.2. Ink and Film Preparation.  
The ink and film compositions are detailed in Table 4.1. The components are hand-
mixed and then homogenized using a Thinky Mixer (ARE-310, Thinky) in a closed container at 
2000 rpm for 1– 5 min followed by 2200 rpm for 30-60 s. pHH inks are prepared and stored 
away from light and at cool temperatures for 1 year or until they are fully used. LH inks are 
prepared and allowed to sit for 1-3 h prior to printing to allow to rheological stabilization, but are 
not used after 36 h following LAP suspension due to LAP ageing that affected ink properties. 
UniH inks are prepared and mixed fully except for LAP, then LAP is added and the mixture is 
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allowed to sit from 4-8 h prior to the addition of a DMSO, after which printing is performed 
between 1-3 h later. Inks are THINKYd again after 24 h to re-homogenize the mixture, and could 
be used as such for a total of 48 h after mixing is complete. 
 
4.2.3. Direct Ink Write Protocols.  
Prepared inks are loaded into syringes and mounted in an Aerotech AGS-1000 high 
precision custom gantry with an A3200 integrated automation motion system. G-Code 
programming language is used for generating grid scaffold patterns as well as the micro-loop 
scaffold array. Code for print paths and the hybrid tooth scaffold design is generated using CAD-
Fusion, AutoDesk Inventor, Fusion 360, MeshMixer, and AutoCAD. An Ultimus V High 
Precision dispenser (Nordson EFD) is used for positive-pressure controlled printing in 
combination with 3cc amber light block or clear syringe barrels and 30µm pre-pulled glass 
pipette tip print-heads (World Precision Instruments Inc.), or metal barrel luer-lock print-heads at 
80 µm (Techcon), 100 µm, or 120 µm diameters (Nordson EFD). An IDS USB 3.0 C-Mount 
Camera with a color CMOS sensor with a 1.5x Navitar Attachment Lens and a 2.0x Precise Eye 
Navitar Adaptor Lens (1stVision Inc.) is mounted to the axial stage. Structures are printed on 
trimethoxysilyl propylmethacrylate-treated high precision coverslips and cured for 1-2 h for pHH 
compositions, 15-20 min for LH compositions, and for 30-60 min for UniH compositions. A 
broad spectrum UV light is used to cure structures. If a protein treatment is applied, a solution of 
5mg/m L PLL in PBS is added to scaffolds or films. If the sample in that case is a film, the film 
is allowed to fully air-dry after at least 30min of incubation with the protein solution (or a buffer 
solution control) prior to modification with 3D printed filaments. If to a scaffold/film 
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combination, the scaffold is again treated for at least 30 min with the protein solution, then rinsed 
3x with PBS immediately prior to addition of cell suspension solution. 
 
4.2.4. Cell Culture Protocols. 
NIH/3T3 embryonic murine fibroblasts are maintained in complete media containing 
DMEM with 10% CBS and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. NIH/3T3E1 preosteoblasts are 
maintained in complete media containing Alpha MEM, 10% FBS and 1% penicillin-
streptomycin. For osteoconductive media preparation, 1 mL of ascorbic acid and 100 µL of beta-
glycerophosphate are added at 50x and 500x their final concentration, respectively. These are 
10mM beta-glycerophosphate and 50 µM ascorbic acid. At 60-80% confluence, fibroblasts and 
preosteoblasts are incubated with 3mL Trypsin for 12 min to achieve complete cell detachment. 
Resulting solutions are neutralized with 4 mL of complete media and flasks are rinsed with 3 mL 
DPBS to completely transfer cells prior to centrifugation. Cells of each type are pelleted from 
solution and re-suspended in complete medium prior to scaffold seeding. Sub-culture is 
performed to maintain the fibroblast cell line every 2-4 d.  
Preosteoblasts, upon receipt, are cultured and allowed to develop. The majority of cells 
are immediately frozen with 20% DMSO in complete media as cryomedia in cryovials. Cell 
suspensions are first insulated in paper towels and/or plastic bags and stored for 15min in the 
fridge. Then they are stored for 1-2 h in a freezer. They are then transferred immediately to a -80 
C freezer where they are stored overnight. After 24 h, the cells are transferred to a liquid nitrogen 
dewar and stored over LN2 for stable long-term storage. A small portion of cells are subcultured 
for one more passage then frozen in the same fashion. All cell experiments are performed with 
cells from one of these batches, with the same batch used for all parallel experiments, to ensure 
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that the degree of osteodifferentiation capacity didn’t decrease for cells that had been passaged 
more than 2 times. All cells of each line are maintained at 37°C at 5.0% medical grade CO2 
throughout the period of cell culture and following seeding onto scaffolds. A Zeiss Axiovert 40 
microscope with phase-contrast is used to monitor live cultures.  
 
4.2.5. Live Fluorescence Imaging.  
The Live/Dead assay is applied to scaffolds at relevant time-points by mixing 5 µL of 
calcein AM “live” stain and 5 µL of the ethidium homodimer “dead” stain with 10 mL of PBS 
and incubating all samples chambers in 2-300 µL of this solution during imaging on a Zeiss 
Axiovert 25 microscope. Cells are protected from light until immediately prior to imaging, and 
all scaffolds are imaged within 3 h of staining. 
 
4.2.6. Calcium and Alkaline Phosphatase Stains.  
Alizarin Red Stain (ARS) is prepared by combining 0.7 g of alizarin red powder with 25 
mL of milliQ water. A pH electrode is used in conjunction with ammonium hydroxide and HCl 
(as needed) to bring the pH of the solution to a pH of 4.3. The solution is then stored away from 
light at 4°C. Scaffold are stained with ARS that had been allowed to warm to RT by depositing a 
small volume of the solution on to the sample, allowing it to incubate for 30-60 min, then rinsing 
copiously but gently with milliQ so as to not disturb fragile cell growth and apatite crystal 
deposition. To stain for alkaline phosphatase, NBT/BCIP solution is deposited over samples and 
incubated for 30-60 min or until color developed, before being rinsed 3-4x with milliQ water 
also. In cases where both stains are used or compared, monolayer scaffolds are severed with a 




4.2.7. SEM Measurements.  
To prepare samples for SEM, samples are fixed overnight in 4% paraformaldehyde then 
soaked for another 24 h in DPBS. A 30% EtOH/H2O is then applied to all samples to begin 
incremental dehydration. This is followed in succession by a 70% EtOH:H2O and 100% EtOH 
solution. Samples are incubated in each solution concentration for no less than 20min and no 
more than 1h. The EtOH solution is then replaced with fresh EtOH solution, followed by 
overnight sample storage. The samples are next immersed in EtOH/HMDS solution of 
incrementally high concentration consisting 2:1 EtOH/HMDS, 1:1 EtOH/HMDS, 1:2 
EtOH/HMDS, 100% HMDS. Samples are then dried overnight for full evaporation of HMDS. 
The samples are finally mounted for SEM and sputter-coated for 30sec with Au/Pd prior to 
imaging with stage rotation and off-center sample loading to maximize angular coverage of the 
coating. The JEOL 7000F SEM is used for collecting images.  
 
4.2.8. Micro-CT Scans.  
The Xradia MicroCT (MicroXCT-200) is used to collect the micro-CT scans of 3D 
scaffold after incubation in opsteoconductive and nonconductive media with preosteoblast 
cultures. The micro-CT is also used to image complete tooth scaffolds prepared from UniH ink 
and either 1) no enamel-like coating, 2) a commercial epoxy MT-13 adhesive cement (Smooth-
On Inc.) coating in the tooth crown, or 3) an in-house composition mixture of artificial enamel 
made from zinc oxide (ZnO) and 2-ethoxybezoic acid.  The latter scaffold types are imaged 
while hydrated in the micro-CT through use of a custom humidification chamber that utilized 
water-soaked foam to prevent gel shrinkage during the scan. The system is designed for non-
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destructive analysis of samples with sub-1 micron pixel resolutions possible. The 3D scaffolds of 
interest are chemically dehydrated using the HMDS dehydration protocol described for SEM 
analysis above. They are then mounted on a double sided adhesive to stay stable during the 
microCT measurement. Post processing is performed in Fiji software using the volume viewer 
plug-in.. 
 
4.2.9. TEM Measurements.  
The cell pellet is fixed in a Karnovsky's Fixative in phosphate buffered 2% Glutaraldeyde 
and 2.5 % Paraformaldehyde. Microwave fixation is used with this primary fixative. The 
sectioned tissue is next washed in Sorenson’s PhosphateBuffer that contained no further 
additives. The secondary 2% Osmium Tetroxide fixative is also prepared via microwave fixation, 
followed by the addition of 3% Potassium Ferricyanide for 30 min. Following a water rinse, 
saturated Uranyl Acetate is added for enbloc staining. The tissue is dehydrated in a series of 
increasing concentrations of ethanol. Acetonitrile is used as the transition fluid between Ethanol 
and the Epoxy. Infiltration series is done with an epoxy mixture using the epon substitute Lx112. 
The resulting blocks are polymerized at 90°C overnight, then trimmed and ultrathin sectioned 
with a diamond knife. Sections are stained with Uranyl Acetate and Lead Citrate, and examined 
or photographed with a Hitachi H600 Transmission Electron Microscope at 75KV. 
 
4.2.10. Micro-Sectioning.  
In order prepare 3D scaffolds for confocal imaging as well as traditional light imaging, 
samples are cryogenically frozen and then cut into lateral sections with a micro-sectioning 
instrument. Thick scaffolds are still hosting living cell cultures and are transferred to a well plate 
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with warm PBS buffer solution prior to sectioning or they are fixed in paraformaldehyde before 
being transferred into PBS solutions and some are stained with ARS. To prepare depth profiles 
across the overall scaffold volume, ultra-thick slices are alternated with more traditional slice 
thickness. 500 µm thick sections are cut off and stored in receiving wells. After two of these 
sections, two 6 µm sections are prepared and then two 50 µm sections. All samples that had not 
been previously fixed are fixed in acetone and mounted on glass slides and stored long-term at -
80°C. 
 
4.2.11. XRD Measurements.  
XRD measurements are performed using a Pananlytical/Philips X’Pert MRD System with 
Cu Kα radiation (λ=0.15418 nm, 45 mA, 40 kV, beam size of 0.5 mm x 0.4 mm). The samples 
are scanned from 1-50
o 






4.2.12. Immunostaining and Confocal Fluorescence Imaging.  
For immunohistochemical staining, preosteoblast scaffolds are first rinsed in DPBS 3x 
for 5 min. Image-iT FX Signal Enhancer is deposited onto scaffolds with a dropper to pre-
incubate scaffolds to block nonspecific binding of fluorophores to highly adsorptive LAP within 
the compositions. The scaffolds are next treated for 3 min with 0.25% Triton X-100 (1mL of 1% 
soltn. to 3 mL of DPBS for 1:4 dilution), then rinsed in DPBS 3x for 5 min. 5% NGS in DPS 
solution is then applied to the scaffolds and incubated, followed by another rinse step. An 
overnight soak is performed of 1:40 primary antibody anti-Collagen I, with the samples stored in 
the fridge during incubation. Rabbit polyclonal to Collagen I; reacts w/mouse in 2% NGS/DPBS 
is then added to the samples to incubate, followed by another rinse step. The secondary antibody 
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goat anti-Rabbit IgG (Alexa Fluor 555) 1:200 (to 1:1000) in 2% NGS/DPBS is placed on the 
sample for 2 hr at RT. Next, the conjugated antibody Alexa 488 Phalloidin in 2% NGS/DPBS is 
applied to the sample for 2 hr at RT. DAPI (50uL of DAPI into 5mL of DPBS) is then applied to 
the scaffolds for 1 min. Finally, samples are rinsed with DI water. For all samples, Fluoro-gel 
(EMS Acquisition Corp.) liquid mounting medium is applied to the scaffolds to prevent photo-
bleaching and to protect the integrity of scaffold filaments. 25 mm diameter round 1.5H high 
precision coverslips (Azer Scientific) or 1.5 rectangular coverslips are gently applied over the 
mounting medium, and samples are stored away from light at 4°C prior to imaging.  
All fixed scaffolds are visualized using the Zeiss LSM7 Live CFM. 10x EC Plan-
Neofluar NA 0.3 and 20x objective lenses are used to image large scaffold volumes and required 
no immersion medium. A 40x NA 1.4 objective lens is used for cell structural analysis, and a 
100x Plan Apochromat NA 1.4 objective lens is used to image individual morphologies of 
certain cellular structures. Both lenses used Zeiss Immersol 518 immersion medium with 
refractive index ne=1.518 at 23°C. Pinhole diameters for all images ranged from 1-2 AU and 
followed Nyquist sampling rules. Two tracks are used for imaging. Track 1 had a NFT 535 with 
BP 575-615 + LP 655 in the red channel and BP 495-555 in the green channel. Track 2 had an 
NFT 565 with a BP 575-615 + LP 655 in the red channel and BP 415-480 in the blue channel. 
Final images are prepared by combining track 1, channels 1 and 2 with track 2, channel 2; track 
2, channel 1 is in duplicate and not used during image processing. 405, 488 and 550 nm laser 
excitations are used for fibroblast-seeded scaffolds during imaging. Maximum intensity stacks 
are generated for each channel and overlaid. Due to the qualitative output that is of interest to 
this study, channel contrasts are independently adjusted for clarity and fluorescence intensity plot 




4.2.13. Rheological Measurements.  
A rheometer (DHR-3, TA instruments) with cone-plate geometry (40 mm diameter, 
4.005
o
, 109.5 µm gap height) at 25
o
C is used to characterize inks. Three separate batches are 
separated from a single parent pHH batch, each for separate rheological measurements. For LH, 
three separate batches are prepared with every component except for LAP. LAP is then added an 
h prior to when the rheological measurement would take place to make the age of the solutions 
constant throughout the triplicate analysis. Oscillation frequency is measured with a constant 




4.2.14. AFM Measurements. 
AFM measurements are performed on an Asylum MFP-3D-SA AFM using 
BudgetSensors SiNi cantilevers, and image flattening in Figure 4.3 is performed using the 
Asylum Research software. Gwyddion software is used for further data post-processing. For 
larger scans, a first-order line subtraction is used in addition to a second order polynomial fit to 
flatten the image. Smaller scans are primarily flattened using a first-order line subtraction prior 
to statistical analysis of roughness and 3D rendering of topography in the case of the cell-seeded 
pHH scaffold filament scan (Appendix C.9, Fig. C32).
[134]
 Grain analysis is performed using the 
grain edge detection algorithm in the Gwyddion software. 
 
4.2.15. Photographic and Light Imaging. 
 All structures that are not imageable with traditional microscopy due to their scale are 
photographed using a Nikon (D90) camera, stereoscope (Olympus, SZX7), and/or iPhone 6s. 
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Photoshop photo-merge command is used to compile macro stacks from Nikon camera and 
stereoscope images when needed to obtain large depth of field for macro-scale image series. 
 
4.3. Results and Discussion. 
4.3.1. LH Ink and Castable Composition Development. 
A rheologically exemplar ink for hydrogel patterning at the micro-scales that we have 
previously described is a poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)-based hydrogel ink material (pHH, 
Table 4.1-ID1).
[94] 
In biological cultures, pHH ink behaves as a blank slate material in that cells 
do not attach to it without a protein treatment, but for which there is no material attribute that 
inhibits immediately-adjacent cellular attachment, motility, and spreading. In addition to this 
printable ink material, we have developed two compositionally distinct pHH-based hydrogel 
solutions (pHH-2 and pHH-4, Table 4.1-ID2, ID3) that are amenable to thin film preparations 
via spin-casting .
[94b]
 The two film compositions, following treatment with the cellular 
attachment mediator, poly-ʟ-lysine (PLL; 30k-70k mw), function as oppositional binaries for 3T3 
and E1 cellular attachment outcomes on them, with a growth positive condition on pHH-2 and a 
growth negative condition  on pHH-4. While establishing programmatic gradients of cellular 
attachment and development is of interest to the study of physicochemical dynamics of PLL 
protein absorption into pHEMA-based hydrogel films, the complementary growth attributes of 
pHH-2 and pHH-4 solutions by themselves do not translate into distinct DIW-printable 
compositions. The absence of 3D form factors that are accessible with these compositions 
ultimately limits their applications in biomedical device engineering. 
To address this shortcoming, we first incorporate a rheological viscosifying agent, the 
nanocrystalline disc LAP into a HEMA-based composition (LH-0, Table 4.1-ID4). While 
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manifesting robust cell attachment properties that we attribute to the partial charge carried on the 
LAP nanodiscs surfaces, as well as moderate printability, LH-0 is prone to jamming during 
printing and is not compatible with the print-head diameters less than 150 µm required for 
meaningful cell localization and attachment patterns. To access biological relevant filament 
diameters using the LAP component, we add a small amount of sodium pyrophosphate (PyrPh) 
into the LH ink compositions (Table 4.1-ID5). The negatively charged phosphate groups of 
PyrPh associate with the partial positive charge along the edges of the LAP nanodiscs, reducing 
inter-disc interactions of the LAP and permitting small diameter, continuous printing (<100 
µm).
[135] 
Rheological changes emerging from the addition of PyrPh are given as supporting 
information in Appendix C.1., and a comparison of different ink printing behaviors is given as a 
supporting video in Appendix E.3. To fully complement the pHH hydrogel system, we 
additionally prepare a LAP-based composition, LH-1, which is used to spin-cast a smooth thin 
film (Table 4.1- ID6). In the sections that follow, we use this family of gels to prepare a series of 
DIW gel monolayer patterns that are mounted on specific underlying film materials in order to 
prepare distinct growth compliance outcomes.  
 
4.3.2. 3D Printable Cell Growth Compliance Gradients from LH and pHH Materials. 
The innate cell attachment conferred by LAP within HEMA-based gel matrices enables 
the capacity for protein-free cell attachment and growth gradients that takes one of three forms. 
These forms are: (1) universal growth compliance, in which cells grow on both substrate and 
scaffold; (2) substrate-only compliance; and (3) scaffold only-compliance (Figure 4.1). For each 
category of growth compliance, we prepare two unique film/gel monolayer systems that each 
achieves comparable outcomes that are visualized with live/dead assays following seeding with 
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either E1 preosteoblast (Figure 4.1, left columns) or 3T3 fibroblast (Figure 4.1, right columns) 
cells. Protein-free universal growth compliance is achieved for both cell lines by pairing a glass 
substrate with a LH scaffold filament (G/PBS + LH/PBS; Figure 4.1a, row 1). These conditions 
are comparable to the universal growth achieved using a PLL-treated pHH-2 film in conjunction 
with protein treatment-free LH filament (pHH2/PLL + LH/PBS; Figure 4.1a, row 2).  
Substrate-only compliance is achieved for both cell lines when LH film substrates are 
patterned with PLL-treated pHH gel monolayers (LH/PBS + pHH/PLL; Figure 4.1b, row 1), but 
is also achieved in a protein-free context when a LH film substrate is paired with an untreated 
pHH filament (LH/PBS + pHH/PBS; Figure 4.1b, row 2). This is attributable to the higher 
electrostatics-driven attachment nascent to LAP that out-competes even protein-loaded pHH. 
Scaffold-only compliance is achieved without the use of protein treatments entirely, either by 
printing LH filaments onto pHH-2 film substrates (pHH2/PBS + LH/PBS; Figure 4.1c, row 1) or 
by printing LH filaments onto pHH-4 film substrate (pHH4/PBS + LH/PBS; Figure 4.1c, row 2). 
Interestingly in these cases, we again see that LAP out-competes HEMA-based matrices to 
facilitate cellular growth and attachment such that it does not distinguish substantively whether 
the pHH film is the growth positive variant (pHH-2) or the growth negative variant (pHH-4). In 
each of these three growth contexts, relative smoothed normalized fluorescence intensity profiles 
are plotted that transverse a printed filament geometry and serve to convey the distinct spatial 
distribution of living cell (green fluorescence) and film substrates or printed filament (red 
fluorescence, gray box in plots) signal intensity (Figure 4.1d). This form of 3D-printed 
patterning demonstrates multiple routes towards programming specific, protein-independent, and 
predictable cellular attachment outcomes in cell cultures over the short-term (as cells initially 
attach, divide, spread, and ultimately become confluent in their environments). We next turn to 
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imaging the dynamics of these growth outcomes to clarify the mechanisms through which they 
occur.  
 
4.3.3. SLIM of LAP-Driven Cell Attachment Dynamics. 
The complementary cellular growth-compliance trends that are observed across the LH 
and pHH material family, in both their castable and printable forms, are rigorously characterized 
using the long-term cellular imaging modality of SLIM, a powerful imaging tool that combines 
phase contrast microscopy with holography principles and has been previously used to 
quantitatively measure motility and mass transport properties of numerous cell types, including 
the measure of E1 and 3T3 cell motility on exclusively HEMA-based hydrogels.
[94b]
 In the 
current work, the label-free interferometric data output by SLIM imaging is utilized to resolve 
the intercellular and subcellular dynamics of attachment, spreading, and motility over the first 48 
h in cellular culture with LH and pHH material gradients.
[114, 118]
 
Overall, we observe two general cell attachment and migration mechanisms that lead to 
substrate-only or scaffold-only growth, respectively. Figure 4.2a (left) represents schematically 
a substrate-only material environment in which a LH film substrate (light yellow) is 3D-printed 
with a gel monolayer of pHH filaments (pink) in a micro-loop array scaffold geometry. In this 
environment, both E1 and 3T3 cells that initially attach to the filament remain spherical and 
poorly attached (Figure 4.2a-1, middle-left), then migrate to the interface between the filament 
and the substrate at which point they begin to elongate (Figure 4.2a-2, middle-left). The cells 
begin to emerge from the interface until they are fully spread onto the substrate where they 
spread and elongate further (Figure 4.2a-3, middle-left), though they still migrate along the 
geometric cues provided by the pHH filament. Finally, as they interact with more spreading and 
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migrating cells on the substrate, they freely spread and are robustly motile around the entirety of 
the LH film surface (Figure 4.2a-4, middle-left). Figure 4.2a (middle-right) represents 
schematically a scaffold-only material environment in which a pHH-4 film substrate (pink) is 
3D-printed with a gel monolayer of LH filaments (light yellow) in a micro-loop array scaffold 
geometry. In this environment, both E1 and 3T3 cells that initially contact the substrate remain 
loosely attached and spherical (Figure 4.2a-1, right) and propel along the substrate until they 
collide with a filament structure. They then begin to elongate (Figure 4.2a-2, right) near the 
interface between the substrate and scaffold, then elongate along the curving vector of the 
scaffold filament (Figure 4.2a-3, right). Finally, they spread, divide and are robustly motile 
along the filament geometry that contains LAP (Figure 4.2a-4, right).  
In Figure 4.2b, SLIM image frames for a substrate-only growth condition are given at 
t=0 h (left) and t=48 h (right) for 3T3 cell culture. Rounded cell bodies adjacent to the filament 
are shown appearing to “bud” off of the scaffold walls at the first imaged data point, with cells 
already slightly spreading when they are centrally located on the LH substrate (1 h after applying 
cells to the scaffolds). By 48 h in culture, near-confluence has been achieved on the substrate, 
with no growth visible on the filaments themselves. In Figure 4.2c, SLIM image frames for a 
scaffold-only growth condition are given at t=0 h (left) and t=48 h (right) for 3T3 cell culture. 
Rounded cell bodies and clusters of floating cells are apparent scattered across the image frame, 
but with several cells already attaching at the substrate-filament interface. By 48 h in culture, 
3T3 cells are gradually infilling the area of the filament and actively migrating along those 
geometries. Additional SLIM images of 3T3 cells as well as SLIM images of E1 cells are given 
as supporting information in Appendix C.2., with entire SLIM experiments given as a 
supporting video in Appendix E.4. 
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To quantify the overall dynamic motion within the culture environments, three 
representative areas on both scaffold and substrate are selected for both E1 and 3T3 cell lines. 
The change in their pixel intensity (pixel velocity) between imaging intervals is calculated, and 
those values are averaged at their corresponding time interval in culture. From these data, we 
first verify quantitatively the stark difference between the pixel velocities in areas in which cells 
are not seen to attach, spread and move. Another distinction of note is that while the change in 
pixel velocities (plot slopes) are not quantitatively distinguishable between cell lines, a cell type-
based inversion of maximum pixel velocity is apparent between two substrate-only growth 
condition gradients in which the first (pHH2/PBS + pHH/PLL in Figure 4.2d) is a LAP-free 
SLIM control scaffold that is also PLL-treated, and the second (LH/PBS + pHH/PBS in Figure 
4.2e) is a LAP-embedding, protein-free scaffold. With the presence of LH as the substrate, E1 
cells appear adhere more than their 3T3 counterparts such that their overall motility is reduced. 
Without LH present in the system, E1 cells are not constrained in the same way and 3T3 motility 
is elevated to levels that are comparable with E1 motility on LH. With the incorporation of LH 
into the scaffold filaments instead (Figure 4.2f), the growth condition of the scaffolds is inverted 
to scaffold-only protein-free growth (pHH4/PBS + LH/PBS), but the peak cell motility in those 
areas is consistent for each cell line. The cell-dependent distinctions in pixel velocity/motility 
point to the fact that while each cell line responds differently to particular electrostatic and 
material surfaces, the directive capability of LH nanocomposites in concert with HEMA gel 






4.3.4. Cell-to-Gel Interfacial Analysis of LAP-Based HEMA Scaffolds. 
A suite of materials characterization tools are applied to a basic composition of LAP-
loaded HEMA hydrogel, LH-0, that does not contain the PyrPh rheological modifier so that we 
may morphologically and structurally describe the nature of the nanocomposite surface 
microstructure as well as the specific interactions that occur at the interface between these 
materials and 3T3 cells that are seeded on to them. Figure 4.3a shows a colorized SEM that is 
representative of a chemically-dehydrated gel area section approximately equivalent to the area 
of one spreading fibroblast, with an un-colorized SEM inset resolving sub-micron LH-0 surface 
features. A color-scaled AFM scan in Figure 4.3b (left) is taken of the air-dried LH-0 gel 
composition over a similar area showing feature depths spanning a 50 nm range. In Figure 4.3b 
(right), a small portion of this gel area is scanned that resolves nodule cluster features with a 
mean grain area of 895 nm
2
. The nodule clusters, shown also over a 100 nm area (inset Figure 
4.3b, right) are of the scale consistent with partially exfoliated stacks or nano-aggregates of LAP 
nanodiscs, with an RMS roughness value of 7.8 nm (additional statistical analysis of AFM 
images are given in Appendix C.3.). LAP discs at the surface of the LH-0 composition are 
themselves visualized via TEM sectioning (Figure 4.3c), in which disperse clusters of LAP discs 
are seen to form tendril-like nanoporous structures along the nanocomposite surface. The inset in 
Figure 4.3c specifically visualizes these 25 nm diameter LAP discs at the LH-0 gel edge. 
Additional SEM and TEM images of nanocomposite gels are given in Appendix C.4. 
Aspects of these surface features likely interact in concert with the electrostatic properties 
of LAP to encourage robust cellular attachment. On-scaffold networks of 3T3 fibroblasts 
aligning along the long axis of an LH-0 gel filament are visualized with light microscopy in 
Figure 4.3d (top). A 3T3 network that develops within a grid scaffold unit-cell manifests 
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multiple anchoring network extensions onto the peripheral nanocomposite filaments in Figure 
4.3d (bottom). Vectors in parallel with 3T3 network extensions are plotted on each image at cell-
to-gel interfaces that show how frequently these conformations occur in culture. When bead 
arrays of LH-0 gels are printed onto glass substrates, the effects of the strongly-anchored 3T3 
network projections become particularly apparent; while semi-stochastic in nature, we observe 
with high frequency the occurrence of circular cell-free regions immediately adjacent to the bead 
interface within otherwise confluent cell culture conditions (Figure 4.3e). We attribute these 
behaviors with extremely robust anchoring between the cell and the gel surface that in some 
sense lock the cells into unusual networking vectors (given with red arrows) that are defined at 
lower degrees of confluence. An SEM image (Figure 4.3e, bottom inset) taken of parallel 
anchored fibroblasts near the perimeter of a cell-free zone shows the tightly parallel alignment 
present in these regions of the 3T3 cell culture. Additional images of LH-0 bead arrays in cell 
culture are given in Appendix C.5.  
To probe the cell-to-gel interface at the nanoscale, TEM sectioning of 3T3 fibroblasts 
grown on LH-0 scaffolds is performed. Figure 4.3f shows a colorized TEM section, with the 
tightly-conformal interface highlighted in turquoise between a 3T3 cell (green) and a LH-0 
scaffold (orange). Epithelial, myoepithelial and endothelial are the cell types that are known to 
orient along basement membranes and to secrete the appropriate collagen types to make 
basement membranes, such as type IV collagen fibrils that anchor them to the basement 
membrane.
[136]]
 In contrast, it is not biotypical for fibroblasts to orient along basement 
membranes in organ systems,
[137] 
or for them to manifest similar anchoring behaviors, since in 
normal organ systems they do not attach to basement membranes but exist in the type I collagen 





In the high magnification TEM image (Figure 4.3f, right) of the 
interfacial interaction between a 3T3 fibroblast and the LH-0 nanocomposite,  the nature of their 
interaction is resolved to be extremely conformal, with some evidence of organized cellular 
structure at that interface (black box inset). Taken together, these findings point to a cellular 
attachment and interaction with LAP-rich hydrogels that diverges somewhat from those that 
occur in normal organ systems, but that are capable of yielding profound control over cellular 
attachment behaviors without the use of protein treatments. 
 
4.3.5. 4D Printing Biogenic Apatite Crystals via Protein-Free Preosteoblast Programming. 
While short-term cell direction via underlying material composition is demonstrable on 
micro-loop array scaffold geometries, an understanding of the long-term 4D-interaction between 
LH/pHH gel monolayer gradient systems that includes the osteodifferentiation capacities of E1 
preosteoblasts is essential for the application of these materials to fully 3D devices that function 
without the aid of protein treatments. Two specific materials gradient systems are prepared using 
the micro-loop array scaffold: a printed pHH filament on an LH film substrate (Figure 4.4a) and 
a printed LH filament on a pHH film substrate (Figure 4.4b). Scaffolds of each type are either 
exposed to nonconductive media (NC column 1, imaged with light microscopy) or 
osteoconductive media (OC column 2, imaged with light microscopy). For osteoconductive 
scaffolds of both types, we observe a robust crystal deposition over several weeks in culture that 
occurs almost exclusively on the 3D printed filament (regardless of whether the cells initially 
attached there). Interestingly, the crystal morphologies appear quite distinctive for each scaffold 
type (Appendix C.6), and while pHH filaments remain static (and therefore aesthetic) in cell 
culture, LH filaments are remodeled and disordered by the developing cellular networks and are 
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therefore the more dynamic of the two materials. The presence of localized, 4D-patterned 
calcium within the deposited crystal is confirmed with the calcium stain Alizarin Red (AR), the 
results of which are shown for a large scaffold section in column 3, with higher magnification 
imaging of a scaffold filament section in column 4.
[139]
 SEM/EDS 2D spectra of scaffold 
filaments for each material type are collected (column 5), which confirm not just the presence, 
but the on-filament localization of other apatite elements that include phosphorus and oxygen, 
polymeric or organic elements of carbon, and a strong silicon signal localized wherever LAP 
nanodiscs loading occurs. The chemical signatures associated with the 2D EDS spectra are given 
in Figure 4.4c. 
To characterize the nature of the deposited crystals themselves, we perform a series of 
XRD measurements on osteodifferentiated samples that are measured either on-scaffold or off-
scaffold as well as on an osteodifferentiated glass control. Consistent with the cellular deposition 
of apatite crystals, the deposited material manifests XRD peaks consistent with amorphous 
biogenic apatite formation along with collagen matrix and LAP crystals (Figure 4.4d).
[140] 
SEM 
imaging is performed specifically on the LH filament sample type in order to characterize its 
dynamic material responses to developing osteoblast cultures. In Figure 4.4e, the SEM images 
on the left examine, at two degrees of magnification, an instance of LH filament pitting 
structures that are sprinkled with small apatite crystals. On the right, on-filament osteoblast 
networks are visible alongside areas that are rich with deposited features that include medium-to-
large spherical apatite crystals such as the one highlighted in the bottom-right inset. A confocal 
fluorescence analysis is also performed on a laterally-sectioned LH micro-loop array scaffold in 
which a filament end (outlined in dotted white line) is coated with differentiated cells, clearly 
seen from their blue nuclear and green actin stains, around which we also identify some regions 
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of a collagen I protein signal that is not attributable to overlapping fluorescence signals from 
other cell structures (Figure 4.4f). Additional cell culture, SEM, AFM, and confocal 
fluorescence images are given as supporting information in Appendix C.7-C.10. 
The outcome of long-term 4D differentiation of E1 preosteoblast cultures is powerful in 
the fact that regardless of whether pHH or LH is used for preparing 3D-printed scaffold 
filaments, and regardless of the short-term localization of the preosteoblasts within the culture, 
the cells consistently deposit biogenic apatite crystals preferentially onto the relief features 
present within the environment. We also find that from a perspective focused purely on their 
cellular-response outcomes both LH (innately growth compliant and dynamic) and pHH 
(innately growth neutral and stable) contribute uniquely valuable but disparate properties. 
 
4.3.6. pHH and LH Ink Integration for a 4D Printable Universal HEMA Ink Rheology. 
In order to accurately characterize the materials attributes of pHH and LH compositions 
and the3D-printable, protein-free cellular compliance gradients derived from them, to this point 
we have limited our DIW fabrication to gel monolayer scaffolds. To extend the capabilities of 
these material gradients into temporally dynamic systems that are also structurally 3D, we first 
test the qualitative geometric conformation retention of both pHH and LH inks when they are 
patterned into multi-layer micro-loop scaffolds. We find that while LH ink has a 3D ink capacity 
of approximately 30 micro-layers without flow rate reduction or loss in shape retention (Figure 
4.5a, top), pHH ink cannot retain its geometry with unsupported layers and consequently has a 
3D ink capacity no greater than 4 or 5 layers even though it experiences no flow rate reduction 
over time (Figure 4.5a, bottom). Following from the 3D structural retention studies, we expose 
3D micro-loop scaffolds of LH gel exclusively (pHH cannot be built into 3D structures at a 
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comparable scale) to long-term E1cell culture conditions in order to assess the material’s 
stability and biocompatibility over longer intervals in the larger form factor.  These studies are 
either performed in nonconductive media (that does not causes preosteoblast differentiation), or 
in osteoconductive media (that contains factors that induce preosteoblast differentiation into 
osteoblasts). A micro-CT scan of 3D LH micro-loop scaffolds following 16 wks in culture with 
E1 cells illustrates the stark differences between biogenic apatite depositions by differentiated 
osteoblasts (Figure 4.5b, left column-OC) and those preosteoblasts that have not been 
differentiated (Figure 4.5b, right column-NC). In both, despite the micro-porosity of the 
scaffold, there is minimal cellular penetration into the bulk due to the limits on nutrient perfusion 




still see robust cellular adhesion 
around the untreated scaffold periphery in both cases (bright white in OC scaffolds and pale gray 
in NC scaffold), which is consistent with the robust cellular attachment seen for LH gel 
monolayers. 
Inspired by both the complementary properties of pHH and LH gels within cell culture 
contexts, as well as their complementary rheologies, we integrate these two materials into a 
single universal HEMA (UniH, Table 4.1-ID7) composition that we describe as such because it 
is able to print continuously and retain its shape robustly across a wide variety of micro-
diameters. These values range from 330 µm down to as small as 30 µm, a fact which is 
illustrated via a concentric wall design in which each vertical wall ring is printed with a different 
print-head diameter (Figure 4.5c). Rheological comparison of the flow behavior (Figure 4.5d) 
and the viscoelasticity (Figure 4.5e) of the UniH composition relative to its LH and pHH 
progenitors shows that the UniH composition bears striking flow behavior resemblance to the 
LH composition, but does have a slightly higher viscous response across a range of shear rates. 
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These ostensibly minor rheological modifications dramatically improve the 3D ink capacity of 
the UniH material, which prints 200+ 3D micro-layers without observable losses in flow rate or 
structural retention.  
Using a human dentition model as inspiration, we DIW a 3D form factor only accessible 
to micro-scale DIW printing with a high-performance ink such as UniH (Figure 4.5f, top). 
Dentition is a particularly appealing target for DIW micro-filament 3D structures because it is a 
mesoscale biostructure that requires circulation and nerve enervation to fully function but is not 
nearly at the scale of other organs.
[141]
 Teeth also possess a challenging materials gradient which 
should transition from highly-compliant, cell-integrated scaffolding at the root into an 
impermeable, mechanically-loadable crown. 
[64a, 65-66] [142]
To prepare a first-order dentition-
mimetic scaffold with a micro-loop scaffold matrix in the root, we integrate a high-infill 3D form 
from a human tooth model with the open porosity micro-loop pattern (Figure 4.5f, blue box). 
The result is an at-scale hybrid hydrogel nanocomposite scaffold, with the high in-fill crown 
shown schematically in white and the porous root shown in orange
 
in Figure 4.6a (left). The 
experimentally-printed UniH tooth scaffold is given in Figure 4.6a (middle), with the structure 
of the experimental porous micro-filament scaffold shown in Figure 4.6a (right). Dynamic 
mechanical analysis (DMA; Figure 4.6b) is performed in quadruplicate on the UniH composite, 
yielding a modulus value for the self-supporting material of 156 kPa, and a yield stress of 
approximately 20% 12 kPa strain. While this material is far too compliant for use in tooth 
crowns, which must sustain extreme, prolonged, and long-term mechanical-loading within the 
oral cavity, its relative softness coupled with how rigorously it maintains its geometry makes it a 
compelling nanocomposite for use in cell-sustaining micro-scaffolds that might be amenable for 
artificial tooth root applications.  
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UniH scaffold behavior in aqueous and cell culture environments are tested over a period 
of weeks, in which scaffolds are stored at 37°C and 5% CO2 and first soaked in milliQ water for 
1-2 wks (this is refreshed several times during that term), then soaked in DPBS buffer solution 
for 1-2 wks, and finally soaked in cell media with a pH indicator for 1-2 wks. The scaffolds 
withstand these environments extremely well, and are not discernibly compromised in their 
integrity to any extent after this interval. Two enamel-mimetic materials—a commercial epoxy 
adhesive cement and an in-house composition of an artificial enamel composite—are then 
deposited onto the crown surfaces of UniH tooth mimetic scaffolds. Micro-CT scans of each 
scaffold type (Figure 4.6c) are used to compare their internal microstructural outcomes, the 
internal integrity of the different enamel mimetics, and the adhesion between them and the UniH 
material. A humidification chamber (Appendix C.11) is used to prevent geometric changes 
during imaging, while retaining hydrated geometries. Following from these imaging studies, we 
first note that the internal microstructure within the scaffolds deforms somewhat from its 
patterned geometry in some regions of the scaffold. While this effect is exaggerated by the 
reduced pore-contrast due to water infilling some of the gel cavities during imaging, we also 
discern numerous regions where embedded 3D micro-structure is well-conserved. Both enamel 
mimetic materials bond well to the UniH ink, but the epoxy appears less dense and more porous 
following curing than the artificial enamel material. A greater understanding is still needed of the 
ways in which the hybridized pHEMA and LAP viscosifying agents affect the nanostructure of 
the UniH ink matrix, as well as how their juxtaposed untreated bio-compliance properties affect 
the cellular attachment outcomes seen for gel monolayer and 4D-scaffold architectures of UniH 
nanocomposites specifically. Here, the UniH composition itself serves as a “blank-form” 
material, in which, without protein treatment, modest compositional modifications may 
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differentially access pHH-like (growth negative) and LH-like (growth positive) surface attributes 
that have the capacity to enable predictive cellular attachment and growth outcomes in fully 
temporally dynamic, volumetric scaffold contexts. 
 
4.4. Conclusion. 
The capability to direct with high precision cellular attachment, growth, and long-term 
differentiation within 3D-printed scaffold volumes is one that lags behind the diverse form 
factors and materials with which such 3D scaffolds can be fabricated with DIW. By 
incorporating a growth positive nanodisc, LAP, into “blank slate” pHH hydrogels, we establish a 
protein-free, materials gradient-based mechanism for conferring directed cellular attachment 
along 3D-printed gel monolayers that vary in their ability to be scaled into truly 3D scaffolds. 
We fully characterize the nature of cellular motility as well as cell-to-gel interfacial interactions 
that drive the programmable attribute of the pHH/LH hydrogel systems, and find that in long-
term growth experiments we are able to embed the materials properties necessary to induce 
selective cellular deposition of biogenic apatite crystals. We then combine the LH and pHH gel 
compositions to yield a new high-performance composition, termed UniH, which has a 3D ink 
capacity that greatly exceeds its constituent inks’ printing properties. Taken together, these data 
demonstrate a DIW micro-scaffold system that is capable—at the point-of-printing—of 














Table 4.1. Printable and Castable Gel and Nanocomposite Compositions and 
Growth Compliance Behaviors for pHH and LH Materials. 























































































1 pHH + - - + 39.6 9.90 24.75 - - - 0.5b 1.00 24.25 - - 
2 pHH-2 - + - + 8.83 5.71 2.29 - - - 0.22b 0.43 5.37 38.57 38.57 
3 pHH-4 - + - - 0.69 5.71 2.29 - - - 0.02b 0.03 2.69 44.28 44.28 
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Figure 4.1. Printed 2D hydrogel patterns rely on material composition to direct cellular 
growth. Cellular growth compliance tailored for E1 preosteoblast or 3T3 fibroblast cell lines 
and visualized with a live/dead fluorescence assay at 2 different magnifications. For a,b, and 
c at least one composition does not require any protein treatment. a) Universal growth 
achieved in two distinct pattern compositions. Row 1: glass substrate (G) incubated with 
buffer (PBS) patterned with LAP-HEMA (LH) hydrogel and incubated with PBS. Row 2: A 
(poly-HEMA/HEMA) pHH2 hydrogel film treated with (poly-ʟ-lysine) PLL, then patterned with 
pHH and incubated with PBS. b) Substrate-only growth achieved in two distinct material 
compositions. Row 1: A LH film is incubated with PBS then patterned with pHH filaments 
and treated with PLL. Row 2: LH film incubated with PBS then printed with pHH, and 




Figure 4.1. (cont’d). 
distinct material pattern compositions. Row 1: a pHH2 film incubated in PBS, patterned with 
LH then incubated in PBS. Row 2: a pHH4 film incubated in PBS, patterned with LH then 
incubated in PBS. d) Cross-sectional normalized fluorescence for red and green channels 
mapped for an exemplar case for each growth condition. Regions marked in gray represent 
scaffold filament regions, where red and green signals are concurrent (top, yellow arrow), 
red-exclusive (middle, blue arrow), or green-exclusive (bottom, black arrow), corresponding 
to whether scaffold (red) and cell (green) signals are present. Scale bars: 600 μm (low 





Figure 4.2. Predictive cellular dynamics tracked with SLIM on printed 2D hydrogel patterns. 
protein-treatment-free material gradients direct cellular attachment and growth depending 
on whether LAP is embedded in the scaffold or in the substrate. (a) A schematic of LH films 
patterned with pHH, and incubated in PBS (left) induce cells to attach well only to the 
substrate. SLIM (Spatial Light Interference Microscopy) imaging of E1 preosteoblasts and 
3T3 fibroblasts captures their dynamics on these materials (second from left) consisting of: 
(1) loose adhesion on scaffold with spherical morphology,’ (2) migration to scaffold filament 
edge with minimal spreading; (3) passage across the interface between scaffold and 
substrate and elongation; (4) robust spreading and adhesion on substrate. A schematic of 
pHH4 films patterned with LH, and incubated in PBS (second from right) shows the cellular 
dynamics as observed with SLIM consisting of: (1) rounded cell morphologies loosely adhere 
and “roll” to scaffold filament edge; (2) some adhesion and elongation of the cell is 
apparent at the interface; (3) cell passes interface onto filament and elongates; (4) robust 
spreading and motility on scaffold. Experimental SLIM images of each case depicted in (a), 
taken at t=0 h and 48 h after seeding cells show: b) cells in-filling substrates  
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Figure 4.2. (cont’d). 
selectively and (c) cells in-filling scaffold filaments selectively. d) Changes in pixel intensity 
between SLIM video frames measured for both scaffold and substrate contexts are 
associated with motile and dividing cell motion. SLIM data quantified for E1 and 3T3 cell 
cultures first on a control sample that used no LAP, but relied on a PLL protein treatment 
(top), as well as for the SLIM data from b (middle) and c (bottom). These data show 
quantitative differences in pixel intensity change that correlates with where cells robustly 





Figure 4.3. Hydrogel surface nanostructure and cell to gel interfacial morphology. a) 
Colorized SEM image of LH gel surface with exemplar qualitative surface roughness in inset 
(scale bar 1.5 µm). b) AFM image of LH gel surface over a 10 µm x 10 µm area (left) with 
gel nanostructure of spheroid aggregates ranging from 20 to 200 nm in diameter (right). 
Inset of exemplar nanostructure morphology. c) TEM section of LH gel edge, with inset 
showing apparent LAP discs that roughen the surface structure of the LH (scale bar 100 
nm). d) On-scaffold networking of 3T3 fibroblast cells on grid scaffold filaments (outlined in 
black) after 24 h (top; scale bar 100 µm) and 96 h (bottom; scale bar 200 µm). Red arrows 
show cell network vectors as cells interact directly with LH scaffold material. e) LH gel bead 
surface (orange circle) interactions arrays yield inhomogeneous 3T3 networks with circular 
open regions where glass substrate is apparent. Overall cell network vectors are given with 
red arrows. SEM image of 3T3 fibroblasts in these networks shows parallel aligned fibroblast 
cell bodies at a region proximal to the LH bead surface (scale bar 12 µm). f) TEM shows a 
3T3 cell in close conformal attachment to a LH scaffold interface (left), and a high 


















Figure 4.4. Directed biogenic apatite growth via patterned material gradients in 2D 
differentiated cultures. a) (left) LH substrate patterned with pHH after E1 culture in 
nonconductive media show stable gel patterns with no crystal growth. The same scaffold 
type in conductive media shows selective apatite development after E1 culture (second from 
left). These scaffolds stained for calcium with alizarin red confirm localization of apatite, 
given at low and high magnification (middle and second from right). EDS 2D spectra show 
Ca and Phosphate signals localized on the scaffold filament only. Scale bars 600 μm. b) pHH 
substrate patterned with LH after E1 culture in nonconductive media show remodeled gel 




Figure 4.4. (cont’d). 
apatite development after E1 culture in conductive media (second from left). Scaffolds 
stained for calcium with alizarin red confirm localization of apatite at low and high 
magnification (middle and second from right). EDS 2D spectra show calcium and 
phosphorous signals localized on scaffold filament. Si in both a and b EDS spectra point to 
the location of the LAP silicate nano-discs. Scale bars 600 μm. c) EDS spectra with chemical 
peak assignments for each sample type. d) XRD spectra lattice assignments and material 
source (collagen, LAP, or biogenic apatite). e) SEM images of LH scaffolds reveal cell 
spreading, material pitting, remodeling, and apatite growthin osteogenic cultures. Scale bar 
10 μm. f) CFM images of differentiated cell culture on sectioned scaffolds (dotted white line) 
confirm robust, peripheral cell attachment, with nonspecific signal from fluorophore 
adsorption. White arrow corresponds to fluorescence profile trace for channels of interest. 




Figure 4.5. Temporally dynamic 3D printed scaffold from hybridized LH and pHH hydrogel 
inks. a) pHH ink is compatible with small diameter printing, but viscoelasticity leads to 
structural “slumping” that limits the number of 3D layers and ultimate 3D structure 
possible. LH ink is prone to jamming but has higher elasticity and good shape retention of 
filaments, yielding more 3D structures possible. Scale bar 3 mm. b) 3D LH scaffolds are 
seeded with preosteoblasts and exposed to either osteoconductive (OC) or non-
osteoconductive (NC) media. Micro-CT imaging at 20° and 80° shows robust biogenic 
apatite crystal deposition along wall of scaffold, with modest penetration into scaffold micro-
structure. Scale bar 3 mm. pHH and LH inks are combined to prepare a UniH ink that 
resolved printing limitations of each material. UniH inks are compatible with a wide range of 
print-head diameters (specified by different colors) and are capable of being used to 
prepare 3D structures. Scale bar 1.2 mm. Rheological measurements compare thixotropy 
and viscoelasticity of pHH, LH, and UniH inks show that UniH is more rheologically similar to 
LH. f) Plastic prototype of human dentation used as digital source of single human tooth 
crown geometry that is modified and integrated with 2D microstructure pattern within root 
core of scaffold. Overall geometry and exemplar cross-sections of tooth scaffold at 







Figure 4.6. Micro-CT imaging of 3D printed tooth mimetic scaffold. a) Ideal 3D printed 
tooth structure schematic (left), with experimentally printed (pre-cure) tooth using UniH ink 
(middle; scale bar 4 mm). High magnification image and schematic inset of a microfilament 
array of a LAP-based gel printed for the microstructure in the root core of the structure. 
Scale bar 600 µm.b) DMA analysis on UniH gel is used to determine a material modulus of 
156 kPa with the material yielding at 20% strain. C) Micro-CT scans of the UniH tooth 
scaffold (top row) and additionally UniH tooth scaffold that had been modified over their 
crown surface with either a white commercial epoxy (middle row), or an artificial enamel 
(bottom row). Signal from artificial enamel is highest, reducing the relative contrast 
apparent in the UniH gel microstructure compared to the other scaffolds.  All images are 
taken on hydrated samples in a humidification chamber that resulted in some 
microstructure occlusion due to hydrated cavities.  Each tooth type is shown with a surface 
reconstruction, across-sectional reconstruction, and as lateral slices proximal to the 1) root 
base, 2) root neck, 3) crown, 4) or apex of the tooth scaffold..  
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CHAPTER 5: 4D PRINTED NANOCOMPOSITE GRADIENTS FOR DYNAMIC AND 






In recent years, soft polymer and hydrogel materials have provided the underlying matrix 
structure for numerous compliant and/or hydrated actuator systems that manifest capacities to 
move, change geometry, and respond to ambient stimuli.
[41a, 75, 132a]
  Marine lifeforms e.g. sea 
jellies, sea stars, sea anemones and coral
[76]
 have served as the inspirations for several notable 
advances in the field,
[10i, 132a, 143]
 because they are exemplars of aquatic life forms that are capable 







 but that  fundamentally rely on compliant natural hydrogel structures to 
do so. In this work, 4D ionotropic-origin hydrogel gradients that architecturally mimic 
Echinoderm and Cnidarian organisms are prepared using DIW, a form of 3D printing.  Focusing 
particularly on the tentacle morphology of the sea jelly, the DIW actuator devices are fabricated 
such that they embed material gradients—those dictated by the patterned ion geometries used to 
cure them—that allow for differential actuation of their tentacle-mimetic features to external 
stimuli. Specifically, by tailoring the spatial patterning of ionotropic hydrogels as well as the 
valency of their binding agents, we are able to selectively program the geometry and flexibility 
of sea jelly-inspired tentacles. When combined with iron oxide (Fe3O4)-loaded hydrogel 
composites, we further develop a class of radially-symmetric, 4D-printed soft aquatic actuators 
                                                          
This work is currently unpublished. Author contributions to this work are as follows: Joselle M. McCracken, 
Brittany M. Rauzan, Jacob C. E. Kjellman, Hanxiao Su, Simon A. Rogers, Ralph G. Nuzzo. 
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(SAAs) that respond to external magnetic fields in programmatic ways dictated by their 
underlying 4D ionotropic hydrogel gradients. 
Hydrogel and polymer-based materials have demonstrated facile application to soft 
actuation devices that are able to respond to a variety of stimuli.
[41a, 75-79]
 Many of these systems 
are architecturally or chemically inspired by bio-origin materials or organisms
[76, 144]
 or are 
biomimetic in the sense that they utilize ambient environmental or energetic inputs to induce 
physical change.
[11, 145]
 Ionotropic hydrogels that rapidly cure upon exposure to cationic salt 
solutions have been the subject of numerous studies and applications
[15a, 34c, 146] 
including 
heterogeneous and concentric structure fabrication via paper template designs that localize cation 
diffusion into pre-patterned shapes at the millimeter scale.
[33a, 33b]
 The robust and rapid curing 
capacity of ionotropic materials makes them compelling candidates for compositional 
optimization for DIW assembly, which itself has been proven to be an exceptional technique for 
3D hydrogel deposition at resolutions better than 100 μm.
[147]  
DIW-fabricated soft aquatic actuators (SAAs) in the context of this work are functionally 
defined by both their geometric architectures and the material properties of their constituent 
layers. Each hydrogel and nanocomposite material used to prepare them must at minimum be 
optimized for micro-extrusion in a DIW 3D printing system, but is principally considered for its 
post-hydration behaviors, which are ultimately responsible for rendering it relevant to SAA 
applications. Here, we examine a family of DIW-optimized materials (Table 5.1) that primarily 
integrates optimized combinations of the ionotropic algae-derived alginate (Alg), a commercial 
starch-based thickening agent (Thk), and a smectite silicate nanodisc (LAP). By increasing the 
complexity of the spatial and geometric DIW deposition of these materials, we access three 
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distinct device regimes (static, dynamic, and mimetic) using radially symmetric marine 
organisms from the Echinoderm and Cnidaria phyla as bio-inspiration.  
 
5.2. Experimental Methods and Materials. 
5.2.1. Reagent List. 
 Sodium alginate, sodium pyrophosphate decahydrate, calcium chloride, iron (III) 
chloride, dimethyl sulfoxide, mineral oil, methylene blue solution (1.5% w/v in water), 
rhodamine 6G, and iron oxide (II, III) magnetic nanoparticle solution (30 nm, 5 mg/mL Fe in 
water) are purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used without modification. Laponite XLG clay is 
obtained from BYK Additives and used without modification. Pluronic P123 is purchased from 
BASF and used without modification. Thickener (Instant food thickener) is purchased from CVS 
Pharmacy and used without modification. 
 
5.2.2. Ink Preparation. 
The ink compositions are detailed in Table 5.1. The components are first hand-mixed and 
then homogenized using a Thinky Mixer (ARE-310, Thinky) in a closed container at 2000 rpm 
for 1– 5 min followed by 2200 rpm for 30-60 s. 
 
5.2.3. Direct Ink Writing/Printing.  
Prepared inks are loaded into syringes and mounted in a 3D printer (A3200, Aerotech 
Inc., Pittsburgh, PA) and are extruded pneumatically through nozzles of multiple sizes (330-110 
µm). G-code for print paths is generated using CAD-Fusion, AutoDesk Inventor, Fusion 360, 
and MeshMixer structures are printed on glass slide, plastic disc, or silicon wafer. Salt and first 
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layer of AlgThk patterns are allowed to dry completely before printing subsequent layers or spin 
casting. For S-SAA, AlgLAPS is pipette deposited over entire structure to coat followed by spin 
coating at 2000 rpm for 30-90 s or until well-coated. The spin cast structures are allowed to dry 
for several minutes before being hydrated by slow addition of water to the side of the structure 
before fully immersing structure in water. For D-SAA and M-SAA, 16.67 wt% CaCl2 solution is 
added slowly to the structure until all of the tentacles are covered. The structure is allowed to sit 
for 5 min before distilled water is slowly added to the side of the structure to fully immerse the 
structure and delaminate from the substrate. 
 
5.2.4. Rheological Characterization. 
A rheometer (DHR-3, TA instruments) with a cone-plate geometry (40 mm diameter, 
4.005
o
, 109.5 µm gap height) at 25
o
C is used to characterize inks. Oscillation frequency is 





5.2.5. XRD, XRF, AFM, and UV-VIS Characterization. 
 XRD measurements are performed using a Pananlytical/Philips X’Pert MRD System 
with Cu Kα radiation (λ=0.15418 nm, 45 mA, 40 kV, beam size of 0.5 mm x 0.4 mm). The 
samples are scanned from 1-50
o 




. XRF measurements are 
performed using a Shimadzu EDX-700 System with a rhodium source (100μA, 50 kV, beam size 
diameter of 1 mm) and purged with helium. The samples are characterized using the quantitative 
bulk sample mode for calcium and iron metal. AFM measurements are performed on an Asylum 
MFP-3D-SA AFM using BudgetSensors SiNi cantilevers, and image flattening in Figure 4.3 is 
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performed using the Asylum Research software. UV-Vis measurements are performed using a 
Varian/Cary 5G over the wavelength range of 200-800 nm with a scan rate of 600 nm min
-1
 at 
ambient conditions. The samples are allowed to equilibrate for 4 h after the addition of CaCl2.  
 
5.2.6. Modulus and MRI Characterization. 
 Modulus measurements are performed using Piuma (Optics11) with a borosilicate 
cantilever (k = 0.073 N m
-1
, radius of 10.300 μm). Printed squares of AlgThk and AlgLAP cured 
in 16.67 wt% CaCl2 solution or 16.67 wt% FeCl3 solution are measured in water. For MRI 
experiments, a tank with attached ruler is placed on the scanner bed outside of the bore of a 3 
Tesla MRI (Siemens Magnetom Trio full-body scanner). The D-SAA and control are placed in 
the tank and the water allowed to equilibrate before the start of each experiment to control for 
extraneous motion from the water. The velocity of the D-SAA and control are measured at 13 
points in the tank. Any movement away from the bore of the magnet is recorded as zero velocity. 




5.2.7. Magnetic Stimuli Response Characterization. 
Videos are collected with iPhone 6s and sampled every 50 frames into Photoshop CS6 
and auto-aligned to minimize extraneous camera motion. Video files are imported into FIJI and 
converted to gray scale TIFF stacks. Stacks are compiled and differentiated in MATLAB 
resulting in quantification of pixel velocities. MTrackJ plug-in in FIJI is used to track tentacle 
end point data. Mathematica is used to quantify perimeter curvature for tentacle geometry. Rhino 





All structures are photographed using a Nikon (D90) camera, stereoscope (Olympus, 
SZX7), and iPhone 6s in ambient conditions either as printed on substrate (glass, plastic, and 
silicon wafer) or hydrated in deionized water. A broad spectrum UV light is used to excite the 
rhodamine dye in the structures. Photoshop photo-merge command is used to compile macro 
stacks from Nikon camera and stereoscope images as well as to subtract background from sheet 
S-SAAs. 
 
5.3. Results and Discussion. 
5.3.1. Static, Dynamic, and Mimetic Soft Aquatic Actuators. 
Figure 5.1a illustrates the most basic architecture achievable with this family of 
materials in that of the static SAA (S-SAA). Shown schematically in Figure 5.1a-1 (left), Gels 1 




 cations to pattern a foundation layer that 
corresponds to selectively cross-linked regions in the final SAA. Overtop the foundation, Gels 3, 
4, or 7 are applied onto bulk structural elements that remain conformationally stable in water 
(following universal curing in CaCl2 (aq) (10, Table 5.1), similar to their biological inspiration 
the sea star (Figure 5.1a-1, right). The CAD scheme (left) and a DIW sea star (right) are given in 
Figure 5.1a-2, with the upper layers printed with Gel 3 in this instance. Here, foundation layer 
patterning mimics the tube feet features on the oral surface (underside) of the sea star (Figure 
5.1a-3, label 8), which are visible through the multi-layer bulk of the static SAA when Gel 4 is 
utilized (Figure 5.1a-3, label 9) and culminate in an S-SAA modeled that has localized cross-
linked regions on its ventral plane that mimic natural patterning on echinoderms (Figure 5.1a-3, 
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label 10). The S-SAA architecture type can also be modeled on the Cnidarians, which will be 
described in detail in the sections that follow. 
Higher order complexity that results in dynamic SAAs (D-SAAs) is achieved by 
patterning a foundation layer with Gel 4. Unlike Gels 3 or 7 that utilize LAP for high elasticity 
and relative stiffness, DIW of thin Gel 4 layers yields a tough, high-integrity substrate. We 
subsequently pattern this foundation with Gels 1 and 2, which localize cross-linking chemistries 
to specified regions of the D-SAA, as well as with Gel 3, which robustly maintains its overall 
geometry. The spatial organization of these gels is given schematically in Figure 5.1b (left), and 
is inspired by the architecture of the Cnidarian hydromedusa organism (Figure 5.1b, right), 
which manifests a single set of tentacles emanating from the perimeter of its gastrovascular 
cavity orifice. 
Upon curing in CaCl2 (aq.) followed by hydration, tentacle-mimetic structures composed 
of Gel 4 auto-delaminate from their glass substrates, buckling and flexing organically in water 
(shown schematically in Figure 5.1b-2, left). A completed D-SAA is shown prior to hydration 
and tentacle-delamination in Figure 5.1b-2 (right). An interesting modifying feature for D-SAA 
architectures is a molded foam swim bladder that is inserted during DIW assembly and confers 
long-term buoyancy, given as a schematic in Figure 5.1b-3 (label 11). The interface between the 
D-SAA rigid bell made from Gel 3 that mimics the Cnidarian exumbrella structure (pink color 
conferred by rhodamine 6 g (R6G) dye) and the flexible regimes made from Gel 4 that mimics 
tentacles (translucent/white color apparent when hydrated) is robust (Figure 5.1b-3, label 12), 
and the D-SAA is capable of fluorescing when stimulated by a UV source (Figure 5.1b-3, label 
13). The motion of the D-SAAs within water mimics the flowing motion of Cnidarian tentacles, 
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and is directly conferred by the spatial positioning of ionotropic hydrogel and nanocomposite 
materials that have been optimized explicitly for this purpose. 
In the most complex mimetic SAA (M-SAA) architecture, we develop forms of materials 
patterning that improve upon the structural resemblances present in S- and D-SAAs in order to 
encompass the more common Cnidarian body-form of sea jellies (Figure 5.1c-1, right) in which 
there are tentacle outgrowths from the exumbrella and oral arms emanating from the 
subumbrella. Additionally, we harness the amenability of these materials to selective ionotropic 
cross-linking in order to pattern modulus outcomes that, when hydrated, direct conformational 
changes. The foundation and cross-linking layers are printed as would be the case in a D-SAA 
architecture, but a DIW pluronic/mineral oil gel is applied that acts as a ion-diffusion limiting 
boundary layer (Gel 5) that is also sacrificial (low temperatures cause the P123M to dissolve in 
water). On top of this boundary layer, a secondary layer of AlgThk (Gel 6) is printed—along 
with its own cross-linking pattern—that is independent from the initial tentacle array. Gel 3 is 
used in this instance to interconnect the two discrete tentacle sets. This spatial arrangement is 
given schematically in Figure 5.1c-1 (left). The conformation that the M-SAA adopts when 
hydrated is given schematically in Figure 5.1c-2 (left), and its morphology immediately 
following printing is given in Figure 5.1c-2 (right). A higher magnification inset that clarifies 
the connectivity strategy is given in Figure 5.1c-3 (left), with label 14 designating the 
exumbrella tentacle set, and with label 15 designating the subumbrella oral arms of the SAA. 
The final experimental outcome when hydrated with no ion cross linker is patterned during DIW 
fabrication is shown in label 16 in Figure 5.1c-3. 
Throughout each SAA system, regardless of architecture and cross-linker, Gels 3 and 4 
serve to define overall material properties. As seen in the rheology of the two compositions prior 
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to curing, the Gel 4 (AlgThk) blend is significantly more viscoelastic (higher phase angle; 
Figure 5.1d) and a softer gel (lower magnitude of complex shear modulus; Figure 5.1e) in 
comparison to the Gel 3 (AlgLAP). We also confirm that the LAP is retained in the AlgLAP 
composite post-curing (XRD spectrum in Figure 5.1f), which is significant for ink printability as 
well as for retaining small molecules and dyes via adsorption onto the LAP within the gel matrix. 
The viscoelasticity of AlgThk makes it particularly suited to pattern architectures that 
dynamically move with water current, whereas the elastic AlgLAP gel is used to build the 
structural, interconnecting features within S-, D- and M-SAAs. 
 
5.3.2. Patterning Crosslinker Gradients on Static and Dynamic Soft Aquatic Actuators. 
Localized sequestration of cationic gradients within ionotropic gels is possible via DIW 
and is applied to S- and D-SAA devices in order to dictate intricate material stiffness outcomes 
within them. In the case of S-SAAs, crosslinker gradients are DIW-patterned from high 
concentration solutions of CaThk (Gel 1) and FeThk (Gel 2) on a glass substrate (shown 
schematically in Figure 5.2a-1), a process yielding detailed and diversifiable arrays of ~100 µm 
filaments. AlgLAP-based nanocomposites (e.g. Gels 3 and 7) are versatile in their ability to be 
used for structural connectivity, hydrogel encapsulation (Appendix D.1), or in this case for local 
curing of DIW patterns. To do so, AlgLAPS (Gel 7) is deposited over the foundation layer and 
spin-cast (Figure 5.2a-2), resulting in immediate system cross-linking with defined edges at the 
outer salt filament (Figure 5.2a-3) and a fully-cured SAA sheet device (Figure 5.2a-4). In 
Figure 5.2b, we integrate three DIW-patterned centers with three distinct tentacle geometries 
(sinusoid (S; 1), planar (P; 2), and linear (L; 3)), which can be readily mix-and-matched to 
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prepare a series of 2D S-SAAs that are geometrically Cnidarian-mimetic, but generally fail to 
approach the non-planar motion regimes typified by sea jellies and other Cnidarians.  
This limitation is resolved in the case of D-SAA cross-linker patterning (shown 
schematically in Figure 5.2c) when FeThk (Figure 5.2c-1) is selectively patterned over an 
AlgThk (Gel 4) foundation (Figure 5.2c-2), followed by an AlgLAP (Gel 3) bell structure 
(Figure 5.2c-3) to complete the SAA device (Figure 5.2c-4). In Figure 5.2d we demonstrate the 
precise localization of FeThk cross linker gradients printed within D-SAAs: sinusoid tentacles 
(1) with alternating tentacles cross-linked with FeThk, planar tentacles (2) with every third 
tentacle cross-linked, and linear tentacles (3) with every fourth tentacles cross-linked. Each SAA 
is shown immediately following printing (left) and after hydration (right). Localization of the salt 
pattern is confirmed by X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) and a force dissipation map at the nanoscale 
on an Fe
+3
-cured AlgThk surface is measured with AFM (Appendix D.2). The presence of the 
trivalent cross-linking ion Fe
+3
 increases the modulus of the material (83 MPa) relative to those 
cross-linked with a divalent ion, Ca
+2
(17 MPa; Appendix D.3). D-SAAs manifest life-like forms 
of motion and undulation in passive response to water currents, which we tailor to transform 
upon hydration via the underlying material gradients used to 4D-print them. In the sections that 
follow, we embed active forms of stimulus response into D-SAA devices as well as build upon 
the implicit temporal actuation that is directed by 3D localized ion patterns in M-SAAs. 
 
5.3.3. Dynamic Biomimetic Soft Aquatic Actuators. 
To extend actuation beyond ion crosslinking patterns and to prepare D-SAAs that exhibit 
biomimicry through their responses to external magnetic fields, we print a magnetic MAlgThk 
material (Gel 8) that is compositionally similar to the D-SAA tentacle, but encapsulates COOH-
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Fe3O4 magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) that are well-retained by the structure in water. In the 
presence of an MRI magnet bore (Figure 5.3a, bottom) MNP-loaded D-SAA (DFeO-SAA) 
buoyant devices accelerate from ν=0 to ν=4 mm/sec as the magnetic field strength ramps from 
400 to 700 gauss (Figure 5.3a, top; supporting video in Appendix E.5). Buoyant DFeO-SAAs 
placed into artificial marine habitats (Figure 5.3b, upper-left) are exposed to a neodymium 
magnetic field that originates from beneath the tank base and directs the DFeO-SAA in non-linear 
directional translational modes (supporting video in Appendix  E.6). Sinusoid, planar, and linear 
DFeO-SAA geometries are actuated in this environment, with points 1-8 specifying particular tank 
features, and Figure 5.3b-1 to 3b-8 depicting different DFeO-SAAs in motion.  
In complement to stimulus response outcomes in D-SAAs, M-SAAs are temporally 
dynamic devices in which ion gradients dictate their buckling conformations upon hydration. To 
sustain the greater mass of M-SAAs, we improve upon a purely planar material interface (as in 
D-SAAs) by integrating a lock/key geometry (Figure 5.3c) that physically interconnects AlgThk 
(blue regions) with AlgLAP (pink regions), with a DIW printing order given by 1-5 in Figure 
5.3c (right), and a sacrificial boundary layer that dissolves over the first 24 h of hydration (left). 
We posit that the P123M boundary layer increases ion diffusion anisotropy during M-SAA 
curing, which exacerbates diffusion differences present at the AlgThk/AlgLAP interface. By 
utilizing the complexometric calcium indicator Eriochrome Black T in dilute solutions of each 
gel we show that AlgThk requires higher quantities of Ca
+2
 to reach its equivalence point than 
AlgLAP (Figure 5.3d). These differences, under highly anisotropic ion diffusion, could affect 
the unity of the resulting gel interface, but are compensated for by the lock/key construct. The 
final M-SAA relaxes between 24 and 96 h in water, with the angle gradually enlarging between 
exumbrella and subumbrella tentacle sets (Figure 5.3e). Four unique architectures of multi-level 
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3D localized ion patterns in M-SAA devices are given schematically in Figure 5.3f (left), with 
experimental images after printing (right) and after >24 h hydration (Figure 5.3g). Ca
+2
-cured 
tentacles are seen to be more flexible and even to buckle upwards when printed as the 
exumbrella tentacle set. Fe
+3 
tentacles are stiffer and extend rigidly out from the M-SAA 
centroid. Therefore, via selective ion loading and localization, we demonstrate two unique 
capacities for dynamic post-printing behaviors: translational actuation in the case of D-SAAs, as 
well as conformational reorganization in the case of M-SAAs. 
 
5.3.4. Quantification of Crosslinker-Directed Magnetic Actuation. 
To characterize the impact of localized ion patterning on DFeO-SAA magnetic actuation 
modes, sinusoid, planar, and linear DFeO-SAAs (row 1) without foam bladder buoyancy are 
actuated in place over 5 min intervals with overall circular random magnetic field oscillation 




 present within 
each device are given schematically in Figure 5.4a (row 2). 2D derivatives of the actuation 
fields yield pixel velocity maps for each DFeO-SAA type and are given in Figure 5.4b. Average 
radial pixel velocity maps further section velocity fields into 10° intervals and map cumulative 
motion behaviors for each DFeO-SAA over the sampled time interval (Figure 5.4c). A 
representative section from each radial map (Figure 5.4d) illustrates checkered motion fields for 
sinusoid, widely distributed motion fields for planar, and radially narrow motion fields for linear 
DFeO -SAAs . Additionally, 4 representative points (A-D) from the radial maps given in Figure 
5.4c are used to plot normalized Δ pixel intensity against radial position from the centroid of the 
DFeO-SAAs (Figure 5.4e). Sinusoid DFeO-SAAs exhibit numerous local maxima within the 
overall motion distribution that correspond to its dramatic tentacle geometry reorientations in 
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response to magnetic fields (Figure 5.4e, left). Planar DFeO-SAAs ripple close to the centroid, 
but mostly undergo planar oscillation at greater radial distances (Figure 5.4e, middle). Linear 
DFeO-SAAs are able to curl up in response to magnetic fields, but are otherwise geometrically 
limited, resulting in their narrow motion distribution (Figure 5.4e, right). In all geometries, the 
most motion is observed for Ca
+2
 cross-linked tentacles, with notably limited motion observed 
for those structures cross-linked with Fe
+3
. Schematic representation of each tentacle motion 
mode is given in Figure 5.4f (row 1). Gaussian distribution fitting parameters for each motion 
field (given in Figure 5.4f, row 2) show statistically significant differences for each geometry 
(described in detail in Appendix D.4). 
In addition to motion field radial distributions, single tentacle motion properties are 
specifically tracked, quantified, and characterized. For this, curvature distributions are first 
determined for each geometry (Appendix D.5) that illustrate the significantly higher absolute 
curvature of the sinusoid, the modest curvature present along the planar, and the negligible 
curvature present in the linear tentacle geometry (Figure 5.4g). Actuation velocity tracking 
yields a statistically significant elevation of velocity for only the Ca
+2
 cross-linked sinusoid DFeO-
SAAs (Figure 5.4h and Appendix D.6). These data suggest that the presence of geometric 
curvature in conjunction with the flexible material properties conferred by Ca
+2
 cross-linking are 
responsible for this selective velocity elevation, following a correction for the area of the tentacle 
(since larger areas have more mass and hydrodynamic drag). This correlation is depicted 
graphically in Figure 5.4i, in which an R
2
 of 0.996 for Ca
+2
-cured materials is contrasted with an 
R
2








Most recently, DIW 3D printing systems have been utilized to prepare scaffolds and 
devices that integrate diverse forms of function, which rely on unique underlying material 
properties and chemistries. Our experimental findings here show that a family of ionotropic 
hydrogel and nanocomposite materials is deeply amenable to this facile assembly technique and 
can be used to prepare a diverse array of radially symmetric soft gel devices that are inspired by 
marine Echinoderm and Cnidarian organisms. Through DIW-enabled spatial patterning of ion 
gradients, gel optimization, and device architecture engineering, we are able to prepare soft 
aquatic actuator devices that transform upon hydration into biomimetic, magnetically responsive, 





















Table 5.1. Printable Gels and Curing Solution Compositions (wt %). Soft aquatic 
actuators (SAAs) with static, dynamic, or mimetic functional outcomes integrate 
different printable ink combinations. Material IDs correspond to Figure 5.1 
schematics.  
ID Abbrev Chemical Components (wt%) 

















1 FeThk - - 20 - - 80 - - - - 
2 CaThk - - 20 - 80 - - - - ~0.5mL MB 
3 AlgLAP 1.28 9.37 - 0.20 - - - - 89.15 R6G** 
4,6 AlgThk 2.05 - 14.87 - - - - - 83.08 - 
5 P123M - - - - - - 1.69 1.15 - - 
7 AlgLAPS 1.98 3.96 - - - - - - 89.11 4.95 DMSO 
8 MAlgThk 1.99 - 14.54 - - - - - 83.47 Fe3O4 *** 




- - - - 100 - - - - - 
*Ca+2 (aq) and Fe+3 (aq) 
contain 16.67wt% ion salt 
** R6G (aq) contains 
0.25mg/mL R6G 
***Fe3O4 NPs (aq) contains 5mg/mL 
NPs 






Figure 5.1. Static, dynamic, and mimetic soft aquatic actuators. a) 1-scheme for static soft 
aquatic actuator (S-SAA) fabrication (left) with sea star bio-inspiration (right); 2-3D scheme 
(left) and printed structure (right, scale bar 16 mm) of S-SAA; 3-(8)Scheme of localized 
cross-linker patterning on sea star, (9) experimental image of pattern visible through S-SAA 
multi-layer device (4x6 mm square area), (10) complete patterned Echinoderm-mimetic S-
SAA (scale bar 9 mm). b) 1-scheme for dynamic soft aquatic actuator (D-SAA) fabrication 
(left) with Cnidarian hydromedusae bio-inspiration (right); 2-3D scheme (left) and printed 
structure (right, scale bar 12 mm) of D-SAA; 3-(11) Scheme of molded foam bladder for D-
SAA buoyancy, (12) experimental image of tentacle-umbrella interface in D-SAA device (8 
mm square area), (13) D-SAA device hydrated and fluorescing under UV illumination (scale 
bar 8 mm). c) 1-scheme for mimetic soft aquatic actuator (M-SAA) fabrication (left) with 
Cnidarian sea jelly bio-inspiration (right); 2-3D scheme (left) and printed structure (right, 
scale bar 24 mm) of M-SAA; 3-Scheme of exumbrella tentacles (14) and subumbrella oral 
arms (15) paired to experimental image of the same in an M-SAA device (18 mm square 
area), (16) experimental image of hydrated and suspended M-SAA device without any 




Figure 5.1. (cont’d).5 
analysis of AlgThk (purple) and AlgLAP (pink) inks that are foundation of SAA device family 
includes delta values (left) and complex shear modulus (middle). X-Ray diffraction 
measurements confirm persistence of LAP silicate nanodisc in AlgLAP materials following 
curing and hydration.  
                                                          
5
 The photograph in Figure 5.1.a has been reproduced with modification under creative commons license: 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode, Photo credit: Ron Kroetz. The photograph in Figure 5.1b has 
been reproduced with modification under creative commons license: 
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/legalcode. Image ID: expn3507, Voyage To Inner Space - Exploring 
the Seas With NOAA Collect Location: Puerto Rico, West wall Mona Canyon 3900 meters. Photo Date: 
20150413T145245Z. Credit: NOAA OKEANOS EXPLORER Program, Oceano Profundo 2015; Exploring Puerto 
Rico's Seamounts, Trenches, and Trough. The photograph in Figure 5.1.c has been reproduced with modification 






Figure 5.2. Cross-linker gradients in S-SAA and D-SAA devices. a) S-SAA cross-linker 
gradient device preparation schematic of CaThk and FeThk patterning with DIW (1) followed 
by spin-casting AlgLAPS (2) with near-instant localized curing (3), resulting in final sheet 
device (4). b) 2D sheet S-SAA device centers patterned with this material system mix-and-
matched with one of 3 tentacle geometries (sinusoid, 1; planar, 2; linear, 3) shown as the 
complete device (left, scale bar 15 mm), and in an inset that visualizes center patterning 
(right, scale bar 8 mm). c) D-SAA cross-linker gradient device preparation scheme shows 
foundational AlgThk (1), localized salt patterning (2), and bell centroid of the D-SAA (3), 
that form a complete D-SAA device (4). d) D-SAA devices are morphologically mimetic of 
sea jelly tentacle behaviors and are shown with sinusoid (1), planar (2), and linear (3) 
tentacle morphologies after printing (but before hydration, scale bars 6 mm) (upper left)  
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Figure 5.2. (cont’d). 
with an inset (bottom left) show the connective interface between the tentacles and bell 
structures of the D-SAA devices. Each device is hydrated, with tentacles delaminating from 
their glass substrates and dynamically moving in response to ambient water currents (right, 





Figure 5.3. Dynamic translation of D-SAAs and mimetic conformation of M-SAAs. a) MRI 
actuation of D-SAA device set in front of a magnetic bore (bottom) maps velocity of buoyant 
DFeO-SAA device in water to increasing field strength. DFeO-SAA active sample given with 
closed markers, and control with no magnetic nanoparticles (MNPS) given in open markers. 
b) An artificial aquatic environment is used to demonstrate nonlinear translational actuation 
of sinusoid, planar, and linear D-SAA device geometries (scale bar 10 cm), traversing from 
point 1 thru point 8 (scale bar 15 mm). c) Lock/key joint in M-SAAs depicted schematically 
shows dissolution of sacrificial pluronic barrier layer over 24 h following hydration and 
printing order (1 to 5) of AlgThk (blue) or AlgLAP (pink) gels to prepare the lock/key 
interfacial geometry. d) Complexometric calcium indicator Eriochrome Black T (EBT) is used 
in dilute AlgThk and AlgLAP solutions to titrate the equivalence point of Ca+2 uptake into the 
gel, characterizing absorbance transition as Ca+2 becomes in excess, with higher 
magnification inset on right. e) Subumbrella-origin oral arms relax over 96 hr in water, 
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Figure 5.3. (cont’d). 
gradually increasing angle between exumbrella tentacles (scale bar 18 mm). f) 4 different 
M-SAA devices with unique ion localization patterns are given schematically (left, scale bar 
35 mm), and immediately after printing (right). g) Mimetic conformation actuation of M-






Figure 5.4. Cross-linker gradient-dependent magnetic actuation of D-SAAs. a) Sinusoid 
(left), planar (middle), and linear (right) D-SAAs shown as light images (top row) embed 
patterned ion gradients (either Fe+3 or Ca+2) in addition to the MNPs, given schematically 
(row 2, scale bar 20 mm). b) Representative pixel velocity maps resulting from actuation 
tracking differentiation for each geometry (scale bar 12 mm). c) Average maps of 
cumulative pixel velocity over radial area of each D-SAA device show overall motion 
distributions. d) Representative wedge from radial distribution between 185 and 225° given 
for each geometry to show different localization of motion intensity. e) Representative 
sections A-D (shown in c) of pixel velocities are normalized, averaged and plotted against 
radial distance, with Gaussian fit distributions. f) Observed motion types for each geometry 
are generalized with planar state t0 shown in gray and generalized post-actuation state tx 
shown in blue for sinusoid (1), planar (2), and linear (3) tentacle geometries, (top) with 
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Figure 5.4. (cont’d). 
their Gaussian parameters quantified and compared (bottom). g) Curvature distributions for 
each geometry type. h) Actuation velocity distributions from tentacle endpoint tracking 
analysis for all velocity values >5pxl/frame. i) Curvature correlation shows strong 
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APPENDIX A: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR DETERMINISTIC 
INTEGRATION ONTO CELLULAR FRAMEWORKS 















    
Figure A.1. pHEMA/HEMA hydrogel printed on either a control substrate (a-c) or 
pHEMA/NIPAM (d-e) hydrogel printed then buckled on a Si µ-CF. a) Scale bar 1 mm. 
pHEMA/HEMA printed on control substrate along double-floor helix geometry, low 
magnification. b) Scale bar 500 µm. pHEMA/HEMA printed on control substrate along 
double-floor helix geometry, medium magnification. c) Scale bar 100 µm. pHEMA/HEMA 
printed on control substrate along double-floor helix geometry, high magnification. d) 
Scale bar 400 µm. SEM image of pHEMA/NIPAM hydrogel on a circular helix Si µ-CF 
bilayer after buckling, overhead. e) Scale bar 400 µm. SEM image of pHEMA/NIPAM 



















    
Figure A.2. SEM images of pHEMA/HEMA hydrogel printed on diverse Si µ-CF geometries. 
a) Scale bar 250 µm. Switchback scaffold geometry. b) Scale bar 75 µm. Dumbbell 
scaffold geometry. c) Scale bar 400 µm. Helix scaffold geometry. d) Scale bar 200 µm. 
Double-floor helix scaffold geometry, lateral-view. e) Scale bar 500 µm. Double-floor helix 








A.2. Alternative Ink Chemistries. 
 
The pHEMA viscosifying agent is an extremely diversifiable rheological additive to 
allow for fine filament printing that is necessary for hybrid bilayer scaffold preparation.  In 
addition to HEMA and NIPAM monomers, a sodium acrylate-based ink (which has a significant 
swelling ratio change upon hydration) and polyvinyl pyrrolidone ink (which has conductive 
polymer properties) were each combined with the pHEMA agent to make printable materials 















































    
Figure A.3. Hydrogel mesh networks printed over a 300 nm Au metal Grid Bridge 3D µ-
CF affect the strain-buckling of the underlying scaffold.  Under atmosphere, the hydrogel 
undergoes convex buckling.  Under vacuum, hydrogel is suctioned to substrate. a) Scale 
bar 500 µm. SEM image of pHEMA/HEMA printed on Au grid bridge scaffold, overhead. b) 
Scale bar 500 µm. SEM image of pHEMA/HEMA printed on Au grid bridge scaffold, side-
view. c) Scale bar 400 µm. SEM image of pristine grid bridge Au µ-CF (under vacuum), 
overhead. d) Scale bar 400 µm. SEM image of pristine Au µ-CF grid bridge (under 
vacuum), side-view. e) Scale bar 600 µm. Optical micrograph of pristine row of grid 
bridge Au µ-CFs. f) Scale bar 600 µm. Optical micrograph of Au µ-CF that has been 
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Figure A.4. Hydrogel gradients consisting of pHEMA/HEMA and pHEMA/NIPAM hydrogel 
filaments printed and then buckled onto double-floor helix Si µ-CFs imaged with CFM show 
3D structures of hydrogel gradients. a) Scale bar 600 µm. CFM projection volume 
rendering of fluorescently-labeled hydrogel gradient, side-view. b) Scale bar 450 µm. CFM 
projection volume-rendering of fluorescently-labeled hydrogel gradient, diagonal-view. c) 
Scale bar 450 µm. CFM projection of fluorescently-labeled hydrogel gradient, z-stack, 
overhead. d) Scale bar 200 µm. CFM projection of fluorescently-labeled hydrogel gradient, 





























    
Figure A.5. Hydrogel gradients consisting of pHEMA/HEMA and pHEMA/NIPAM hydrogel 
filaments printed and then buckled onto Box II geometry Si µ-CFs imaged with CFM show 
3D structures of hydrogel gradients on an additional geometry, given at multiple levels of 
magnification,  raw and volume-rendered. a) Scale bar 250 µm. Raw fluorescence image 
of Box II geometry Si µ-CF, overhead view. b) Scale bar 450 µm. Volume fluorescence 
image of Box II geometry Si µ-CF, overhead view. c) Scale bar 250 µm. Volume fluor. 
image of Box II geometry Si µ-CF. d) Scale bar 150 µm. Raw fluorescence image of Box 
II geometry Si µ-CF, overhead view, high magnification. e) Scale bar 30 µm. Raw 


















Figure A.6. A solenoid array used to 
study fibroblast cellular growth confirms 
double-sided network growth. a) Scale 
bar 800 µm. SEM overhead image of 
solenoid array of three different 
dimensions. b) Scale bar 110 µm. 
Underside of solenoid ribbons of each 
width following culture with 3T3 
fibroblast cells at 200x magnification 














Figure A.7. PLL-only protein 
treatment controls were imaged 
with CFM to compare cell growth 
and morphology on tent scaffolds. 
a) Scale bar 100 µm. PLL-only 
protein treatment control (24 h), 
the Tent Si µ-CFs do not enable 
robust cell growth (light 
micrograph). b) Scale bar 100 µm. 
PLL-only protein treatment control 
(24 h), the Tent Si µ-CFs do not 
enable robust cell growth (light 
micrograph). c) Scale bar 100 µm. 
PLL-only protein treatment control 
(24 h), the Tent Si µ-CFs do not 
























Figure A.8. 24 h in culture. 0/0.5 unit progression of the cell migration front. Following 
DIW deposition of fibroblasts in PEG matrix, the PEG matrix gradually dissolves, allowing 
fibroblast cells to settle and attach in a localized area around their deposition. 24 h 
solenoid cell migration is given for each ribbon width at and around the solenoid ribbon 
end at which the fibroblast cells were locally deposited. a) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 
60 µm solenoid 24 h after localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. 
Dispersed cell distribution localized around the solenoid ribbon end. b) Scale bar 220 µm. 
Unit Cell 1. 60 µm solenoid 24 h after localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid 
ribbon end shows dispersed network of cells that extends halfway along the ribbon unit 
cell 1. c) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 100 µm solenoid 24 h after localized printing of 
cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. Dispersed cell distribution localized around the 














    
 
Figure A.8. (cont’d). 
localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end shows dispersed network of 
cells that extends halfway along the ribbon unit cell 1. e) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 
140 µm solenoid 24 h after localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. 
Dispersed cell distribution localized around the solenoid ribbon end. f) Scale bar 220 µm. 
Unit Cell 1. 140 µm solenoid 24 h after localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid 
ribbon end shows dispersed network of cells that extends for the first quarter of the 
ribbon unit cell 1, slightly less distance covered than for the other ribbons due to slight 
stochastic deposition and migration of cells. g) Scale bar 150 µm. Cellular network 
adjacent to the solenoid end shows dispersed cell distribution on the control PLL-FN 
treated PDMS substrate around where the cells were deposited. h) Scale bar 80 µm. 140 
µm solenoid ribbon end at higher magnification shows a fibroblast adjacent to the 
beginning of the solenoid. i) Scale bar 80 µm. 140 µm solenoid ribbon unit cell 1 is 
























      
Figure A.9. 96 h in culture. 1 unit progression of the cell migration front. Following DIW 
deposition of fibroblasts in PEG matrix, the PEG matrix gradually dissolves, allowing 
fibroblast cells to settle and attach in a localized area around their deposition. 96 h 
solenoid cell migration is given for each ribbon width at and around the solenoid ribbon 
end at which the fibroblast cells were locally deposited, as well as along the developing 
migrating cellular front. a) Scale bar 300 µm. Unit Cell  1/Unit Cell 2 junction. 60 µm 
solenoid 96 h after localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. 
Progressing cell migration boundary moves to the junction of the first contact pad. b) 
Scale bar 300 µm. Unit Cell 1. 60 µm solenoid 96 h after localized printing of cells 
adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. Cell density is increasing along the first unit cell of 
the solenoid. c) Scale bar 300 µm. Ribbon End. 60 µm solenoid 96 h after localized 
printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. Cell density is approximately 
confluent at the end where the cells were initially printed. d) Scale bar 300 µm. Unit Cell  
1/Unit Cell 2 junction. 100 µm solenoid 96 h after localized printing of cells adjacent to 
the solenoid ribbon end. Progressing cell migration boundary moves to the junction of the 
first contact pad. e) Scale bar 300 µm. Unit Cell 1. 100 µm solenoid 96 h after localized 
printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. Cell density is increasing along the 
first unit cell of the solenoid. f) Scale bar 300 µm. Ribbon End. 100 µm solenoid 96 h 
after localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. Cell density is 
approximately confluent at the end where the cells were initially printed. g) Scale bar 300 
µm. Unit Cell  1/Unit Cell 2 junction. 140 µm solenoid 96 h after localized printing of cells 
adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. Progressing cell migration boundary moves to the 
junction of the first contact pad. h) Scale bar 300 µm. Unit Cell 1. 140 µm solenoid 96 h 
after localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. Cell density is 
increasing along the first unit cell of the solenoid. i) Scale bar 300 µm. Ribbon End.  
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Figure A.9. (cont’d).  
140 µm solenoid 96 h after localized printing of cells adjacent to the solenoid ribbon end. 
Cell density is approximately confluent at the end where the cells were initially printed. j) 
Scale bar 500 µm. Cellular network adjacent to the solenoid shows dense cell distribution 
on the control PLL-FN treated PDMS substrate  at an intermediate point between the 
migration front  and the point at which cells were deposited onto the substrate/scaffold. 
k) Scale bar 150 µm. 60 µm ribbon width is shown at high magnification with cells visible 
growing on the solenoid ribbon and the substrate, at an axial plane of focus close to the 
substrate. l) Scale bar 150 µm. 100 µm ribbon width is shown at high magnification with 
cells visible growing on the solenoid ribbon and the substrate, at an axial plane of focus 
close to the substrate. m) Scale bar 150 µm. 140 µm ribbon width is shown at high 
magnification with cells visible growing on the solenoid ribbon and the substrate, at an 
axial plane of focus close to the substrate. n) Scale bar 160 µm. 140 µm solenoid ribbon 
imaged at the axial plane of the substrate. o) cale bar 160 µm. 140 µm solenoid ribbon 




















Figure A.10. 1 wk in culture. 2.5 units progression of the cell migration front. Following 
DIW deposition of fibroblasts in PEG matrix, the PEG matrix gradually dissolves, allowing 
fibroblast cells to settle and attach in a localized area around their deposition. Cells near 
the end of the solenoid are interconnecting the substrate and scaffold at multiple points 
with highly confluent cell density. Cells closer to the migration front are more loosely 
networked, though still very confluent up until the migration front. a) Scale bar 220 µm. 
Ribbon End. 60 µm solenoid with dense cell growth connecting to low axial ribbon 
positions.b) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 1. 60 µm solenoid with dense cell growth 
connecting to low axial ribbon positions. c) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 1/Unit Cell 2. 60 
µm solenoid, dense cell growth connecting to low axial ribbon positions. d) Scale bar 220 
µm. Unit Cell 1/Unit Cell2. 60 µm solenoid, intermediate cell density. e) Scale bar 220 µm. 
Unit Cell 2/Unit Cell 3. 60 µm solenoid,  intermediate cell density. f) Scale bar 220 µm. 
























    
Figure A.10. (cont’d).  
g) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 100 µm solenoid with dense cell growth connecting to 
axial ribbon positions. h) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 1. 100 µm solenoid with dense cell 
growth connecting to low axial ribbon positions. i) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 1. 100 µm 
solenoid with dense cell growth connecting to low axial ribbon positions. j) Scale bar 220 
µm. Unit Cell 1/Unit Cell 2. 100 µm solenoid with intermediate/high cell density. k) Scale 
bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 2. 100 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density. l) Scale bar 220 
µm. Unit Cell 2/Unit Cell 3. 100 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the point 























    
Figure A.10. (cont’d).  
m) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 2. 100 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the 
point of the migration front. n) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 140 µm solenoid with 
dense cell growth connecting to low axial ribbon positions. o) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 
1. 140 µm solenoid with dense cell growth connecting to low axial ribbon positions. p) 
Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 1. 140 µm solenoid with dense cell growth connecting to low 
axial ribbon positions. q) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 1/Unit Cell 2. 140 µm solenoid with 























Figure A.10. (cont’d).  
r) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 1/Unit Cell 2. 140 µm solenoid with high cell density. s) 
Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 2. 140 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density. t) Scale 
bar220 µm. Unit Cell 2/Unit Cell 3. 140 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to 
the point of the migration front. u) Scale bar220 µm. Unit Cell 2/Unit Cell 3. 140 µm 
solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the point of the migration front. v) Scale bar 
100 µm. Cellular network adjacent to the solenoid shows dense cell distribution on the 
control PLL-FN treated PDMS substrate at an intermediate point between the migration 


























Figure A.10. (cont’d).  
w) Scale bar 160 µm. 140 µm solenoid ribbon is imaged at higher magnification at an 
axial position above the substrate. Fibroblasts on the solenoid ribbon surface. x) Scale bar 
160 µm. 140 µm solenoid ribbon imaged at higher magnification at an axial position 
adjacent to the substrate. Fibroblasts on the solenoid ribbon surface. y) Scale bar 160 µm. 
140 µm solenoid ribbon imaged at higher magnification at an axial position above the 
substrate. Fibroblasts on the solenoid ribbon surface. z) Scale bar 160 µm. A 100 µm 
solenoid ribbon imaged at higher magnification at an axial position above the substrate. 
Fibroblasts on the solenoid ribbon surface. aa) Scale bar 160 µm. A 60 µm solenoid ribbon 
imaged at higher magnification at an axial position above the substrate.  Fibroblasts on 
the solenoid ribbon surface. ab) Scale bar 160 µm. A 100 µm solenoid ribbon imaged at 





















Figure A.11. 1.5 wk in culture. 4 units progression of the cell migration front. 
Following DIW deposition of fibroblasts in PEG matrix, the PEG matrix gradually 
dissolves, allowing fibroblast cells to settle and attach in a localized area around their 
deposition. 1.5 wk solenoid cell migration is given for each ribbon width at and around 
the solenoid ribbon end at which the fibroblast cells were locally deposited, as well as 
along the developing migrating cellular front. Cells near the end of the solenoid 
interconnect substrate and scaffold at multiple points with highly confluent cell density. 
Cells closer to the migration front are more loosely networked, though still very 













Figure A.11. (cont’d).  
a) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 60 µm solenoid with extremely high cell density up 
to the point of the migration front. b) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 4. 60 µm solenoid 
with intermediate cell density up to the point of the migration front. c) Scale bar 220 
µm. Ribbon End. 100 µm solenoid with extremely high cell density up to the point of 
the migration front. d) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 2. 100 µm solenoid with extremely 
high cell density and interconntective tissue networks visible on Unit Cell 2 of the 
solenoid ribbon. e) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 4. 100 µm solenoid with intermediate 
cell density up to the point of the migration front. f) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 
140 µm solenoid with extremely high cell density up to the point of the migration front. 
g) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 4. 140 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to 










 Figure A.12. 2 wk in culture. 6 units progression of the cell migration front.  














Figure A.12. (cont’d). 
Following DIW deposition of fibroblasts in PEG matrix, the PEG matrix gradually 
dissolves, allowing fibroblast cells to settle and attach in a localized area around their 
deposition. Cells near the end of the solenoid are interconnecting the substrate and 
scaffold at multiple points with highly confluent cell density. Cells closer to the 
migration front are more loosely networked, though still very confluent up until the 
migration front. a) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 60 µm solenoid with extremely high 
cell density up to the point of the migration front. b) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 6. 60 
µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the point of the migration front. c) 
Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 100 µm solenoid with extremely high e cell density up 
to the point of the migration front. d) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 6. 100 µm solenoid 
with intermediate cell density up to the point of the migration front. e) Scale bar 220 
µm. Ribbon End. 140 µm solenoid with extremely high cell density up to the point of 
the migration front. f) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 6. 140 µm solenoid with 











Figure A.13. 2.5 wks in culture. 8 units progression of the cell migration front. 


















Figure A.13. (cont’d). 
Following DIW deposition of fibroblasts in PEG matrix, the PEG matrix gradually 
dissolves, allowing fibroblast cells to settle and attach in a localized area around their 
deposition. 2.5 wk solenoid cell migration at this time point is given at the ribbon end 
for 60 µm and 100 µm ribbon widths at which the fibroblast cells were locally 
deposited. Cell density at or near the developing migrating cellular front is given for all 
three ribbon widths. Cells near the end of the solenoid are interconnecting the 
substrate and scaffold at multiple points with highly confluent cell density that is 
infilling the distance between scaffold and substrate, and tethering the scaffold tightly 
to the substrate. Cells closer to the migration front are more loosely networked as they 
approach the migration front. a) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 60 µm solenoid with 
extremely high cell density up to the point of the migration front. b) Scale bar 220 µm. 
Unit Cell 8. 60 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the point of the 
migration front. c) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon End. 100 µm solenoid with extremely high 
cell density up to the point of the migration front. d) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 8.100 
µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the point of the migration front.e) 
Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 7. 140 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the 
point of the migration front. Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 8. 140 µm solenoid with 



























    
 
 
Figure A.14. 3 wks in culture. 9.5 units of progression of the cell migration front. 
Following DIW deposition of fibroblasts in PEG matrix, the PEG matrix gradually 
dissolves, allowing fibroblast cells to settle and attach in a localized area around their 
deposition. Cell density at or near the developing migrating cellular front is given for 
all three ribbon widths. Cells near the end of the solenoid are interconnecting the 
substrate and scaffold at multiple points with highly confluent cell density that is 
infilling the distance between scaffold and substrate, and tethering the scaffold tightly 
to the substrate. Cells closer to the migration front are more loosely networked as 











 Figure A.14. (cont’d). 
with extremely high cell density up to the point of the migration front. b) Scale bar 
220 µm. Unit Cell 8. 60 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the point of 
the migration front. c) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon end. 100 µm solenoid with extremely 
high cell density up to the point of the migration front. d) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 
8. 100 µm solenoid with intermediate cell density up to the point of the migration 
front. e) Scale bar 220 µm. Ribbon end. 140 µm solenoid with extremely high cell 
density up to the point of the migration front. f) Scale bar 220 µm. Unit Cell 8. 140 µm 














Figure A.15. Additional composite light microscopy images are generated at 24 h,  
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Figure A.15. (cont’d).  
96 h, and 1 wk in culture for all three ribbon widths and their substrates that were 
the subject of the migration study. a) Scale bar 60 µm. Open/low density cell 
networks develop around the scaffold on the substrate with random alignment of cells 
throughout that area that is seeded by the DIW PEG gel. b) Scale bar 60 µm. After 96 
h in culture, intermediate and near-confluent cell density patches develop around the 
scaffold on the substrate with relatively random alignment of cells throughout the 
area that is seeded by the DIW PEG gel, but with some cells tending to extend their 
long axes in the direction of cell-free substrate and scaffold regions. The cell 
migration front has extended to infill the distance of the first unit cell of the solenoid 
ribbon. c) Scale bar 60 µm. After 1 wk in culture, extremely high cell density is visible 
through the distance of the first 2 unit cells of the solenoid ribbon scaffold, with some 
patches beginning to interconnect between the substrate and scaffold in those 
regions.  Near the migration front, cell density is visibly lower, mostly at the 
intermediate phase of cell density, until the last few hundred microns before cell 

















Figure A.15. (cont’d).  
pointing towards the cell-free substrate region. d) Scale bar 100 µm. Open/low 
density cell networks develop around the scaffold on the substrate with random 
alignment of cells throughout that area that is seeded by the DIW PEG gel. e) Scale 
bar 100 µm. After 96 h in culture, intermediate and near-confluent cell density 
patches develop around the scaffold on the substrate with relatively random 
alignment of cells throughout the area that is seeded by the DIW PEG gel, but with 
some cells tending to extend their long axes in the direction of cell-free substrate and 
scaffold regions. The cell migration front has extended to infill the distance of the first 
unit cell of the solenoid ribbon. f) After 1 wk in culture, extremely high cell density is 
visible through the distance of the first 2.5 unit cells of the solenoid ribbon scaffold, 
with some patches beginning to interconnect between the substrate and scaffold in 
those regions.  Near the migration front, cell density is visibly lower, mostly at the  
0 1 
0 

















Figure A.15. (cont’d).  
intermediate phase of cell density, until the last few hundred microns before cell 
migration front at which point it becomes more sparse, with long axes of cells mostly 
pointing towards the cell-free substrate region. g) Scale bar 140 µm. Open/low 
density cell networks develop around the scaffold on the substrate with random 
alignment of cells throughout that area that is seeded by the DIW PEG gel. h) Scale 
bar 140 µm. After 96 h in culture, intermediate and near-confluent cell density 
patches develop around the scaffold on the substrate with relatively random 
alignment of cells throughout the area that is seeded by the DIW PEG gel, but with 
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Figure A.15. (cont’d). 
some cells tending to extend their long axes in the direction of cell-free substrate and 
scaffold regions. The cell migration front has extended to infill the distance of the first 
unit cell of the solenoid ribbon. i) Scale bar 140 µm. After 1 wk in culture, extremely 
high cell density is visible through the distance of the first 2 unit cells of the solenoid 
ribbon scaffold, with some patches beginning to interconnectbetween the substrate 
and scaffold in those regions.  Near the migration front, cell density is visibly lower, 
mostly at the intermediate phase of cell density, until the last few hundred microns 
before cell migration front at which point it becomes more sparse, with long axes of 
cells mostly pointing towards the cell-free substrate region. j) Scale bar 200 µm. The 
solenoid array with three ribbon widths is cultured with cells, showing high density 
cell networks across substrate. k) Scale bar 200 µm. The solenoid array with three 
ribbon widths is cultured with cells, showing high density cell networks across 
substrate throughout the ribbon length. l) Scale bar 200 µm. The solenoid array with 
three ribbon widths is cultured with cells, showing high density cell networks across 
substrate. m) Scale bar 200 µm. An area far from the scaffold shows the confluent 
cell growth across the FN-PLL treated substrate. n) Scale bar 100 µm. High 
magnification image of cell growth around the end of the 100 µm solenoid, with 
adjusted contrast to visualize cell growth on the substrate. o) Scale bar 100 µm. High 
magnification image of cell growth around the end of the 100 µm solenoid, with 
adjusted contrast to visualize cell growth on the scaffold. White border subset further 








 Figure A.16-a. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light 
Image, 60 µm ribbon 
end, phase 3. 
 Figure A.16-b. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green Channel, 
60 µm ribbon end, 
phase 3. 
 Figure A.16-c. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 60 µm ribbon 







 Figure A.16-d. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light 
Image, 100 µm ribbon 
end, phase 3. 
 Figure A.16-e. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green Channel, 
100 µm ribbon end, 
phase 3. 
 Figure A.16-f. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 100 µm ribbon 
end, phase 3. 









 Figure A.16-g. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light /Fluor 
Image composite, 140 
µm ribbon end, phase 3. 
 Figure A.16-h. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 140 µm 
ribbon end, phase 3. 
 Figure A.16-i. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green and Blue 
Channel, 100 µm ribbon 








 Figure A.16-j. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
60 µm ribbon end, 
phase 1.  
 Figure A.16-k. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 60 µm 
ribbon end, phase 1. 
 Figure A.16-l. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green and Blue 
Channel, 60 µm ribbon 







 Figure A.16-m. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
100 µm ribbon end, 
phase 1.  
 Figure A.16-n. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 100 µm 
ribbon end, phase 1. 
 Figure A.16-o. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 100 µm 
ribbon end, phase 1. 
 









 Figure A.16-p. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
140 µm ribbon end, 
phase 1. 
 Figure A.16-p. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 140 µm 
ribbon end, phase 1. 
 
 Figure A.16-r. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 140 µm 







 Figure A.16-s. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
60 µm ribbon end, 
phase 2.  
 Figure A.16-t. Scale bar 
60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 60 µm 
ribbon end, phase 2. 
 Figure A.16-u. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 60 µm ribbon 








 Figure A.16-v. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
100 µm ribbon end, 
phase 2.  
 Figure A.16-w. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 100 µm 
ribbon end, phase 2. 
 Figure A.16-x. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 100 µm 
ribbon end, phase 2. 
 















 Figure A.16-y. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
140 µm ribbon end, 
growth phase 2.  
 Figure A.16-z. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 140 µm 
ribbon end, growth 
phase 2. 
 
 Figure A.16-aa. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 140 µm 














 Figure A.16-ab. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
60 µm ribbon end, 
growth phase 3.  
 Figure A.16-ac. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 60 µm 
ribbon end, growth 
phase 3. 
 
 Figure A.16-ad. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 60 µm ribbon 












 Figure A.16-ae. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
100 µm ribbon end, 
growth phase 3.  
 Figure A.16-af. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 100 µm 
ribbon end, growth 
phase 3. 
 
 Figure A.16-ag. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 100 µm 
ribbon end, growth 
phase 3. 
 















 Figure A.16-ah. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Light Image, 
140 µm ribbon end, 
growth phase 3.  
 Figure A.16-ai. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor Image, 
Green Channel, 140 µm 
ribbon end, growth 
phase 3. 
 
 Figure A.16-aj. Scale 
bar 60 µm. Fluor 
Image, Green and Blue 
Channel, 140 µm 
ribbon end, growth 
phase 3. 
 






















    
Figure A.17. (cont’d). 
of cells on the Si µ-CF solenoid ribbon array. a)  Scale bar 400 µm. SEM image of Si µ-
CF solenoid cultured with 3T3 cells, overhead. b) Scale bar 200 µm. SEM image of Si 
µ-CF solenoid array cultured with 3T3 cells, overhead.c) Scale bar 100 µm. SEM image 
of Si µ-CF solenoid array shows interconnection by cells. d) Scale bar 30 µm. SEM 
image of narrow ribbon from Si µ-CF solenoid array with aligned cells. e) Scale bar 20 








Figure A.18. SEM images taken following fibroblast cell cultures reveal 3D alignment 
of cells on the Si µ-CF solenoid array at additional viewing angles. a) Scale bar 200 
µm. SEM image of Si µ-CF solenoid array cultured with 3T3 cells, side-view, angle 1. 
b) Scale bar 200 µm. SEM image of Si µ-CF solenoid array cultured with 3T3 cells, 
side-view, angle 2. c) Scale bar 50 µm. SEM image of Si µ-CF solenoid array cultured 
with 3T3 cells, side-view, high magnification. d) Scale bar 35 µm. SEM image of Si µ-







Figure A.18. (cont’d). 
 
 






    
c 
 
Figure A.19. Keyence topographical images of fixed 3T3s on micro-scaffolds. Si µ-CF 
ribbons visualize topographical features of aligned, confluent cells following chemical 
dehydration on a µ-CF solenoid ribbon array. a) Scale bar 50 µm. Topography of cells 
show nuclei (round green structures) and aligned cell bodies (blue boundaries). b) 
Scale bar 50 µm. Structural information from ribbon with the cells grown on top of it. 
c) Scale bar 30 µm. Images of Figure A.6.1-a. and A.6.1-b. are merged and rendered 
in 3D to show cell morphologies on chemically dehydrated solenoid ribbons. 
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A.7. Statistical Analysis of Coherency Trends. 
 
A.7. 1. Coherency and SPSS Statistical Analyses. 
 
Coherency data analysis was performed with the OrientationJ plugin for Fiji. SPSS was 
used for statistical analysis.  Standard deviations were used for plotting error bars in Figure 2g. 
Normality was confirmed with Shapiro-Wilke tests.  Homoscedasticity was confirmed with 
Levene’s test.  Individual t-tests were used to compare significance of specific pairs of coherency 
groups.  ANOVA tests were used to compare multiple groups and specific group category 
contrasts. N values for each phase category were based on CFM images and ranged between 3 and 
4.  Each image was divided into 2 regions corresponding to scaffold and substrate groups, resulting 
in an N value of 21 for the ANOVA analyses, which are given in tables for that analysis. 
 
A.7.2. Testing for Normality. 
 
To analyze the coherency metrics, and their relative statistical significance, first the 
normality of all group comparisons is determined.  The groups of interest include: 1) Type. Cell 
growth occurred on either Scaffold (Type 0) or the Substrate (Type 1); 2) Level.  Degree of 
coherency fit into Moderate (Level 0) or High (Level 1); 3) Phase. Growth stage of the cells was 








Descriptives for Type Groups.            
Scaffold – Type 0. Substrate – Type 1. 
 
 
type Statistic Std. Error 
coverage 0 Mean .244500 .0228260 
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
Lower Bound .196886  
Upper Bound .292114  
5% Trimmed Mean .244500  
Median .249400  
Variance .011  
Std. Deviation .1046017  
Minimum .0625  
Maximum .4283  
Range .3658  
Interquartile Range .1884  
Skewness -.074 .501 
Kurtosis -.872 .972 
1 Mean .170473 .0198397 
95% Confidence 
Interval for Mean 
Lower Bound .129214  
Upper Bound .211732  
5% Trimmed Mean .171192  
Median .181800  
Variance .009  
Std. Deviation .0930565  
Minimum .0297  
Maximum .2972  
Range .2675  
Interquartile Range .1886  
Skewness -.115 .491 
Kurtosis -1.656 .953 
 
Tests of 




Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
coverage 0 .118 21 .200* .962 21 .550 


























Descriptives for Level Groups.      
Moderate Coherency Level 0. High Coherency Level 1. 
 
 
level Statistic Std. Error 
coverage 0 Mean .156143 .0235817 
95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean 
Lower Bound .106952  
Upper Bound .205333  
5% Trimmed Mean .148182  
Median .135200  
Variance .012  
Std. Deviation .1080650  
Minimum .0297  
Maximum .4283  
Range .3986  
Interquartile Range .1658  
Skewness 1.031 .501 
Kurtosis .624 .972 
1 Mean .254814 .0162097 
95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean 
Lower Bound .221104  
Upper Bound .288524  
5% Trimmed Mean .257347  
Median .268350  
Variance .006  
Std. Deviation .0760304  
Minimum .0904  
Maximum .3717  
Range .2813  
Interquartile Range .0780  
Skewness -.422 .491 
Kurtosis -.030 .953 
 
Tests of 




Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
coverage 0 .166 21 .134 .900 21 .035 






Descriptives for Phase Groups.  
Growth Phase 0. Alignment Phase 1. Interconnect Phase 2. 
 
 
phase Statistic Std. Error 
coverage 0 Mean .183463 .0163934 
95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean 
Lower Bound .148521  
Upper Bound .218404  
5% Trimmed Mean .182825  
Median .183750  
Variance .004  
Std. Deviation .0655737  
Minimum .0812  
Maximum .2972  
Range .2160  
Interquartile Range .1186  
Skewness -.051 .564 
Kurtosis -1.019 1.091 
1 Mean .259762 .0348943 
95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean 
Lower Bound .183733  
Upper Bound .335790  
5% Trimmed Mean .262179  
Median .268700  
Variance .016  
Std. Deviation .1258131  
Minimum .0477  
Maximum .4283  
Range .3806  
Interquartile Range .2100  
Skewness -.721 .616 
Kurtosis -.639 1.191 
2 Mean .183757 .0289469 
95% Confidence Interval 
for Mean 
Lower Bound .121221  
Upper Bound .246293  
5% Trimmed Mean .182113  
Median .192850  
Variance .012  
Std. Deviation .1083094  
Minimum .0297  
Maximum .3674  
Range .3377  
Interquartile Range .2065  
Skewness -.014 .597 
Kurtosis -1.332 1.154 
 




Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
coverage 0 .120 16 .200* .963 16 .715 
1 .190 13 .200* .883 13 .078 





A.7.3. Normality Confirmed. 
 
The group data contained in Tables S1, S2, and S3 show that in all cases the data is normal 
because significance (p values, highlighted in yellow) are greater than 0.01, showing that there is 
no statistically significant difference between the data and a normal distribution, and the null 
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A.7.4. Testing for Homoscedasticity. 
 
Homoscedasticity is tested with Levene’s test for Type, Level, and Phase groups, and t 
tests are then used to compare the statistical significance between different groupings. 
 
 
Table A.4. ONEWAY Coverage BY Type Groups. 
 
Test of Homogeneity of Variances 
Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 
.006 1 41 .937 
 
The data is homoscedastic because there is no statistically significant difference between 
the data and homoscedastic data distribution, and the null hypothesis is accepted at the p>0.01 
threshold.   
 
 
Table A.5. ANOVA for Type Groups. 
 
ANOVA 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .059 1 .059 6.025 .018 
Within Groups .401 41 .010   
Total .460 42    
 
The difference between type groups is significant because there is a statistically significant 
difference between the groups, and the null hypothesis is rejected at the p<0.05 threshold.   
 
 
Table A.6. ONEWAY Coverage BY Level Groups. 
 
Test of Homogeneity of Variances 
Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 




The data is homoscedastic because there is no statistically significant difference between 
the data and homoscedastic data distribution, and the null hypothesis is accepted at the p>0.01 
threshold.   
 
 
Table A.7. ANOVA for Level Groups. 
 
ANOVA 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .105 1 .105 12.083 .001 
Within Groups .355 41 .009   
Total .460 42    
 
The difference between level groups is significant because there is a statistically significant 
difference between the groups, and the null hypothesis is rejected at the p<0.05 threshold.   
 
 
Table A.8. ONEWAY Coverage BY Phase Groups. 
 
Test of Homogeneity of Variances 
Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 
2.928 2 40 .065 
 
The data is homoscedastic because there is no statistically significant difference between 
the data and homoscedastic data distribution, and the null hypothesis is accepted at the p>0.01 
threshold.  
  
Table A.9. ANOVA for Phase Groups. 
 
ANOVA 
 Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups .053 2 .026 2.586 0.088 
Within Groups .407 40 .010   
Total .460 42    
 
The difference between phase groups is not significant because there is no statistically 
significant difference between the groups, and the null hypothesis is accepted at the p>0.05 




Homoscedasticity is confirmed. From the findings in Table A.4. to Table A.9., all the data 
was homoscedastic. While type and level groups were statistically significant, phase groups were 




A.7.5. ANOVA Analysis of Between-Subject Effects. 
 
Because the data was all normal and homoscedastic, a UNIANOVA analysis was 
performed to compare individual categories that were under analysis. N values for each category 




Table A.10. N Values for Each 
Group Type. 





type 0 21 
1 22 
level 0 21 
1 22 










The significance values in the Table A.12. show that when categories are separated within 
an ANOVA analysis, all categories show statistically significant differences (highlighted in 
yellow) between groups except when type, level, and phase are considered simultaneously 
(highlighted in green).  This is attributed to the state that phase-based differences directly impact 
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coherency to different extents depending on whether the cell growth is occurring on the substrate 
or the scaffold.   
Table A.11. Descriptive Statistics for ANOVA Analysis. 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
type level phase Mean Std. Deviation N 
0 0 0 .193650 .0828181 4 
1 .340767 .0988879 3 
2 .127167 .0560062 3 
Total .217840 .1148652 10 
1 0 .167900 .0570568 4 
1 .337825 .0474451 4 
2 .311067 .0492716 3 
Total .268736 .0930136 11 
Total 0 .180775 .0672618 8 
1 .339086 .0662389 7 
2 .219117 .1112273 6 
Total .244500 .1046017 21 
1 0 0 .167425 .0593863 4 
1 .061333 .0126532 3 
2 .061725 .0300799 4 
Total .100055 .0649188 11 
1 0 .204875 .0802679 4 
1 .273100 .0173225 3 
2 .252750 .0246372 4 
Total .240891 .0553293 11 
Total 0 .186150 .0683625 8 
1 .167217 .1167802 6 
2 .157238 .1052320 8 
Total .170473 .0930565 22 
Total 0 0 .180538 .0681723 8 
1 .201050 .1655309 6 
2 .089771 .0521687 7 
Total .156143 .1080650 21 
1 0 .186388 .0674320 8 
1 .310086 .0492188 7 
2 .277743 .0456552 7 
Total .254814 .0760304 22 
Total 0 .183463 .0655737 16 
1 .259762 .1258131 13 
2 .183757 .1083094 14 






Table A.12. ANOVA Tests of Between-Subject Effects. 
 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model .356a 11 .032 9.738 .000 
Intercept 1.829 1 1.829 549.588 .000 
type .061 1 .061 18.384 .000 
level .104 1 .104 31.188 .000 
phase .041 2 .021 6.171 .006 
type * level .024 1 .024 7.146 .012 
type * phase .056 2 .028 8.460 .001 
level * phase .061 2 .031 9.223 .001 
type * level * phase .019 2 .010 2.862 .072 
Error .103 31 .003   
Total 2.295 43    
Corrected Total .460 42    
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A.7.6. Unianova Tests with Custom Contrast Hypotheses. 
 
Specific contrasts are analyzed to characterize significance between specific group 
categories. The SPSS command for these specific contrasts was as follows: 
 
UNIANOVA coverage BY type level phase 
/CONTRAST(phase) = SPECIAL(1 -1 0) 
/CONTRAST(phase) = SPECIAL(0 1 -1) 







Table A.13. Comparison of Growth and Alignment Groups. 
 
Custom Hypothesis Tests #1 Contrast Results (K 
Matrix) coverage 
L1 Contrast Estimate -.070 
Hypothesized Value 0 
Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized) -.070 
Std. Error .022 
Sig. .003 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Difference 
Lower Bound -.114 
Upper Bound -.026 
Test Results 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Contrast .035 1 .035 10.411 .003 








Table A.14. Comparison of Alignment and Interconnection Groups. 
 
Custom Hypothesis Tests #2 Contrast Results (K 
Matrix) coverage 
L1 Contrast Estimate .065 
Hypothesized Value 0 
Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized) .065 
Std. Error .022 
Sig. .007 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Difference 
Lower Bound .019 
Upper Bound .111 
Test Results 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Contrast .028 1 .028 8.427 .007 
Error .103 31 .003   
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Table A.15. Comparison of Alignment to Both Growth and Interconnection 
Groups. 
 
Custom Hypothesis Tests #3 Contrast Results (K 
Matrix) coverage 
L1 Contrast Estimate .135 
Hypothesized Value 0 
Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized) .135 
Std. Error .039 
Sig. .001 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Difference 
Lower Bound .056 
Upper Bound .214 
Test Results 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Contrast .041 1 .041 12.206 .001 
Error .103 31 .003   
 
 
Specific contrasts within the ANOVA test show that Growth and Alignment phases are 
statistically significant (Table A.13.); Alignment and Interconnection phases are statistically 
significant (Table A.14.); and Alignment is statistically significant from both Growth and 
Interconnection (Table A.15.). 
 
 
A.7.7. Unianova Tests with Custom Contrast Hypotheses: Treating High Coherency 
Separately. 
 
Scaffold data was localized in a separate dataset to specifically isolate the category of high 
coherency during the alignment phase of on-scaffold growth, which was quantitatively higher than 
in all other cases.  ANOVA was used to compare the significance of specifically on-scaffold 
growth within this study. 
 
UNIANOVA coverage BY level phase 
/CONTRAST(phase) = SPECIAL(1 -1 0) 
/CONTRAST(phase) = SPECIAL(0 1 -1) 
/CONTRAST(phase) = SPECIAL(-1 2 -1) 







Table A.16. N Values for 




level 0 10 
1 11 













Table A.17. Descriptive Statistics for ANOVA Analysis with Phase Isolated. 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
level phase Mean Std. Deviation N 
0 0 .193650 .0828181 4 
1 .340767 .0988879 3 
2 .127167 .0560062 3 
Total .217840 .1148652 10 
1 0 .167900 .0570568 4 
1 .337825 .0474451 4 
2 .311067 .0492716 3 
Total .268736 .0930136 11 
Total 0 .180775 .0672618 8 
1 .339086 .0662389 7 
2 .219117 .1112273 6 











Table A.18. ANOVA Tests of Between-Subject Effects with Phase Isolated. 
 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model .151a 5 .030 6.685 .002 
Intercept 1.249 1 1.249 276.379 .000 
level .014 1 .014 3.046 .101 
phase .098 2 .049 10.840 .001 
level * phase .043 2 .021 4.741 .025 
Error .068 15 .005   
Total 1.474 21    










Table A.19. Comparison of Scaffold Growth and Scaffold Alignment Phase. 
 
Custom Hypothesis Tests #1 Contrast Results  
(K Matrix) 
coverage 
L1 Contrast Estimate -.159 
Hypothesized Value 0 
Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized) -.159 
Std. Error .035 
Sig. .000 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Difference 
Lower Bound -.233 
Upper Bound -.084 
Test Results 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Contrast .093 1 .093 20.533 .000 










Table A.20. Comparison of Scaffold Alignment and Scaffold Interconnection 
Phase. 
 




L1 Contrast Estimate .120 
Hypothesized Value 0 
Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized) .120 
Std. Error .038 
Sig. .006 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Difference 
Lower Bound .040 
Upper Bound .200 
Test Results 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Contrast .046 1 .046 10.228 .006 









Table A.21. Comparison of Scaffold Alignment to Scaffold Interconnection 
and Growth Phases. 
 
Custom Hypothesis Tests #3 Contrast Results (K 
Matrix) coverage 
L1 Contrast Estimate .279 
Hypothesized Value 0 
Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized) .279 
Std. Error .063 
Sig. .000 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Difference 
Lower Bound .145 
Upper Bound .413 
Test Results 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Contrast .089 1 .089 19.644 .000 







Table A.22. Comparison of Scaffold Growth to Scaffold Interconnection. 
 
Custom Hypothesis Tests #4 Contrast Results (K 
Matrix) coverage 
L1 Contrast Estimate .038 
Hypothesized Value 0 
Difference (Estimate - Hypothesized) .038 
Std. Error .036 
Sig. .308 
95% Confidence Interval for 
Difference 
Lower Bound -.039 
Upper Bound .116 
Test Results 
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Contrast .005 1 .005 1.115 .308 
Error .068 15 .005   
 
 
From Table A.19., it is found that the difference between on-scaffold growth and on-
scaffold alignment is statistically significant, and the null hypothesis is rejected.  From Table 
A.20., it is found that the difference between on-scaffold alignment and on-scaffold 
interconnection is statistically significant, and the null hypothesis is rejected.  From Table A.21., it 
is found that the difference between on-scaffold alignment is statistically significant from on-
scaffold growth and on-scaffold interconnection, and the null hypothesis is rejected.  From Table 
A.22., it is found that the difference between on-scaffold growth is NOT statistically significant 
from on-scaffold interconnection, and the null hypothesis cannot be rejected. 
 
 
In summary, the coherency during the on-scaffold alignment growth phase is statistically 
significantly higher than in the other phases (growth and interconnection), which are not 
statistically significant from one another. The alignment phase of cell growth, when occurring on 
the µ-CF solenoid ribbons, shows significantly higher coherency that other growth phases or 






























    
 
Figure A.20. Coherency plots generated in Fiji software are split into scaffold and 
substrate regions as well as by their growth phase to measure coherency degree. a) 
Scale bar 40 µm. Scaffold and substrate coherency, growth phase. b) Scale bar 40 µm. 
Scaffold only coherency, growth phase.  c) Scale bar 40 µm. Substrate only coherency, 
growth phase. d) Scale bar 40 µm. Scaffold and substrate coherency, alignment phase. 
e) Scale bar 40 µm. Scaffold only coherency, alignment phase. f) Scale bar 40 µm. 
Substrate only coherency, alignment phase. g) Scale bar 40 µm. Scaffold and substrate 
coherency, interconnection phase. h) Scale bar 40 µm. Scaffold-only coherency, 


















    
 
Figure A.21. Coherency plots prepared for low and high alignment scaffold types. a) 
Scale bar 40 µm. High alignment solenoid environment alignment fluorescence plot. 
b) Scale bar 40 µm. High alignment solenoid environment alignment 2D coherency 
plot. c) Scale bar 200 µm. Low alignment table scaffold environment alignment 
fluorescence plot. d) Scale bar 200 µm. Low alignment table environment alignment 
















Figure A.22. Coherency plots for a subset of the low alignment scaffold. a) Scale bar 30 
µm. Low alignment table environment alignment fluorescence plot subset. b) Scale bar 30 
































    
 
Figure A.23. Linear channels (20 µm wide) lithographically etched onto the aerial 
platforms of SU8 table micro-scaffolds with inter-channel distance gradient across the 
table surface allow for the study of cells in-filling gap structures without any underlying 
scaffold effects. a) Scale bar 1 mm. Light micrograph of channel table µ-CF array. b) 
Scale bar 500 µm. Light micrograph of single channel  table µ-CF. c) Scale bar 500 µm. 
2D Scheme of a channel table µ-CF with 20 µm wide channels. d) Scale bar 600 µm. 
SEM image of channel table µ-CF array. e) Scale bar 400 µm. SEM image of single 

















Figure A.24. CFM images of fibroblasts grown on SU-8 channel table µ-CFs with robust 
cell networks across lithographically patterned channels in the scaffolds. a) Scale bar 
20 µm. SU8 Tables with Fn/PLL treatment, cultured with 3T3 cells (on scaffold growth). 
400x mag. (actin – green; blue – nuclei). b) Scale bar 20 µm. SU8 channel tables with 
Fn/PLL treatment, cultured with 3T3 cells (on scaffold growth). 400x mag. (actin – 
green; blue – nuclei). c) Scale bar 8 µm. SU8 channel table with FN/PLL treatment and 









Figure A.25. CFM image (a) and inset (b) of a lithographically etched 20 µm channel 
on the top of a table µ-CF that has been treated with Fn/PLL, then seeded with 
fibroblast cells.  The cells are clearly shown bridging the channel gap and growing 
confluently on either side of the scaffold. Yellow arrow corresponds to left edge of 
channel.  White channel arrow corresponds to right edge of channel.  Red arrow show 
actin filaments well-developed and spanning the channel directly. Actin is green, Nuclei 








Figure A.26. CFM image (a) and of a lithographically etched 20 µm channel on the top of a 
table µ-CF that has been treated with Fn/PLL, then seeded with fibroblast cells.  The cells 
are clearly shown bridging the channel gap and growing confluently on either side of the 
scaffold. In the inset in (b), only the cell growth that occurs above the scaffold surface is 
included.  Comparison of (a) and (b) reveal the extent of double-sided growth in these 
























Figure A.27. CFM image of 
another lithographically etched 
channel on a table µ-CF shows 
cell growth on different levels 
around the channel. a) Scale 
bar 30 µm. Growth top side, 
Channel Table. b) Scale bar 30 
µm. Growth bottom side, 
Channel Table. c) Scale bar 30 
µm. Growth both sides, 
Channel Table. 
  Figure A.28. CFM image of another 
lithographically etched channel on a table µ-
CF shows cell growth on different levels 
around the channel. a) Scale bar 20 µm. Top 
side growth only on Channel Table. Scale 














    
 
Figure A.29. In addition to the most robust growth-conferring protein treatment of 
Fn/PLL, a number of tests were done on lithographically etched channels on top of a 
table µ-CF following no protein treatment. Actin is green, nuclei are blue. a) Scale bar 
20 µm. Actin is structurally well-defined and planar.  Channel-bridging frequently shows 
actin filaments perpendicular to long channel axis. b) Scale bar 20 µm. A fibroblast 
within the network aligns some actin along the channel edge, with sharper protruding 
actin filaments bridging the channel gap. c) Scale bar 8 µm. A single fibroblast is seen at 
higher magnification aligned along the channel edge, suggests that more actin 
structures are required to bridge the gap without the benefit of protein treatment. d) 
Scale bar 8 µm. A pair of fibroblasts spans the channel gap, with thick actin bundles 




















    
Figure A.30. A live-cell calcein-AM stain and ethidium bromide are used to perform 
live/dead assays and visualize overall network morphology on lithographically etched 
channel table scaffolds that enable the study of cell attachment and development across 
periodic gaps without the interference of substrate effects. (a)-c) show networks on Fn/PLL-
treated surfaces and (d)-(f) show networks on untreated surfaces, which are not as well 
adhered. a) Scale bar 450 µm. Channel Table scaffold. b) Scale bar 100 µm. Channel Table 
scaffolds. c) Scale bar 50 µm. Channel Table scaffolds. d) Scale bar 450 µm. Channel Table 




A.11. Protein Treatments and Fibroblast Cultures on µ-CFs. 
The Fn/PLL treatment highlighted in the context of cell cultures in the previous sections 











    
 
Figure A.31. CFM images show unit cells from µ-CF arrays treated using a FITC-labeled PLL 
protein to illustrate trends in protein surface distribution on a Double-Floor Helix Array. a) 
Scale bar 150 µm. Light micrograph of substrate. b) Scale bar 150 µm. Light micrograph of 
scaffold. c) Scale bar 150 µm. CFM image z-stack of FPLL protein. d) Scale bar 150 µm. 














    
Figure A.32. CFM images show another unit cell from µ-CF arrays treated using Fn + a 
FITC-labeled PLL protein to illustrate trends in protein surface distribution on a Double Floor 
Helix Array. a) Scale bar 150 µm. Light micrograph of substrate of double floor helix array. 
b) Scale bar 150 µm. Light micrograph of scaffold of double floor helix array. c) Scale bar 
150 µm. CFM image of substrate-only fluorescence of double floor helix array. d) Scale bar 
























    
 
Figure A.33. CFM images show another cell projected from three different viewing angles 
from µ-CF arrays treated using Fn + a FITC-labeled PLL protein to illustrate trends in 
protein surface distribution. a) Scale bar 300 µm.Overhead view of double floor helix array. 
b) Scale bar 300 µm. Diagonal view of double floor helix array. c) Scale bar 300 



















    
 
Figure A.34. A solenoid µ-CF array with ribbons of three different dimensions that was 
cultured with 3T3 cells allowed for visualization of double sided growth in the SEM following 
chemical dehydration, which is shown at multiple magnifications in (a)-(d). Blue arrows 
point to the underside of the scaffolds, with the top side visible in the background. a) Scale 





















    
 
Figure A.35. SEM image series of 3T3 cells grown on the low alignment geometry of a 
table µ-CF show stochastic cell distribution that tapers into more aligned structures towards 
the table legs.  High magnification images reveal cell morphologies, including overlapping 
cytoplasm extensions. a) Scale bar 250 µm. b) Scale bar 150 µm. c) Scale bar 50 µm. d) 


















Figure A.36. CFM image series of 3T3 cells grown on the low alignment geometry of a 
table µ-CF show stochastic cell distribution that tapers into more aligned structures towards 
the table legs. a) Scale bar 200 µm. Actin-Green; Nuclei-Blue. b) Scale bar 200 µm. Actin-
















Figure A.37. 3D schematics for three exemplary micro-scaffold geometries–a folded 
flower, double floor building, and double floor helix—that adopt high alignment feature 
widths but embed different curvilinear junction gradients. a) Scale bar 80 µm. Two aligned 
fibroblasts migrating along 3D buckled µ-CF ribbons of a triple-floor building scaffold show 
elongated cellular structures, with the dense cell networks on the substrate visible beneath 
them. b) Scale bar 80 µm. Fibroblasts beginning to migrate around a sharp junction on the 
3D buckled µ-CF ribbons of an inverted flower II scaffold. c) Scale bar 80 µm. Fibroblasts 

















    
 
Figure A.38. 3T3 fibroblasts, FN/PLL surface treatments, 16 d in culture, geometry 
exemplar 1 (a)-(d). a) Scale bar 200 µm. Star scaffold geometry. b) Scale bar 200 µm. Star 































    
 
Figure A.39. 3T3 fibroblasts, FN/PLL surface treatments, 16 d in culture, geometry 
exemplar of a tent scaffold array (a)-(d). a) Scale bar 500 µm. Tent scaffold array. b) Scale 
bar 500 µm. Tent scaffold array. c) Scale bar 250 µm. Tent scaffold array. d) Scale bar 250 
























    
 
Figure A.40. 3T3 fibroblasts, FN/PLL surface treatments, 16 d in culture, geometry 
exemplar of inverted flower scaffold (a)-(d). a) Scale bar 600 µm. Inverted flower scaffold. 
b) Scale bar 600 µm. Inverted flower scaffold. c) Scale bar 120 µm. Inverted flower 



























    
 
 
Figure A.41. 3T3 fibroblasts, FN/PLL surface treatments, 16 d in culture, geometry 
exemplar of flower scaffold (a)-(d). a) Scale bar 100 µm. Three-layer flower scaffold. b) 
Scale bar 100 µm. Flower scaffold. c) Scale bar 40 µm. Three-layer flower scaffold. d) 













    
Figure A.42. 3T3 fibroblasts, FN/PLL surface treatments, 16 d in culture, geometry exemplar 
of three-layer flower scaffold (a)-(d). a) Scale bar 100 µm. Three-layer flower scaffold. b) 
Scale bar 100 µm. Three-layer flower scaffold. c) Scale bar 40 µm. Three-layer flower 























    
 
 
Figure A.43. 3T3 fibroblasts, FN/PLL surface treatments, 16 d in culture, geometry 
exemplar of circular helix II scaffold (a)-(d). a) Scale bar 1200 µm. Circular helix II 
scaffold. b) Scale bar 1200 µm. Circular helix II scaffold. c) Scale bar 120 µm. Circular helix 




















    
 
 
Figure A.44. 3T3 fibroblasts, FN/PLL surface treatments, 16 d in culture, geometry 
exemplar of Box II (a)-(d). a) Scale bar 600 µm. Box II scaffold. b) Scale bar 600 µm. Box 























    
 
Figure A.45. 3T3 fibroblasts, FN/PLL surface treatments, 16 d in culture, geometry 
exemplar of two-layer flower (a)-(d). a) Scale bar 50 µm. Two-layer flower scaffold. b) 
Scale bar 50 µm. Two-layer flower scaffold. c) Scale bar 8 µm. Two-layer flower scaffold. d) 



































      
 
Figure A.46. A live cell stain with calcein AM on a number of µ-CFs geometries. a) 
Scale bar 800 µm. Narrow solenoid scaffold. b) Scale bar 200 µm. Narrow solenoid 
scaffold. c) Scale bar 50 µm. Narrow solenoid scaffold. d) Scale bar 100 µm. Narrow 
solenoid scaffold. e) Scale bar 100 µm. Narrow solenoid scaffold. f) Scale bar 200 µm. 
Narrow solenoid scaffold. g) Scale bar 2 mm. Inverted flower geometry. h) Scale bar 
200 µm Inverted flower geometry. i) Scale bar 200 µm. Inverted flower geometry. j) 
Scale bar 800 µm. Inverted flower geometry. k) Scale bar 200 µm. Inverted flower 
geometry. 







A.16.Statistical Analysis of Alignment Calculations. 
 
SPSS was used for statistical analysis.  The significance of changes in alignment angle and 
elongation factors due to high or low aspect ratio µ-CF geometries (as shown in Figure 3e) are 
assessed, as is the distance-dependence of cell alignment angles (Figure 2.3f).  Error bars in Figure 
2.3e are given as standard deviations. N values for elongation factor data was N=70. For alignment 
angle data and the distance-correlated alignment angle data set, N=417.  These data undergo two 
statistical analyses in parallel to validate the significance of the reported differences.  The first uses 
the Shapiro-Wilk test to refute normality, followed by the Mann-Whitney U non-parametric test to 
compare mean ranks.  The second uses box-cox transformations to seek to normalize the data, but 
when this does not succeed, uses the Wilcox rank sum test to assess significance of differences. 
 
A.16.1. Testing Normality: Elongation Factor and Alignment Angle Data. 
 
For elongation factor and alignment angle data sets, there are two groups of µ-CF types.  
These are Type 0, corresponding to a low alignment environment (i.e. a table scaffold) or a Type 1, 
corresponding to a high alignment environment (i.e. a solenoid scaffold).  Normality of both of 
these data sets are assessed with the Shapiro Wilk test as shown in Table A.23., which finds that 
for three out of four data groups (with the exception of the elongation factor for the low alignment 
scaffold type), the null hypothesis of normality is rejected at p<0.01.  The data is therefore not 
normal.  This has physical relevance due to the non-zero nature of angular measurement in these 











Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
elongation factor 0 (low) .068 38 .200* .957 38 .149 





Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
alignment angle 0 (low) .120 149 .000 .922 149 .000 




A.16.2. Testing Normality: Distance-From-Edge Correlated Alignment Angle Data. 
 
Alignment angles are grouped into categories relating to the distance the cells are from the 
nearest edge feature of a micro-scaffold.  These are reported in Figure 2.3f, but are re-listed below: 
[0<x<50 (group 0)] 
[50<x<100 (group 1)] 
[100<x<204 (group 2)] 
[ 204<x<400 (group 3)] 
 
When subdivided at this level, the Shapiro-Wilk Normality test confirms that this data also 
fails to reject the null hypothesis at p<0.01, and is not normal, as is shown in Table A.24. 
 









0 .161 57 .001 .884 57 .000 
1 .217 103 .000 .741 103 .000 
2 .135 69 .003 .915 69 .000 




Interestingly, when the distance-dependent alignment of cells is categorized into distances 
from the nearest edge at specific ~30 µm intervals, the majority of categories do show normal 
distributions. 
 





Statistic df Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
angle 30 .099 33 .200* .931 33 .037 
34 .168 24 .078 .885 24 .010 
50 .182 60 .000 .897 60 .000 
68 .188 15 .160 .916 15 .168 
70 .247 28 .000 .700 28 .000 
102 .231 13 .057 .850 13 .029 
136 .110 19 .200* .935 19 .216 
170 .131 16 .200* .954 16 .555 
204 .270 21 .000 .777 21 .000 
238 .183 17 .133 .937 17 .289 
272 .179 13 .200* .945 13 .527 
306 .171 8 .200* .915 8 .393 
340 .252 5 .200* .931 5 .606 




Non-parametric statistical tests are therefore needed to analyze the differences between 
elongation factors, the alignment angles, and the distance-dependent alignment angles.  This is first 
performed with the Mann-Whitney non-parametric test. 
 
 
A.16.3. Mann-Whitney Test - Elongation Factor Data. 
A Mann-Whitney U test is run to determine what differences exist in elongation factors for 
cells grown in low alignment (0) and high alignment (1) conditions. Distributions of the elongation 
factors for high and low alignment environments are not similar (Table A.28-a.), as assessed by 
visual inspection. Elongation factors for cells grown in high alignment conditions (mean rank = 
 
252 
39.59) are not statistically significantly higher than for elongation factors of cells grown in low 
alignment conditions (mean rank = 32.05), U = 477, z = -1.544, p = .122. 
 
 
Table A.26. Ranks and Test Statistics for Elongation Data Mann-Whitney 
Test Ranks. 
 alignment N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
elongation factor 0 38 32.05 1218.00 
1 32 39.59 1267.00 
Total 70   
Test Statistic 
 elongation  factor 
Mann-Whitney U 477.000 
Wilcoxon W 1218.000 
Z -1.544 




A.16.4. Mann-Whitney Test –Alignment Angle Data. 
 A Mann-Whitney U test is run to determine if there are differences in alignment angles for 
cells grown in high alignment (1) and low alignment (0) conditions. Distributions of the alignment 
angles for high and low alignment environments are not similar, as assessed by visual inspection 
(Table A28-b.). Alignment angles for cells grown in high alignment conditions (mean rank = 
165.23) are statistically significantly lower than for alignment angles of cells grown in low 
alignment conditions (mean rank = 287.72), U = 8236, z = -9.946, p = .000. 
 
 
Table A.27. Ranks and Test Statistics for Alignment Data Mann-Whitney 
Test Ranks. 
 align N Mean Rank Sum of Ranks 
alignment 
angle 
0 149 287.72 42871.00 
1 268 165.23 44282.00 
Total 417   
Test Statistics origangle 
Mann-Whitney U 8236.000 
Wilcoxon W 44282.000 
Z -9.946 








A.16.5. Distance-Dependent Alignment Angle. 
 
A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine differences in alignment angles for cells 
grown at different distances from the scaffold edges. Shape of the alignment angle distributions for 
different distance groups are not similar, as assessed by visual inspection (Table S30). Each group 
corresponded to a distance bracket from the micro-scaffold edge [0<x<50 (group 0), 50<x<100 
(group 1), 100<x<204 (group 2), and 204<x<400 (group 3)].  Group pairs were compared and all 
cases except for one (group 0 to group 1) were statistically significantly different from one 
another.  This signifies that the comparison between cells that were less than 50 µm or between 50 
and 100 µm was not statistically significantly different. 
 
 







Elongation Factor Distribution 
 









We interpret the physical meaning of these significance values to relate the limit of the 
spatial distance over which cells still visibly respond to edge cues in nearby scaffold features 
(about 100 µm), whether from underlying materials properties of the scaffold, or from responses to 
neighboring cells that are in direct contact with the contact guidance edge cues.  We also conclude 
that these behaviors are statistically distinctive from the cell behaviors that occur at larger distance 
















Table A.29. Mann-Whitney Test. 
 





angle 0 3 34.33 75.80 304.000 -6.923 .000 
0 2 43.12 80.33 805.000 -5.693 .000 
0 1 173.82 84.19 2555.000 -1.355 0.175 
1 3 58.62 114.08 682.000 -7.259 .000 
1 2 69.31 112.17 1782.000 -5.533 .000 
2 3 49.76 73.21 1018.500 -3.670 .0000 
Table A.30. Comparing Distributions for 






Distance-Correlated Data Distribution. 
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A.16.6. Auxiliary Statistical Analysis: Alignment Analysis. 
A.31. Alignment Angle Analysis. 
a The original angle is obviously not 
normal: 
c Then a two-sample test is applied and 
obtains the p-value < 2.2e-16, which is 
significant.  However, the normality 
test still fails for each group.   
 
 
d Next, the box-cox transformation is 
employed taking both groups into 
account. The normalized angles are 
summarized as
 
b The log transformation (adding 0.01 
to avoid infinity value) is first applied: 
e The p-value of the two-sample t-test 
for normalized angles is <2e-16.  
However, the normality test still fails 
for each group. 
 
 
f Finally, we apply the nonparametric 
test:  Wilcox-rank test.   The p-value is  
Wilcoxon rank sum test with continuity 
correction W = 31696, p-value < 2.2e-
16 
 
Indicates the significantly greater 

















A.16.7. Auxiliary Statistical Analysis: Elongation Factor Analysis. 




a The original data is summarized as c Then a two-sample test is applied 
and obtains the p-value = 0.02136, 
which is significant.   The normality 
is satisfied for group 0 with p-value 
of 0.115, but not for group 1 with 




d Box-cox transformation 
 
 b The log transformation e Then a two-sample test is applied 
and obtains the p-value = 0.0244, 
which is significant.   The normality 
is not satisfied for group 0 with p-
value of 0.0127 nether, for group 1 
with p-value= 0.04423, which is 
close to normal. 
  
 
f Finally, we apply the 
nonparametric test:  Wilcox-rank 
test.   The p-value is  
Wilcoxon rank sum test with 
continuity correction 
W = 477, p-value = 0.1244 
 
Indicates there is no significant 













A.16. 8. Auxiliary Statistical Analysis: Distance Analysis. 




a The original data is summarized as c The p-value of the two-sample t-
test for log distance is < 1.716e-
07.  However, the normality test 
still fails for each group.   
  
 
d Box-cox transformation 
 
 b The log transformation e Then a two-sample test is applied 
and obtains the p-value =4.71e-
14, which is significant.   The 
normality is not satisfied for group 
0 with p-value of 0.0002 nether, 
for group 1 with p-value= 0.00534, 
which is close to normal. 
  
 
f Finally, we apply the 
nonparametric test:  Wilcox-rank 
test.   The p-value is  
Wilcoxon rank sum test with 
continuity correction 
W = 380, p-value = 9.487e-08 
 
Indicates the significantly 
greater alignment angles with 

























    
 
Figure A.47. Fluorescence images of calcein-AM stained DRG networks interconnect table 
array of scaffolds in 3D-specific motifs. a) Scale bar 1 mm. Table array. b) Scale bar 1 mm. 



































    
 
Figure A.48. High magnification fluorescence images of living DRG cell cultures on 
3D array of table scaffold array shows bundling fibers that reorganize in ways that 
shorten the distance between adjacent cells.  These take the form of cluster and 
fibers. Ribbon widths are 60 µm. a) Scale bar 200  µm. Tent within table array. b) 
Scale bar 200 µm. Tent within table array. c) Scale bar 200  µm. Tent within table 
array. d) Scale bar 200 µm. Tent within table array. e) Scale bar 200 µm. Tent 

















    
 
Figure A.49. High magnification fluorescence images of living DRG cell cultures on 3D 
array of table scaffold array shows how the DRG cells reorganize on the table tops and at 
the junction of the top and the legs of the scaffolds.  Many neuron bodies cluster at the leg 
junctions, while occasionally neuron bodies are evident on the table top as in (b). a) Scale 
bar 200 µm. Table scaffold within table array. b) Scale bar 200 µm. Table scaffold within 
table array. c) Scale bar 200 µm. Table scaffold within table array. d) Scale bar 200 µm. 
Table scaffold within table array. e) Scale bar 200 µm. Table scaffold within table array. 
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Figure A.50. Fixed fluorescent images of table scaffolds with DRG cell cultures 
shows fibers (b) and neuron cell bodies (c) that can occur at different points in the 












































Figure A.51. (cont’d).  
specific growth morphologies over the experimental interval that is also 
determined/guided by the underlying scaffold geometry. Ribbon widths for all scaffold 
a(1) – c(4) are 60 µm. a) Scale bars 200 µm. 3D SU8 table scaffolds 7.5 d in culture. 
b) Scale bars 200 µm. 3D SU8 Table 20 d in culture. c) Scale bars 200 µm. 3D SU8 

























Figure A.52.  Scale bars (a) 180 µm, (b) 180 µm, (c) 100  µm. 3D table legs, light, 
















Figure A.53. Scale bars (a) 180 µm, (b) 180 µm, (c) 100 µm. 3D mini table, light, 


































Figure A.54. Scale bars (a) 180 µm, (b) 180 µm, (c) 100  µm. 3D open table 1, 
















Figure A.55. Scale bars (a) 180 µm, (b) 180 µm, (c) 100 µm. 3D open table 2, 



















Figure A.56. Scale bars (a) 180 µm, (b) 180 µm, (c) 100 µm. 3D table, light, live 

















































Figure A.57. Light microscopy series over 44 d in culture with DRG cells 
on 2D controls of table scaffold does not show the same cell arrangements 
as were present in 3D culture, with edge guidance instead  being the prime 
guidance mechanism. Ribbon widths a(1)-c(4) are 60 µm. a) Scale bars 
200 µm. 2D SU8 table scaffolds 7.5 d in culture. b) Scale bars 200 µm. 2D 















Figure A.57. (cont’d).  
Light microscopy series over 44 d in culture with DRG cells on 2D controls 
of table scaffold does not show the same cell arrangements as were 
present in 3D culture, with edge guidance instead  being the prime 
guidance mechanism. c) Scale bars 200 µm. 2D SU8 Table Scaffolds 44 d 







































Figure A.58. 2D open table, light, and IHC images. Scale bars (a) 180 µm, (b) 




























Figure A.60. 2D mini table, light, and IHC images. Scale bars (a) 180 µm, (b) 180 
















Figure A.61. 2D table legs, light, and IHC images. Scale bars (a) 180 µm, (b) 





















    
 
Figure A.62. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs table scaffold series. 
Pale patterns around scaffold are DRG cell networks. a) Scale bar 500 µm. Table 
SU8 µ-CF. b) Scale bar 500 µm. Small table SU8 µ-CF. c) Scale bar 500 µm. Table 
legs SU8 µ-CF. d) Scale bar 500 µm. Open table SU8 µ-CF. e) Scale bar 120 µm. 
















Figure A.63. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 20 
µm. DRG cells on a contact pad for one of the SU8 µ-CFs. b) Scale bar 1 µm. 
DRG cells on a contact pad for one of the SU8 µ-CFs, at higher magnification 

















Figure A.64. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 30 µm. 
Cell extension bundles connect to a table scaffold leg and form linear structures that 
appear under tension. b) Scale bar 15 µm. Cell extension bundles connect to a table 
scaffold leg and form linear structures that appear under tension.  The cellular 
















Figure A.65. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 10 µm. 
Cell extension bundles connect to another table scaffold leg and form linear 
structures that appear under tension. Round neuronal body apparent on left of 
ribbon.   b) Scale bar 15 µm.Cell extension bundles connect to a table scaffold leg 
and form linear structures that appear under tension. They are composed out of 










Figure A.66. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. Scale bar 2.5 µm. Cell 
extension bundles connect to a table scaffold leg and form overall linear structures that 
appear under tension. They are composed out of hundreds of cell structures that align 
along the linear vector of the bundle, but also numerous other fibers that form an 





















Figure A.67. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 1.5 
µm. Cell extension bundles connect to a table scaffold leg and form overall 
linear structures that appear under tension. They are composed out of 
hundreds of cell structures that align along the linear vector of the bundle, 
but also numerous other fibers that form an interconnected mesh network of 
cell structures and are clearly resolved at this magnification. Scale bar 1 µm. 
Glial cells attached to the fiber bundles are visible, as are the nanofilament 
















Figure A.68. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 100 µm. 
An SU8 µ-CF table shows DRG cell organization that takes “shortcuts” to 
interconnect adjacent scaffold legs. b) Scale bar 20 µm. Higher magnification reveals 
DRG cell networks on top of the table, and interconnecting “shortcut” bundles. c)  
Scale bar 10 µm. DRG cell networks on top of the table and interconnecting 
“shortcuts” to adjacent legs (out of frame) reveal bundles that network beneath 












Figure A.69. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 2 µm. 
Rounded neuron cell bodies are exposed while growing on top of the SU8 µ-CF, as 
well as their axonal extensions into the rest of the cell network. b) Scale bar 2 µm. 
The edge of the table leg scaffold is visualized under higher magnification that 












   
 
Figure A.70. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 2 µm. 
Cellular structures are apparent on both sides of the table scaffold, with bundles of 
multiple diameter scales. b) Scale bar 10 µm. On top of the table scaffold, it 
appears that there are neuronal cell bodies (possibly 5 in the frame of this image) 















    
 
Figure A.71. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 3 µm. 
Cellular structures interconnect a table leg and a table top, exhibiting the “shortcut” 
morphology and the dense networks of fiber bundles and nanofilaments. b) Scale 
bar 3 µm. Within the interconnecting structures, fibers align well with other fiber 
bundles, but grow in ways that minimize distances between adjacent cell structures.  












    
 
Figure A.72. SEM images of DRG cell cultures on SU8 µ-CFs. a) Scale bar 2 µm. 
The fiber bundle is viewed at higher magnification, revealing a surface structure that 
is dotted with small protrusion structures. b) Scale bar 1 µm. The protruding 







APPENDIX B: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR PHYSICOCHEMICAL 
PROPERTY PROGRAMMING 
B.1. Untreated pHH Scaffolds. 




Figure B.1. pHH scaffolds that are not pre-treated with PLL resist cell attachment and 
growth but do not kill cells adjacent to glass (a) or the hydrogel (b). Scale bars 50 µm. 






B.2. Live/Dead Assay Images.  
 
a pHH-0-PLL b pHH-1-PLL c pHH-2-PLL 
  
 
d pHH-0-PBS e pHH-1-PBS f pHH-2-PBS 
   
g pHH-3-PLL h pHH-4-PLL I Glass-PLL 
   
j pHH-3-PBS k pHH-4-PBS l Glass-PBS 
   
 
Figure B.2. Live/dead assay images (a)-(l) on pHH films after 24 h seeded with 3T3 






a pHH-0-PLL b pHH-1-PLL  c pHH-2-PLL 
  
 
d pHH-0-PBS e pHH-1-PBS f pHH-2-PBS 
   
g pHH-3-PLL h pHH-4-PLL I Glass-PLL 
   
j pHH-3-PBS k pHH-4-PBS l Glass-PBS 
   
 
Figure B.3. Live/dead assay images (a)-(l) on pHH films after 96 h seeded with 3T3 








a pHH-0-PLL b pHH-1-PLL c pHH-2-PLL 
   
d pHH-0-PBS e pHH-1-PBS f pHH-2-PBS 
   
g pHH-3-PLL h pHH-4-PLL I Glass-PLL 
   
j pHH-3-PBS k pHH-4-PBS l Glass-PBS 
   
 
Figure B.4. Live/dead assay images (a)-(l) on pHH films after 24 h seeded with E1 







B.3.  Statistical Analysis of Live/Dead Assay Surface Coverage. 
a Raw Data Histogram 
(3T3 24 h – Expt Series 1.) 
b Residuals Histogram 
(3T3 24 h – Expt Series 1.) 
  
c Raw Data Histogram 
(E1 24 h – Expt Series 2.) 
d Residuals Histogram 
(E1 24 h – Expt Series 2.) 
  
e Raw Data Histogram 
(3T3 96 h – Expt Series 3.) 
f Residuals Histogram 
(3T3 96 h – Expt Series 3.) 
  
Figure B.5. IBM SPSS Statistics 23 Statistical software package was used for the 
following analyses. Prior to conducting a univariate ANOVA analysis, the data from each 
experiment were plotted to determine the nature of their distribution.  The data, 
particularly for experiment series 2 and 3, deviated far from normal distribution. The  
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Figure B.5. (cont’d). 
raw data distributions are shown in the following histograms.  A univariate ANOVA test 
was performed on all data, and the normality of the residuals was also plotted in the 
histograms below to assess normality. 
 
 
a  Q-Q Plot Residuals Data (3T3 24 h – Expt Series 1.) 
  
b  Q-Q Plot Residuals Data (3T3 24 h – Expt Series 2.) 
 
 
c  Q-Q Plot Residuals Data (3T3 24 h – Expt Series 3.) 
 
 
Figure B.6. Q-Q plots for the residuals of the univariate ANOVA analysis were then 
plotted to assess their deviation from normality. From the normality analysis of the raw 
and residual data, it was determined that the data series deviated from normality, 
particularly at the extrema of the observed values for the data series.   
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B.3.1. Normality Tests and White’s Test. 
Shapiro-Wilk  and 
Kolmogrov-Smirnov 
normality tests were 
then performed on all 
residuals and 
confirmed that these 
data were not normal. 
To normalize the data 
series, the data 
required 
transformation 
according to the 
protocols dictated by 
the BoxCox 
transformation. To do 
so, first the ideal 
power by which to 
transform the data 
sets required 
determination. This was done by calculating likelihood vs. lambda plots for each data set 
according to standard IBM programmed SPSS code, which graphically represents what the 
ideal lambda value for each data set was. This is determined as the maximum value in the 
likelihood vs. lambda plot in Figure B.7. (highlighted value and arrow).  The data sets were 
Likelihood vs. Lambda Plot 
(3T3 24 h – Expt Series 1.) 
lambda/likmx 
 
   -1.00   271.20 
    -.80   318.52 
    -.60   360.22 
    -.40   395.19 
    -.20   422.50 
    -.15   428.07 
    -.10   433.16 
    -.08   435.05 
    -.06   436.87 
    -.05   437.75 
 
    -.04   438.61 
    -.02   440.27 
     .00   441.86 
     .05   346.81 
     .10   401.48 
     .20   436.86 
     .40   454.63 
     .60   458.12 
     .80   456.07 
    1.00   450.44 
Likelihood vs. Lambda Plot 




   -1.00   247.60 
    -.80   287.16 
    -.60   319.55 
    -.40   342.34 
    -.20   354.05 
    -.15   355.24 
    -.10   355.77 
    -.08   355.81 
    -.06   355.75 
    -.05   355.68 
 
    -.04   355.58 
    -.02   355.33 
     .00   354.98 
     .05   353.71 
     .10   351.90 
     .20   346.80 
     .40   331.42 
     .60   310.36 
     .80   284.76 
    1.00   255.44 
 
Likelihood vs. Lambda Plot 
(3T3 24 h – Expt Series 3.) 
lambda/likmx 
 
   
   -1.00    33.63 
    -.80   125.80 
    -.60   211.30 
    -.40   282.94 
    -.20   328.01 
    -.15   334.22 
    -.10   338.59 
    -.08   339.88 
    -.06   340.92 
    -.05   341.35 
 
    
    -.04   341.73 
    -.02   342.33 
     .00   342.72 
     .05   342.93 
     .10   342.15 
     .20   338.26 
     .40   323.61 
     .60   302.28 
     .80   275.70 
    1.00   244.75 
 
Figure B.7. Lamba Plots. 
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transformed by the calculated values and were not rounded further. Following the BoxCox 
transformation of the data sets with each Lambda value, the normalized data distribution  
 was plotted as histograms (Fig. B.9.). To 
confirm the normalization of the data from the 
boxcox transformation,  the Kolmorogov-
Smirnov test was performed, and confirmed  
that the data were normally distributed for all 
data sets at a significance level of p = 0.01 and 
for data sets 1 and 2 at p = 0.05.  Furthermore, 
the distribution of Y within each group is 
normally distributed for experiment series 3. 
These data are shown in Table B.1. 
Table B.1. Normality Tests. 
 
3T3 24h 
(Expt Series 1) 
Raw Residuals P value Decision p 0.01 




 0.42 Can’t reject 
normality 
E1 24 h 
(Expt Series 2) 
Raw Residuals p-value Decision 




 0.25 Can’t reject 
normality 
3T3 96h 
(Expt Series 3) 
Raw Residuals p-value Decision 




 0.021 Can’t reject 
normality 
 
a 3T3 24 h – Expt Series 1. 
 
 b E1 24 h – Expt Series 2. 
 
 c E1 96 h – Expt Series 3. 
 




Following confirmation of normal data distribution, the role that heteroscedasticity, 
or variation in the variance of cellular surface area coverage, was considered. Using White’s 
test, it was found that for the binned data, all data was homoscedastic except for the positive 
control data (Table B.2.).  This was a physically relevant finding, since cell growth is not 
homogenous and the higher the average coverage, the more effect that low growth regions 
will be expected to have on the standard deviation of the data.  Within the univariate 
ANOVA analysis, we compare specific films and pairs of films separately from their 
positive controls.   
 
Table B.2. White’s Heteroscedasticity Tests. 
 
White’s Heteroscedasticity Test (with Positive Control) 
Expt.  Command     Var1     R            RSquare       Adj R Square      Std Err Est.    White          
P 
1 Regression    1       .312        .097     .059              .00138     9.72     .08 
 
2 Regression    1       .401        .161     .126              .02400   16.26       .01 
 
3 Regression    1      .486         .236     .204              .00463   24.06     2.1E-3 
 
White’s Heteroscedasticity Test (No Positive Control) 
Expt.  Command     Var1     R             RSquare      Adj R Square      Std Err Est.    White          
P 
1 Regression    1       .309 .095      .049             .00087     7.83      .17 
 
2 Regression    1        .231 .053      .007             .01752     4.60      .47 
 







B.3.2. Univariate ANOVA Analysis. 
A univariate ANOVA analysis was then performed for each data series with filmtype 
and treatment as independent variable and surface area coverage of cells as the dependent 
variable. To parse what particular relationships are significant within these data, a series of 
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contrasts were performed in SPSS using the transformed and normalized datasets (Table 
B.3. to B.9.). 
 
Table B.3. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis. 
 
Normalized univariate ANOVA 
Analysis 
(3T3 24 h – Expt Series 1.) 
 
Normalized univariate ANOVA 
Analysis 














































Table B.4. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis – Between Subject 
Effects. (3T3 24 h – Expt Series 1.) 
 
 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model .077a 11 .007 9.354 .000 
Intercept .762 1 .762 1014.449 .000 
filmtype .046 5 .009 12.153 .000 
treatment .022 1 .022 29.757 .000 
filmtype * treatment .009 5 .002 2.409 .043 
Error .066 88 .001   
Total .961 100    






Table B.5. Normalized Univariate ANOVA 




Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
filmtype treatment Mean Std. Deviation N 
1 0 .0722227 .02747202 9 
1 .0858673 .03009467 9 
Total .0790450 .02882094 18 
2 0 .0611758 .02308915 5 
1 .1174857 .01805859 9 
Total .0973750 .03389259 14 
3 0 .0472192 .01926021 8 
1 .0918375 .01868751 9 
Total .0708407 .02939181 17 
4 0 .0533670 .03664375 9 
1 .0885578 .01574768 6 
Total .0674433 .03426813 15 
5 0 .1324500 .01929172 9 
1 .1306130 .04571780 9 
Total .1315315 .03405315 18 
6 0 .0754588 .03349031 9 
1 .1101780 .01608301 9 
Total .0928184 .03112266 18 
Total 0 .0752065 .03941618 49 
1 .1050035 .03056233 51 




Table B.6. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis – Between Subject 
Effects. (E1 24 h – Expt Series 2.) 
 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 1.129a 11 .103 21.653 .000 
Intercept 178.795 1 178.795 37735.875 .000 
filmtype 1.106 5 .221 46.684 .000 
treatment .004 1 .004 .878 .351 
filmtype * treatment .021 5 .004 .868 .506 
Error .422 89 .005   
Total 184.619 101    




Table B.7. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis – 
Descriptives. (E1 24 h – Expt Series 2.) 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
filmtype treatment Mean Std. Deviation N 
1 0 1.3376878 .05444243 9 
1 1.3707166 .04579922 7 
Total 1.3521379 .05202094 16 
2 0 1.3468126 .05607297 9 
1 1.3142040 .06309563 8 
Total 1.3314673 .05996056 17 
3 0 1.3534147 .05303299 9 
1 1.3746671 .04292198 9 
Total 1.3640409 .04806297 18 
4 0 1.4997340 .11563818 8 
1 1.4737966 .11205260 9 
Total 1.4860024 .11093379 17 
5 0 1.1431684 .02059053 9 
1 1.0998280 .01719372 6 
Total 1.1258322 .02882467 15 
6 0 1.4042554 .04412842 9 
1 1.3742441 .10039433 9 
Total 1.3892497 .07679758 18 
Total 0 1.3446400 .12206933 53 
1 1.3481664 .12841539 48 
Total 1.3463159 .12450764 101 
 
Table B.8. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis – Between Subject 
Effects. (3T3 96 h – Expt Series 3.) 
 
 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model .206a 11 .019 18.690 .000 
Intercept 70.772 1 70.772 70533.177 .000 
filmtype .137 5 .027 27.308 .000 
treatment .009 1 .009 8.512 .004 
filmtype * treatment .050 5 .010 10.046 .000 
Error .090 90 .001   
Total 71.719 102    




Table B.9. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis – 
Descriptives. (E1 24 h – Expt Series 2.) 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
filmtype treatment Mean Std. Deviation N 
1 0 .8293556 .03483142 9 
1 .8619056 .02327043 9 
Total .8456306 .03325983 18 
2 0 .7989825 .01833675 9 
1 .8774219 .02374540 8 
Total .8358952 .04520472 17 
3 0 .7992349 .02780536 8 
1 .8127390 .01731733 9 
Total .8063842 .02316171 17 
4 0 .8010965 .07893106 9 
1 .8028289 .01947707 9 
Total .8019627 .05577753 18 
5 0 .9462434 .01109061 9 
1 .8792809 .00880602 7 
Total .9169473 .03568840 16 
6 0 .7904276 .02641009 7 
1 .8414693 .02033588 9 
Total .8191385 .03440109 16 
Total 0 .8295681 .06769575 51 
1 .8440162 .03525052 51 
Total .8367922 .05418968 102 
 
 
For the first experiment series (Table B.4. and B.5.), filmtype, treatment and 
filmtype * treatment were found to be significant. For the second experiment series (Table 
B.6. and B.7.), filmtype, and treatment were found to be significant. For the third 
experiment series (Table B.8. and B.9.), filmtype, treatment and filmtype * treatment were 





B.3.3. Significance Values Calculated from ANOVA Analysis. 
 
A series of specific contrasts that were performed in the context of these ANOVA 
analyses are listed in the table below, adjacent to their p significance values and a binary 
value representing which p values fell below 0.05, signifying statistical significance for that 
specific film type pair. 
 
For the specific contrasts performed, the significant relationships are presented 
graphically in Figure B.9. These data show that 3T3 fibroblast growth on the pHH film 
Table B.10. Significance Values Calculated from ANOVA Analyses. 
 
Film Group 1 
 
Film Group 2 
 
(3T3 24 h) - 1 
 
(E1 24 h ) - 2 
 
 
(3T3 96 h) - 3 
  p Y/N p Y/N p Y/N 
5  (1,2,3,4,6) 0 1 0 1 0 1 
2,0 (1,3,4) 0.006 1 0.007 1 0.194 0 
2 
2 
(1,3,4) 0.063 0 0 1 0.024 1 
2 1 0.307 0 0.328 0 0.49 0 
2 3 0.054 0 0.154 0 0.004 1 
2 4 0.084 0 0 1 0.001 1 
2 G 0 1 0 1 0 1 
2 0 0.728 0 0.013 1 0.048 1 
1 3 0.308 0 0.68 0 0 1 
1 4 0.407 0 0 1 0 1 
1 G 0 1 0 1 0 1 
1 0 0.135 0 0.144 0 0.008 1 
3 4 0.884 0 0 1 0.708 0 
3 G 0 1 0 1 0 1 
3 0 0.014 0 0.275 0 0.371 0 
4 G 0 1 0 1 0 1 
4 0 0.027 1 0 1 0.204 0 
G 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 
2,4 G 0 1 0 1 0 1 
2,0 4 0.025 1 0 1 0.008 1 
2,0 G 0 1 0 1 0 1 
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series develop similar significance profiles for 3T3 cultures by 96 h in culture as those seen 
for E1 culture by 24 h in culture. Of particular note is how many significant pairings are 
present relative to the pHH-2 film type, which is near the significance threshold for 
experiment series 1; is significant relative to growth seen on pHH film types 4, 0 and glass 
for experiment series 2; and is significant relative to growth seen on pHH film types 3, 4, 0, 
and glass for experiment series 3.  pHH film 1 also shows significant pairing in experiment 
















































































































































































































































































 Figure B.9. a) Significant film group pairs (Expt. Series 1). b) Significant film group 
Pairs (Expt. Series 2). Significant film group pairs (Expt. Series 3). 
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B.4. Light Micrographs of Cellular Growth Compliance. 
a       pHH-1-PBS (24 h) pHH-1-PLL (24 h)  
  
pHH-2-PBS (24 h) pHH-2-PLL (24 h) 
  
b      pHH-3-PBS (24 h)  pHH-3-PLL (24 h) 
  
pHH-4-PBS (24 h) pHH-4-PLL (24 h)  
  
 
Figure B.10. Light micrographs depict cell growth and attachment for pHH film 
types 1-4 over the first 24 h of a 14 d total culture interval when seeded with 
3T3 fibroblasts when they are only pretreated with PBS (left column) or 
pretreated with PLL (right column).  This experiment series had a higher initial 
cell seeding density than that in the main article body and consequently exhibit 






a     pHH-1-PBS (7 d)  pHH-1-PLL (7 d) 
  
pHH-2-PBS (7 d) pHH-2-PLL (7 d)  
  
b    pHH-3-PBS (7 d) pHH-3-PLL (7 d)  
 
 
pHH-4-PBS (7 d)  pHH-4-PLL (7 d)  
  
 
Figure B.11. Light micrographs depict cell growth and attachment for pHH film 
types 1-4 over the first 7 d of a 14 d total culture interval when seeded with 
3T3 fibroblasts when they are only pretreated with PBS (left column) or 
pretreated with PLL (right column).  This experiment series had a higher initial 
cell seeding density than that in the main article body and consequently exhibit 









a    pHH-2-PBS (14 d) pHH-2-PLL (14 d) 
  
 
Figure B.12. Light micrographs depict cell growth and attachment for pHH film 
types 1-4 over the first 14 d of a 14 d total culture interval when seeded with 
3T3 fibroblasts when they are only pretreated with PBS (left column) or 
pretreated with PLL (right column). This experiment series had a higher initial cell 
seeding density than that in the main article body and consequently exhibit 
higher initial rates of cell growth and attachment. The cultures continue to 
maintain viability after 14 d in culture, as illustrated by light micrograph growth 

















B.5. Actin Fluorescence Micrographs. 




b     3T3s pHH-2 PBS.   
 
 
Figure B.13. Actin fluorescence micrographs for pHH-2 film type. a) 3T3s pHH-2 PLL.  






a 3T3s pHH-4 PLL.  
 
b 3T3s pHH-4 PBS.  
 
Figure B.14. Actin fluorescence micrographs for pHH-4 film type. a) 3T3s pHH-4 PLL.  




a    E1s pHH-2 PLL.  
 
b        E1s pHH-2 PBS.  
 
Figure B.15. Actin fluorescence micrographs for pHH-2 film type. a) E1s pHH-2 PLL.  




a          E1s pHH-4 PLL.  
 
 
b         E1s pHH-4 PBS.  
 
 
Figure B.16. Actin fluorescence micrographs for pHH-2 film type. a)E1s pHH-4 PLL.  
Scale bar 70 µm. b) E1s pHH-4 PBS.  Scale bar 70 µm. 
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a       E1s Glass PLL.  
 
b      3T3s Glass PLL.  
 
 
Figure B.17. Actin fluorescence micrographs for glass control. a) E1s glass PLL.  Scale bar 
70 µm. b) 3T3s glass PLL. Scale bar 70 µm. 
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a      3T3s Glass PBS.  
 
 
 b    E1s Glass PBS. 
 
 
Figure B.18. Actin fluorescence micrographs for glass control. a)E1s glass PBS. Scale bar 
70 µm. b) 3T3s glass PBS.  Scale bar 70 µm. 
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B.6. Cell Tracking and Statistics. 
The MTrackJ Plugin for Fiji (ImageJ) was used for the cell tracking analysis. In 
addition to the cell tracking done for PLL-treated pHH-2 and pHH-4 film types presented in 
the main article body, 25 cells were tracked within a representative region of cell growth on 
PLL-treated glass positive control that was 900 pix x 900 pix (566 micron x 566 micron) in 
imaged area.  The raw track map data is given in Figure B.19. below. 
a  b c 
   
d e f 
   
 
Figure B.19. Tracking Data for Calculating Cell Motility. a) Track Data for 
representative PLL-Glass 3T3. b) Track Data for Representative PLL-Glass E1. c) Track 
Data for Representative PLL-pHH-2 3T3. d) Track Data for Representative PLL-pHH-2 
E1 e) Track Data for Representative PLL-pHH-4 3T3. f) Track Data for Representative 
PLL-pHH-4 E1. Scale bar 200 µm. 
 
The PLL-treated glass controls were tracked over 31 frames, and PLL-treated pHH-2 
and pHH-4 films were tracked over the total 72 frames captured over the 24 h experiment.  
The adhesion of both cell lines to the positive controls was strong, such that the majority of 
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these cells were tracked continuously for all 31 frames.  For the pHH-2 and pHH-4 films, to 
correct for high values attributed to well-adhered cells tracked over longer time frames, 
track times >31 were cut off at this value.  This in effect normalized the values to the degree 
of adhesion seen for the positive controls such that for well-adhered cells, a track time at or 
near the value of the positive controls are measured and for transient, poorly-adhered cells, 
track times below the positive controls are measured. 
 
 
Figure B.20. Tracking data was transformed such that track path origins were 0. The 
tracking data for 3T3 (red) and E1 (blue) cell lines on PLL-treated glass substrates is 
given in Figure B.20. X and Y axes are in pixels where 1.59 pixels/micron. 
 
 
Statistical analysis was then performed using the same techniques as were applied 
for the Live/Dead Assay data, this time on track path data using 2 measures: (1) average 
distance between a point and the point preceding it (Motility, here labeled as Tracks), and 
(2) track length (Tracking Time, here labeled as Points).  The initial data (Fig. B.21. and 
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a  Raw Data Histogram 
   Track Data (3T3 and E1 combined) 
b  Residuals Histogram 
    Track Data (3T3 and E1 combined) 
  
Figure B.21. Raw (a) and residual (b) histogram data for the cellular motility, labeled as 
“Tracks” in the sections below. 
 
a  Raw Data Histogram 
    Points Data (3T3 and E1 combined) 
b  Residuals Histogram 
    Points Data (3T3 and E1 combined) 
 
 
Figure B.22. Raw (a) and Residual (b) Histogram data for the track length, labeled as 
“Points” in the sections below. 
 
Q-Q plots for the residuals of the univariate ANOVA analysis were then plotted to 
asses their deviation from normality. From the normality analysis of the raw and residual 
data, it was determined that the data series deviated from normality, particularly at the 











Figure B.24. Normal (left) and and detrended (right) Q-Q plots for points data. 
 
Shapiro-Wilk  and Kolmogrov-Smirnov normality tests were performed on all 
residuals and confirmed that these data were not normal.  To normalize the data series, the 
data required transformation according to the protocols dictated by the BoxCox 
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transformation.  The BoxCox transformation was performed to select the best power to 
transform the data to make a normal distribution (highlighted below in Fig. B.25.). 
 
Likelihood vs. Lambda Plot (Tracks Data) 
(Tracks) 
lambda/    
likmx 
(Points) 







   -1.00  -392.06 
    -.80  -387.49 
    -.60  -385.86 
    -.40  -387.71 
    -.20  -393.72 
    -.15  -395.96 
    -.10  -398.52 
    -.08  -399.63 
    -.06  -400.80 
    -.05  -401.41 
    -.04  -402.03 
    -.02  -403.30 
     .00  -404.64 
     .05  -657.51 
     .10  -558.17 
     .20  -484.41 
     .40  -461.82 
     .60  -479.92 
     .80  -511.49 
    1.00  -550.94 
 
 
    
 
 
   -1.00  -562.54 
    -.80  -517.27 
    -.60  -479.04 
    -.40  -448.04 
    -.20  -423.93 
    -.15  -418.89 
    -.10  -414.23 
    -.08  -412.47 
    -.06  -410.77 
    -.05  -409.93 
    -.04  -409.12 
    -.02  -407.52 
     .00  -405.98 
     .05  -402.36 
     .10  -399.05 
     .20  -393.34 
     .40  -385.16 
     .60  -380.70 
     .80  -379.33 
    1.00  -380.55 
 
Likelihood vs. Lambda Plot (Points Data) 
 
Figure B.25. Lambda Plots for tracks and points data transformation. 
 
 
The resulting data set was normalized by this process, as shown in the histogram 









To confirm the normalization of the data from the boxcox transformation,  the 
Kolmorogov-Smirnov test was performed, and confirmed  that the Track (Motility) data 
were normally distributed at a significance level of p=0.01 and p=0.05 in Table B.11.  The 
normality assumption for Points (Tracking time) is that the distribution of Y within each 
group is normally distributed for Points/Track data. 
 




P value Decision p 0.01 
 2E-4 Reject normality 
Transformed Residuals p-value Decision 















Table B.12. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis.  
























Table B.13. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis. 




Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
trackid Mean Std. Deviation N 
1.00 .1946 .04953 48 
2.00 .0652 .03083 7 
3.00 .1989 .02527 25 
4.00 .1419 .04553 27 
5.00 .1055 .03792 29 
6.00 .2301 .06507 24 
Total .1699 .06556 160 
 
Descriptive Statistics 
Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
trackid Mean Std. Deviation N 
1.00 10.1818 4.08211 48 
2.00 12.2320 4.34347 7 
3.00 14.7240 2.27273 24 
4.00 9.7140 4.97717 27 
5.00 4.3325 2.52872 29 
6.00 14.5575 3.44642 24 
Total 10.4719 5.08184 159 
 
 
Table B.14. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis – Between Subject Effects. 
Track ID Significance.  
 
 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model .355a 5 .071 33.395 .000 
Intercept 2.766 1 2.766 1299.324 .000 
trackid .355 5 .071 33.395 .000 
Error .328 154 .002   
Total 5.302 160    





Table B.15. Normalized Univariate ANOVA Analysis – Between Subject Effects. 
Points ID Significance. 
 
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects 
Dependent Variable:   trialavg   
Source 
Type III Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Corrected Model 1968.862a 5 393.772 28.533 .000 
Intercept 13567.971 1 13567.971 983.141 .000 
trackid 1968.862 5 393.772 28.533 .000 
Error 2111.498 153 13.801   
Total 21516.330 159    

























Table B16. Significance Values Calculated from ANOVA 
Analyses. 
Film Group 1 Film Group 2 Tracks Points 








1 2 0 1 0.175 0 
1 3 0.705 0 0 1 
1 4 0 1 0.601 0 
1 5 0 1 0 1 
1 6 0.002 1 0 1 
2 3 0 1 0.120 0 
2 4 0 1 0.112 0 
2 5 0.039 1 0 1 
2 6 0 1 0.147 0 
3 4 0 1 0 1 
3 5 0 1 0 1 
3 6 0.019 1 0.877 0 
4 5 0.004 1 0 1 
4 6 0 1 0 1 
5 6 0 1 0 1 
1,2,3 4,5,6 0.469 0 0 1 
1,4 2,3,5,6 0.025 1 0.021 1 
2,5 1,3,4,6 0 1 0 1 











Key Statements of Motility Data Significance. 
Significance was found for cell motility on PLL-treated pHH-2, pHH-4, and 
glass for the metric of average distance traveled between consecutive points. Motility of 
3T3s and E1s are significant on all substrates, except for 3T3 motility on PLL-treated 
pHH2 as compared to PLL-treated glass, which do not show a significant difference. 
Motility effects on both cell lines due to substrate type are significant for PLL-treated 
pHH-2, pHH-4, and glass substrates. 
 
Key Statements of Tracking Time Data Significance. 
Significance was found for cell motility on PLL-treated pHH-2, pHH-4, and glass 
for the metric of average length of time over which individual cells were tracked. 
Tracking time for 3T3s on PLL-treated pHH-4 films are significantly longer than those 
for E1s on PLL-treated pHH-4 films. 3T3 tracking times on all substrates are 
significantly different than E1 tracking times on all substrates. Each substrate type 
induces significant differences in tracking times relative to other substrates. 
 
Table B.16. (cont’d). 
Key for Significance Values  










 E1 pHH2 
 E1 pHH4  
 E1 glass 
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Figure B.27. A 3T3 fibroblast cell moves across a PLL-treated pHH-2 hydrogel film t = 0 
corresponding to 48 h in culture, and t steps in mins. Imaged area is 150 pix x 150 pix (94 




























































Figure B.28. An E1 preosteoblast cell moves across a PLL-treated pHH-2 hydrogel 
film t0 corresponding to 48 h in culture, and t steps in minutes. Images area is 210 





































B.7.1. SLIM Image Series.  
SLIM Images that were taken for 3T3 and E1 cells cultured on pHH-2, pHH-4, and 
glass substrates after 48 h in culture that were either treated with PLL or untreated. 
 
 







































































































































Figure B.41. PLL-treated pHH-2 pyramids with 3T3 fibroblasts. a) 3D Printed 
pyramidal scaffold seeded with cells and chemically dehydrated for Sem analysis. 
Scale bar 400 µm. Microfilament structure of pyramid. Scale bar 35 µm. c) Cells 
clustered on top of the pyramid filaments. Scale bar 20 µm. d) 3T3 fibroblasts 



















Figure B.42. The pyramid scaffold prior to being seeded with 3T3s. Scale bar 2 mm. 
Additional light micrographs of fibroblast growth on pyramidal scaffolds are given over 10 d 
in culture (b). Scale bar 100 µm. A fibroblast-seeded pyramid is visualized from another 







































Figure B.44. Additional “boat” scaffold geometry (a) was seeded with 
3T3s for 18 d in culture (scale bar 250 µm), with fibroblast growth 







Figure B.45. The boat scaffold geometry shows more on-scaffold growth 





Figure B.46. Different sections of open mesh pyramidal scaffolds are imaged 
with phase contrast light microscopy after seeding with E1 preosteoblasts (h). 
Scale bar 100 µm. 
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B.10. Rheology and Composition of pHH Inks. 
For pHH-0 ink, the maximum print shear rate for this ink was calculated to be 426 s
-
1
.  In viscosity at a 10 µm printing tip is 10-20 Pa (a).  This data, given in Figure B.46., is 
comparable to the previously reported pHH-0 ink of (420 s
-1






Figure B.47. Rheological measurements show that the pHH-0 ink composition is 
shear thinning as shear rate increases (a). Viscous and elastic components of the 
modulus drop at high shear stress values (b). 
 
 
 𝜂 = 𝜂𝘪?̇?
𝑛−1  (Eq. B1) 
 




 (Eq. B2) 
Rheological parameters relevant to Eq. B1 and Eq. B2 are listed in Table B.17. 
Table B.17. Rheological Parameters. 
η viscosity (Pa) 
η𝗂 low shear viscosity (Pa) 
γ̇ shear rate (s−1) 
γ̇wall max print shear rate 
Q νπR2 = vol.  flow rate 
ν 200 μm · s−1 
R 10 μm = nozzle radius 













   
 
Figure B.48. pHH-0 and pHH-2 ink filaments are compared that show differences in 
fluorescence intensity that correspond to differences in absorption of FPLL. pHH-0 is in 
black. pHH-2 is in green. Fluorescence intensity was quantified with ImageJ.  All ink 



































































B.11. Pre-Polymer Solution Characterization and Viscosity Measurements. 
Properties of the pHH film series with equal mass fractions of solvent reveal 
physical relationships between monomer, polymer, and other solution components that are 
minimized when solvent is added such that final weight fraction of polymer in the pre-
polymer solutions is 0.08.  Characterization of a preliminary film series with equal solvent 
mass fractions demonstrates these differences and is labeled as pHH film types {1}, {2}, 
{3}, {4} for clarity below. 
Final post-solvent addition pHEMA mass fractions that are compared between pHH 
film series 1-4 and {1}-{4} show equivalent mass fractions for 1-4 and show nonlinear 
pHEMA mass fractions in films {1}-{4} (a).  Mass% of the polymerizable components in 
film types {1}-{4}, including monomer, crosslinker, and initiator (b), mirror the density 
differences measured for the 1-4 film series.  The viscosity of the pre-polymer solutions is 
inversely correlated with the density values for films {1}-{4}.  For films 1-4, the viscosity 
differences are substantially reduced (c).  Subtle nonlinearities of the viscosities may 
partially reflect actual instead of theoretical component mass fractions. Solvents were added 
to pre-polymers (d) to facilitate spin-casting such that the solid mass fractions were 
equalized at 0.08 (green circles) in order to equalize the solution viscosity (green squares).  
This option was selected over the situation in which equal absolute solvent mass was added 
(blue open circle) because viscosity of final solutions (blue open square) follows a complex 
nonlinear trend that correlates with the final solvent fraction. 
Viscosity measurements are very temperature sensitive, so temperature was closely 
monitored during 1-4 voscosity measurements (e).  Though temperature was kept constant 
within the n=10 measurements for each film type, across the film series the temperature 
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decreased approximately 1.4 °C.  This parameter may be partially responsible for the subtle 





 Mass fractions for equal absolute solvent 
mass addition 
 
 Mass fractions for equal final solvent mass  
 
 Viscosities for equal absolute solvent mass  
addition 
 










   
Figure B.49. a) Comparing pHH-1 thru pHH-4 and pHH-{1} thru pHH-{4}. b) 
Mass% HEMA+EGDMA+DMPA for Films pHH-{1} thru pHH-{4}. c) Comparing pHH-1 
thru pHH-4 and pHH-{1}-pHH-{4} Viscosity. d) Viscosity measurements across the 
pHH pre-polymer solutions. e) Temperature changes during viscosity measurements. 


















































































B.12. Pre-Polymer Solution Density Measurements. 
Density of pre-polymer solutions is confirmed to be nonlinear relative to the Mr 
values. Monomer to cross-linker ratios in the pre-polymer solutions were equalized, with 
actual m:x values compared to the ideal. 
 
 
Figure B.50. Density trends across the pHH solution series as 
compared to monomer/crosslinker ratios that are compositionally 








B.13. Comparison of Final Film Thickness to Pre-Polymer Solution Viscosities. 
a 
 
b pHH-{1}   pHH-{2}      pHH-{3}    pHH-{4} 
 
pHH-1    pHH-2       pHH-3  pHH-4 
 
Figure B.51. a) No correlation is apparent between film thickness and pre-polymer 
solution viscosities. Profilometric studies yield film thickness values from three separate 
trials (open markers) which are then averaged (black markers). b) Film thickness 
values for both {1}-{4} and 1-4 film series were measured with confocal raman 
microscopy. Axial profiles are of film thickness as well as light micrographs showing 









B.14. Quantitative Measurements of Pre-Polymer Solution and Film Properties. 
Uncured or soluble materials that elute from the films over the first 24 (Trial 1) and 
48 h (Trial 2) of hydration were detected over the first 48 h of film hydration.  In Figure 
B.52-a., error bars below zero are a result of film thickness variations that contributed to the 
average loss calculation.  These processes should be relatively slow and not contribute 
significantly to kinetic profiles of FPLL or PLL absorption.  The slight film thickness 
reduction between un-hydrated and hydrated films is minor, on the order of intra-film 







Figure B.52. a) Average pHH-1 thru pHH-4 film loss 
thickness after 24 h and 48 h hydration. b) Unhydrated vs. 
hydrated film thickness for pHH-{1} thru {4}. 























































 Trial 1 (hyd)
 Trial 2 (hyd)
 Trial 3 (hyd)
 Trial 4 (dehyd)
 Trial 5 (dehyd)
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Figure B.53. pHH films 1-4 were imaged with AFM (a), which showed a  decrease in 
surface roughness from film type 1 to film type 4. (b-e) Deflection curves were measured 
with AFM for each film type. Representative plots of these are given (pHH-1, b; pHH-2, c; 
pHH-3, d; pHH-4, e). These maps were measured for 400 μm2 square regions with 2 µm  
























Figure B.53. (cont’d). 
intervals between force loading, for a total of n=100 force measurements per force map. 
400 μm2 surface scan areas were measured in tapping mode for each of the pHH films 1 
thru 4 with the same probe type in order to assess porosity and roughness. 3 force maps 
were measured for each film type with 100 individual force curves per map. f) mass % 
pHH is correlated to RMS roughness. Qualitatively, microstructural domains for pHH film 
type 1 appear smaller/denser than those for pHH-4 film type.  
 

























Figure B.54. Modulus maps for the pHH film series. (a-c) pHH-1; (d-f) pHH-2; (g-i) 






























Figure B.55. Adhesion maps for the pHH film series. (a-c) pHH-1; (d-f) pHH-2; (g-i) 



















Figure B.56. Elastic moduli from extension force curves. Distribution of elastic moduli 
of average elastic modulus for given film type. a) Gaussian fit and distribution of 
modulus values for pHH-1. b) Gaussian fit and distribution of modulus values of pHH-4. 
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Figure B.57. a) Force curves for all films 
combined and plotted in MatLab (g, pink 1; 
mint 2; blue 3; orange 4). b) A single tip 
used for all measurements that did not 
require normalization of the force curve 
data for cross-comparison. Plots show 
slope reduction from film type 1 to 4in the 
extension curve and an increase in apparent adhesion well depth from film type 1 to 4. 
c) Retraction curves show complex adhesion profiles for all films with stepwise snap-
off. Individual examples of adhesion profiles are given. c) Compilation and averaging 
absolute well depth and adhesion energy for each film type show nonlinear increases 





Yaxis Force (N) 







The observation that a low fraction of experimental force curves exhibited shallow 
adhesion wells during extension required determination of whether these instances of local 
adhesive behavior were statistically significant enough to warrant the use of an adhesive 
contact force model to best evaluate elastic modulus for the hydrogel thin films. The relative 
force curve data for n = 300 for each film type was subsequently compiled and averaged to 
generate a mean force extension curve for films pHH-1 to pHH-4.  With the average pre-
contact slope approximating zero and no regions of negative slope at all points proximal to 
surface contact, it was determined that the contribution of localized adhesive mechanical 
behavior for probe tip extension curves was negligible. 
Mean indentation depth for force curves was 220 nm, which corresponds to a 0.162 
ratio of indentation depth to total sample thickness.  Considering the accepted ratio of 0.10 
for this metric, substrate stiffness effects were minimal but cannot entirely be excluded from 
consideration of the degree of quantification present in the mechanical analysis.  Because 
films were optimized during preparation to be of approximately equal thickness, whatever 
substrate-effect contributions exist should equally impact measurements for all films, and 
therefore do not require consideration for relative modulus attributes. It is noted that there 
remains some uncertainty regarding effective cantilever contact area radius and the non-
perpendicular approach inherent to AFM-based indentation analysis, which have the 







B.16. Indentation Geometry Parameters and Detailed AFM Protocols. 
pHH film types 1-4 were mounted to glass slides with a super glue bead, allowed to 
cure for 2 h, then hydrated overnight in water. Immediately prior to AFM characterization, a 
2 cm hydrophobic ring was drawn along the hydrogel surface with a PAP immuno-staining 
pen (Sigma Aldrich). Exposure to immuno-staining solution was limited due to evidence 
that contact with pen solution impaired film surface integrity. A water bead was deposited 
within the encircled region on the pHEMA films, and the sample was magnetically fixed in 
an Asylum AFM. Low force constant PNP-TR SiN cantilevers were purchased 
(NanoAndMore USA Inc.) and all measurements were performed using a 100 μm triangular 
cantilever with a pyramidal 3.5 μm tip height and commercially reported tip radius of less 
than 10 nm. Cantilever bending for this product is estimated at less than 2°.  
Prior to making all modulus measurements, the individual cantilever’s mechanical 
properties were calculated.  Briefly, the inverse optical laser sensitivity of the cantilever was 
determined by calculating a contact mode loading force curve slope on a dry glass slide that 
had already been modified with a PAP pen hydrophobic ring. The probe was then retracted 
from the surface sufficiently to eliminate long range forces, and a thermal was measured to 
calculate the specific force constant of the cantilever. The glass slide standard was then 
hydrated in place on the AFM.  In contact mode, the hydrated glass surface was approached 
and the slope of a second loading force curve in water was measured to determine the 
inverse optical laser sensitivity in water, the medium in which the rest of the measurements 
were conducted. With calibration complete, a single probe was used to consecutively 
measure force maps for slide-mounted pHH films 1-4.  
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Commercial AFM tip fabrication variability and changes that occur at the probe tip 
even during routine analysis preclude certainty about specific probe dimensions with which 
an individual force curve is measured.  To best estimate the most applicable tip geometry, 
force curve data was prepared in OriginPro 9.1 and an empirical power law fit equation was 
applied to a representative data set.  This result was then compared to relative fits and 
geometric fitting parameters for certain standard indentation probe tip geometries. From the 
findings summarized in Table B.18., it was concluded that the Hertzian spherical 
parameter 𝛽 = 1.5 closely approximates the representative empirical 𝛽 value of 1.48, and 
can be used as a reasonable estimation of effective probe tip geometry at the material 
interface for force curve analysis.  
 



























Empirical power law  𝑛𝐸𝑟
∗ 1.48 0.999 






B.17. Complex Profiles of Decohesive Bonding On Retraction. 
 
 
Figure B.58. Retraction curves isolated from the complete force curves show 
complex adhesion profiles for all films with stepwise snap-off behavior at the tip 




























Figure B.59. a) Cross-sectional exemplar scan of fluorescence intensity within a 
pHH film that is generated by the confocal fluorescence microscope. b)DMFI, or 
depth-dependent mean fluorescence intensity, plots the axial intensity for a given 
film, such as that shown above, but for the entire voxel population of a film image. 
c) Axial distribution of fluorescence g is shown in representative pHH film shows an 
apparent uniform distribution of fluorescence intensity. 
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DMFI, a term native to this analysis that utilizes cross-sectional fluorescence data 
(Fig. B.59-a.) and, that is shown schematically in Figure B.59-b., confirms symmetric 
fluorescence intensity profiles throughout the axial thickness of pHH hydrogels.  This 
metric showed that by the time of imaging, FPLL had effectively equilibrated throughout 
the film volume, creating symmetric or near-symmetric fluorescence intensity distributions 
along the z axis as shown below at short and long PLL exposure times in Figure B.59-c. It 
also confirmed that MMFI and MTFI metrics were not excluding relevant fluorescence 




























Figure B.60. a) A typical hydrated film array used for kinetics analysis (a, scale bar 2.5 
mm), and sample holder (b, 6.5 mm). c) a single imaged area for one time point in a 
kinetic experiment for a representative pHH film (c, scale bar 100 µm). d) A histogram 
of pixel intensities is generated inside ImageJ software from the confocal fluorescence 
image. 
 
A typical hydrated film array used for kinetics analysis (Fig. B.60-a.) and sample 
holder (Fig. B.60-b.). CFM Scans yield a stack of distributed fluorescence intensity voxels 
throughout the film sample.   A representative Mean Total Fluorescence Intensity (MTFI) 
image is then collected in ImageJ software as a maximum image intensity projection from 
kinetic stack data using a single imaged area for one time point in a kinetic experiment for a 
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representative pHH film (Fig. B.60-c.). Brightness and contrast are enhanced below for 
clarity.  Micro-inhomogeneity in some film samples as seen in this image is a key source of 
experimental intensity variations across replicate experiments. A histogram of pixel 
intensities is generated inside ImageJ software from the confocal fluorescence image (Fig. 
B.60-d.), and is later exported to MatLab for batch handling and further statistical analysis. 
A series of these histograms are plotted as open curves in MatLab and show how 
fluorescence intensity throughout the pHH film intensities change with time (Fig. B.61.). A 
subsection of these curves are shown for clarity in the main body of the manuscript.  In this 
diagram, a pHH film type 2 shows a sharp black peak at the far left that is the baseline “0” 
signal from the CFM instrument.  Green curves represent low FPLL exposure time 
fluorescence intensities, with narrow distribution of voxel intensities and low peak 
fluorescence intensity values relative to long FPLL exposure times that have broader 
distribution of voxel intensities and high peak fluorescence intensity values. 
 
 
Figure B.61. A series of histograms plotted as open curves in MatLab 


















Figure B.62. a) Schematic representations of Mean Total Fluorescence Intensity 
(MTFI) and b) Mean Maximum Fluorescence Intensity (MMFI). c) Fluorescence 
Intensity values for each imaged slice and plotting them against absolute axial 
position. pHH film types 1 thru 4 DMFI plots are depicted concurrently for a short 






Optical stacks that were converted to Mean Fluorescence Intensity data as in (e) 
were extracted via the summation of voxel intensity distribution histograms from each 
axially imaged slice and depicted overall trends in mean fluorescence intensity in the case of 
Mean Total Fluorescence Intensity (MTFI). Mean Maximum Fluorescence Intensity 
(MMFI) images were extracted from a maximum intensity projection across all axially 
imaged slices, which was used to generate a single voxel intensity distribution histogram 
from an entire axial stack. MMFI functioned to describe changes in fluorescence density 
within the films. Schematic representations of MTFI (Fig. B.62-a.) and MMFI (Fig. B.62-
b.) are given above. 
DMFI values (introduced in Fig. B.59. above) were calculated to correlate MMFI 
and MTFI with FPLL depth penetration, and were extracted by calculating single Mean 
Fluorescence Intensity values for each imaged slice and plotting them against absolute axial 
position.  pHH film types 1 thru 4 DMFI plots are depicted concurrently for a short and long 
exposure time point for each film.  These curves are nearly perfectly symmetric, which 
signifies that asymmetries in PLL absorption into the films are not responsible for any 
observable trends in kinetic data (Fig. B.62-c.). From this, we confirm that MTFI and 
particularly MMFI measurements do not risk excluding valuable intensity data that might 









B.20. Discussion of Mass Transport Considerations of Kinetic Profiles. 
Despite utilizing a significant analyte excess for these experiments, the absence of 
solution flow conditions during FPLL exposure necessitated an assessment of the degree of 
mass transport limitation on total FPLL flux for a given exposure interval to determine the 
reliability of calculated kinetic constants.  In order for the physical parameters to be 
reasonably determined from kinetic data, it was necessary to demonstrate that the sorption 
rate near equilibrium was slower than the mass transport rate and thereby controlled kinetic 
observables.  According to theory, δF/δt vs. F yields linear plots for kinetic curves with no 
mass transport limitation and no ligand heterogeneity.  Characteristic deviations from 
linearity can be used to distinguish kinetic effects that are specifically associated with mass 
transport limitation detection or gel sorption site inhomogeneity.  
Negative plot curvature is consistently detected for mass transport-controlled kinetic 
curves, whereas positive curvature is a consistent feature of heterogeneous ligand 
conditions. δF/δT vs. F plots for experimental kinetic curves were evaluated and yielded 
sigmoidal curves, which were anticipated for a system in which near steady-state conditions 
are achieved rapidly and in which the ligand is described by innately heterogeneous micro-
domains of a polymeric hydrogel.  It is noted that the accuracy of the negative curvature of a 
fitted sigmoidal plot is limited by the speed with which association is initiated, such that 
only 2 or 3 time points are associated with that region of the curve, and the resulting 
negative curvature may be exaggerated.  The inflection point of the sigmoid occurs far from 
equilibrium, at which point the effects of inhomogeneous ligand overtly begin controlling 





A logarithmic fit is applied to the derivative of the ratio of fluorescence at time, 
t, and the fluorescence at time approaching infinity as plotted against the  TMFI across 
the series of hydrogel pHH film types 1 (dashed black), 2 (solid green), 3 (dashed blue) 
and 4 (solid black) in Figure B.63.  From this, it is found that solution flow conditions 
are not significantly affecting kinetic curve parameters and do not need to be extensively 
considered for evaluating kinetic relationships to physicochemical attributes of the 
hydrogel films. 
 
Figure B.63. A logarithmic fit is applied to the derivative of the 
ratio of fluorescence at time, t, and the fluorescence at time 
approaching infinity as plotted against the  TMFI across the 
series of hydrogel pHH film types 1 (dashed black), 2(solid 







B.21. Consideration of Ordered Fits. 
The applicability of several physical and semi-empirical kinetic fits to experimental 
data was tested first by characterizing quality of fit for integrated kinetic functions of the 
pseudo-first order (PFO) and pseudo-second order (PSO) models.  A low correlation 
coefficient of 0.858 was calculated for the PSO fit, which was consistent with the 
parameters of the system in which effective protein concentration was constant and a 
bimolecular rate order contribution from absorption sites on the pHEMA gel was unlikely. 
The correlation coefficient for the PFO also corresponded to a poor fit of 0.775, which was 
consistent with the Langmuirian origination of the PFO in which the association interaction 
can be described by the relationship in Equation B3: 
[A] + [L] → [LA] (B3) 
for which [𝐴] is the analyte concentration, [𝐿] is the concentration of bound ligand, and 
[𝐿𝐴] is the resulting associated complex.  The rate of association can be described by the 
relationship in Equation B4: 
δ[LA]
δt
= ka[L][A] − kd[LA] 
   (B4) 
where 𝑘𝑎 is the association rate constant and 𝑘𝑑 is the dissociation rate constant for the [𝐿𝐴] 
complex.   
The integrated rate equation derived from this relationship is listed in Table B.19., 
where 𝐹𝑡 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥⁄   corresponds to the ratio of the MTFI value at exposure time 𝑡 to the MTFI 
value at the exposure time required to achieve equilibrium.  Other relevant equations to the 










kx = Ckax +  kdx (B6) 
where 𝐶 corresponds to the concentration of the analyte [𝐴] introduced into the reaction 
system.  For the PFO to sufficiently describe kinetics of FPLL absorption, binding sites 
within the gel volume would necessarily be homogenous and uniformly oriented in space to 
enable a specific molecular interaction at the material surface of interest. Due to non-
specific association between the absorbed protein and the hydrogel interaction volume, these 
qualifications were not met. The fitting coefficients, correlation coefficients, and integrated 
equations calculated for the ordered kinetic models for pHH-1 film are listed in Table B.19. 
and are representative of the overall trends calculated for these fits across the entire film 
series. Best fit lines for these fitting models are plotted below. 
 
B.21.1.Biphasic Model.  
A semi-empirical biphasic model that has been proposed for application to systems 
of protein sorption that deviate from ideal PFO kinetics was found to improve the 
correlation coefficients of the data fits over those for the ordered kinetic models.  The 
primary premise of the biphasic equation consists of a double exponential function that 
indicates at least two rate-limiting processes occurring during the sorption interaction, each 
of which is listed in Table B.19., and is accompanied by a normalization constant such as in 
the case of Equation  B7. 
Fmax = A + B (B7) 
 The origins of the biphasic equation are not inherently physical, but several feasible 
molecular explanations for the biphasic model exist that include steric hindrance of protein 
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molecules at a sorbent surface as well as heterogeneity of the sorptive surface. Steric 
hindrance could not be positively confirmed for the experimental system due to the absence 
of a discrete stoichiometric ratio between FPLL sorption and receptive gel structures, but 
neither could it be rejected, as the effective volume of FPLL is on the order of the non-
porous intermolecular spacing of the cross-linked hydrogel network.  The role of 
heterogeneity at the hydrogel surface was anticipated experimentally and already 
analytically confirmed, as discussed above. The molecular mechanisms implicit in the 
biphasic model were therefore not inconsistent with experimental data.  A significant 
shortcoming of the biphasic model however, was that calculated curve geometries appeared 
too responsive to experimental variations in TMFI values, with higher correlation 
coefficients resulting from asymmetric curve distortion for short and long exposure time 
intervals.  Irregularities in the degree of correlation coefficient improvements across the film 
series were also observed, leading to the conclusion that the biphasic model was insufficient 
to describe the experimental kinetic curves.  
 
Figure B.64. Fits of Different Models. The kinetic models are 
each compared across the entire film series to compare 
quality.  PFO fit is shown in black.  PSO fit is shown in dashed 




Fit quality for biphasic and ordered kinetic models are depicted relative to a 
representative pHH-1 film kinetic curve.  The kinetic models were each compared across the 
entire film series to compare quality.  PFO fit is shown in black.  PSO fit is shown in dashed 
green. Biphasic fit is shown in dashed blue. 
 
Table B.19. Fitting Equations for Kinetic Models. 
Model Equation Fitting Coefficients RSQ 
    Normalization  Rate    
PFO 𝐹𝑡 = 𝐶1𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥(1 − 𝑒
−𝑘1𝑡) 
𝐶1𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑘1  
0.775 








0.829 ± 0.048 0.097 ± 0.039 
Biphasic 
𝐹𝑡 = [𝐴(1 − 𝑒
−𝑘1𝑡)]
+ [𝐵(1 − 𝑒−𝑘2𝑡)] 
𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐴 𝑘1 
0.914 
0.486 0.007 ± 0.0032  
𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐵 𝑘2 






B.22. Deborah Number. 
The Deborah number introduced by Vrentas et al. describes the ratio of relaxation 





where 𝜏𝑒 is a characteristic polymer relaxation time and t is diffusion time for specific 
sorption process.  It was determined from 𝑛 ≪ 1 experimental values that the polymer 
relaxation rate in the pHEMA thin films occurs faster than the FPLL diffusion rate, such that 
the FPLL penetrant was able to diffuse freely into the polymer structure without rate 
limitations imposed by polymer structural rearrangement, and 𝐷𝑒 ≪ 1. Were this not the 
case, kinetic control by conformational changes in hydrogel structure would be expected to 
yield anomalous or case II type transport, with 𝐷𝑒 ≥ 1.  Observation of a sharp diffusion 
front within the films would be expected as solute equilibrated at a diffusional interface 
penetrating the polymeric solid. Confocal fluorescence axial stack images of the pHH films 
further disconfirm the second scenario, with symmetrical fluorescence intensity distribution 
through the film volume even at fluorescence fractions far from equilibrium.  Thus, for pHH 
thin films with dimensions on the order of those used in this study, FPLL sorption was 








APPENDIX C: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR 4D PRINTED HYDROGEL 
GRADIENTS FOR APATITE DEPOSITION 
 











   
 
 
Figure C.1. Rhelogical Analysis of HEMA-based Inks. pHH, UniH, LH-0, and LH printable 
inks are all compared rheologically. LH-0 gel composition, without PyrPh, is seen to 
have a higher complex modulus value than its more printable counterparts (LH, UniH, 
and pHH).  These inks are also compared by their phase angle (viscoelastic behavior), 
an analysis that shows that Lh-0 has the most elastic behavior, and viscous behavior 
increases due to the addition of PyrPh, and then continues to increase with the content 
of pHH viscosifying agent. a) All printable inks are compared rheologically and the 
complex modulus values of those materials are compared across a range of angular 
frequencies. b) Narrower complex modulus scale compares the differences in the ink 
modulus values for LH-0 as compard to the more printable compositions, LH and UniH. 
c) Narrower complex modulus scale compares the differences in the ink modulus values 
for LH-0 as compard to the more printable compositions, LH and UniH. 
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Figure C.2. Time Evolution of 3T3 Growth on pHH scaffold + pHH2/PLL 
substrate. a) time=0 h. subs 0. b) time=32 h. subs 0. c) time=64 h. subs  0. 










Figure C.3. Time Evolution of 3T3 Growth on pHH scaffold + pHH2/PLL 
substrate. a) time=0 h. scaf 0. b) time=32 h. scaf 0. c) time=64 h. scaf 0. d) 












Figure C.4. Time Evolution of 3T3 Growth on pHH scaffold + LH substrate. 
a) time=0 h. subs 1. b) time=32 h. subs  1. c) time=64 h. subs 1. d) 










Figure C.5. Time Evolution of 3T3 Growth on pHH scaffold + LH substrate. 
a) time=0 h. scaf 1. b) time=32 h. scaf 1. c) time=64 h. scaf 1. d) time=96 












Figure C.6. Time Evolution of 3T3 Growth on LH scaffold + pHH4 substrate. 
a) time=0 h. subs 2. b) time=32 h. subs  2. c) time=64 h. subs 2. d) time=96 










Figure C.7. Time Evolution of 3T3 Growth on LH scaffold + pHH4 substrate. 














Figure C.8. Time Evolution of E1 Growth on pHH scaffold + pHH2/PLL 
substrate. a) time=0 h. subs 3. b) time=32 h. subs  3. c) time=64 h. subs 










Figure C.9. Time Evolution of E1 Growth on pHH scaffold + pHH2/PLL 
substrate. a) time=0 h. scaf 3. b) time=32 h. scaf 3. c) time=64 h. scaf 3. 













Figure C.10. Time Evolution of E1 Growth on pHH scaffold + LH substrate. a) 











Figure C.11. Time Evolution of E1 Growth on pHH scaffold + LH substrate. a) 














Figure C.12. Time Evolution of E1 Growth on LH scaffold + pHH4 substrate. 
a) time=0 h. subs 5. b) time=32 h. subs 5. c) time=64 h. subs 5. d) 










Figure C.13. Time Evolution of E1 Growth on LH scaffold + pHH4 substrate. 
a) time=0 h. scaf 5. b) time=32 h. scaf 5. c) time=64 h. scaf 5. d) time=96 








Figure C.14. AFM Scans of LH-0 Gel Surface Morphology. Flattened (first-order line 
subtraction) AFM scan. A second order polynomial was then applied to further level the 






Figure C.15. AFM Scans of LH-0 Gel Surface Morphology. a) Raw AFM scan of 1 µm square. 
Scale bar 200 nm. b) Flattenend (first-order line subtraction) AFM scan shows LAP-based 

















Average 0.05 nm  Median -0.04 nm 
Ra (Sa) 6.175 nm  Rms (Sq) 7.724 nm 
Rms (grainwise) 7.724 nm  Skew 0.0434 
Kurtosis -0.0471  Surface area 1.060 µm2 
Projected area 1.004 µm2  Variation 293 E-15 m2 
Variation 293E-15 m2  Entropy -17.27 





Figure C.16. AFM Scan with Grain Size 
Threshold Analysis. Grain mask is given 
in red. 
 Table C.2. Grain Size Analysis of 
Flattened AFM Scan of LH-0 Gel 
Composition. 
 
Number of grains 
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Total projected area (abs) 788.7E-15 m2 
Total projected area (rel.) 78.56% 
Mean grain area 895 nm2 
Mean grain size 4.075 nm 
Total grain volume (zero) 736.1 E-24 m3 
Total grain volume (minimum) 20.57 E-21 m3 
Total grain volume (laplacian) 430.1 E-24 m3 

















    
Figure C.17. SEM Images of Nanocomposite Gels. a) 
Chemically dehydrated LH-0 matrix surface visualized with 
SEM. Scale bar 35 µm. b) Microstructure of the LH-0 gel 






















    
 
Figure C.18. TEM images of LH-0 nanocomposite gels. a) TEM micrograph of LH-0 
composite gel that has been exposed to E1 preosteoblast cells cultures in non-
osteoconductive media. Scale bar 4.5 µm. b) Subset image of (a). Scale bar 2 µm. c) High 
magnification image of nanostructure of a LH-0 composite gel that has been exposed to E1 
preosteoblast cells cultures in non-osteoconductive media. Scale bar 750 nm. d) Subset 





























Figure C.19. TEM Images of LH-0 
Nanocomposite Gels. a) TEM micrograph 
of LH-0 composite gel that has been 
exposed to E1 preosteoblast cells 
cultures in osteoconductive media. Scale 
bar 6 µm. b) TEM micrograph of LH-0 
composite gel that has been exposed to 
E1 preosteoblast cells cultures in 
osteoconductive media. Scale bar 6 µm. 
c) TEM micrograph of LH-0 composite gel 
that has been exposed to E1 
preosteoblast cells cultures in 
osteoconductive media. Scale bar 1.8 
µm. d) TEM micrograph of LH-0 
composite gel that has been exposed to 
E1 preosteoblast cells cultures in 
osteoconductive media. 0.8 µm. e) TEM 
micrograph of LH-0 composite gel that 
has been exposed to E1 preosteoblast 
cells cultures in osteoconductive media. 









Figure C.20. TEM Images of 3T3 Fibroblast Cells Grown on LH-0 Nanocomposite Gels. a) A 
pair of networked fibroblasts. Scale bar 2.2 µm. b) A dense cluster of 8 fibroblasts. Scale 













Figure C.20. (cont’d).  
c) Pair of fibroblasts in conformal contact. Scale bar 2.2 µm. d) Multi-cell cluster grown 




































Figure C.21 (cont’d).  
TEM Images of 3T3 Fibroblast Cells Interactions with LH-0 Nanocomposite Gels. a) 
Nanostructure of a fibroblast interacting with a LH-0 gel surface. Scale bar 400 nm. b) 
Cellular structure visible (dark band) adjacent to a dense crystal region in the LH-0 gel. 
Scale bar 250 nm. c) Pair of fibroblasts interacting tightly with the notch in the LH-o gel. 
Scale bar 2.5 µm. d) A dense crystal region within a less dense matrix is visualized with the 
thin cell extension visible as the dark strip adjacent to the crystal edge. Scale bar 2.5 µm. 
e) Nanomatrix of gel. Scale bar 200 nm. f) Fibroblast interacting and the nanoscale with a 
gel surface.  Hydroxayapatite crystal loaded into the gel during preparation is visible as dark 
crystal region. Scale bar 2 µm. g) Nanocrystal matrix of LH-0 gel that has hydroxyapatite 
powder loaded into them. Scale bar 15 µm. h) Fibroblast cell structure visible within a gap in 
LH-0 gel matrix. Scale bar 6 µm. i) Nanomatrix area of a LH-0 gel. Scale bar 250 nm. j) 
Dense crystal causes local jittering during sample preparation. Scale bar 1.4 µm. k) 
Fibroblast cell attached along a LH-0 gel surface. Scale bar 1.4 µm. l) Dense crystal region 
in LH-0 gel within less dense local matrix. Scale bar 2.2 µm. 
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Figure C.22. (cont’d). 
with 3T3 fibroblasts confluently grown. Scale bar 1 mm. b) An individual bead is shown with 
cellular alignment pattern exemplars and high coverage.  Scale bar 200 µm. c) An individual 
bead is shown with cellular alignment pattern exemplars and high coverage.  Scale bar 200 
µm. d) An individual bead is shown with cellular alignment pattern exemplars and high 
coverage.  Scale bar 200 µm. e) A cell-free loop is visible adjacent to a bead. Scale bar 140 
µm. f) The apex of a bead is visible with fibroblasts growing over the top of the scaffold 
structure with robust attachment. Scale bar 50 µm. g) A cell-free loop edge is visualized. 
Scale bar 50 µm. h) A cell-free loop edge is visualized. Scale bar 30 µm. i) A cell-free loop 
edge is visualized. Scale bar 25 µm. j) Aligned fibroblast network near the edge of a cell-
free loop.  Scale bar 10 µm. k) Aligned fibroblast membrane structures visualized at higher 
magnification. Scale bar 4 µm. l) Nanostructural cellular extensions of aligned fibroblasts. 
Scale bar 1.4 µm. m) Dense interlocking fibroblast networks. Scale bar 2.5 µm. 
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Figure C.23. LH scaffold + pHH substrate, nonconductive media. LH remodeled by cells in 
culture. Stereoscope images in a) LH scaffold on pHH substrate, nonconductive media, at 
higher magnification in (b).  Scale bars (a) 1.5 mm, (b) 300 µm. Microscope images in (c-
f) show different LH filaments that have been cultured in E1 cultures but without 


















Figure C.24. LH scaffold + pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. Crystal development 
and massive LH remodeling by differentiated E1 cells in culture. Stereoscope images in a) 
LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media, at higher magnification in (b). Scale 
bars (a) 1.5 mm, (b) 300 µm. Microscope images in (c-f) show different LH filaments that 
have been cultured in E1 cultures with osteoconductive media. Scale bars (a) 1.5 mm, (b) 









































Figure C.25. pHH scaffold + LH substrate, non-conductive Media. Minimal crystal 
development with highly stable material in culture. Stereoscope images in a, b) pHH 
scaffold on LH substrate, nonconductive media, at higher magnification in (c, d). Scale 
bars (a, c) 1.5 mm, (b, d) 300 µm. Microscope images in (c-f) show different LH filaments 
that have been cultured in E1 cultures with nonconductive media. Scale bars (c and d) 










































Figure C.26. pHH scaffold + LH substrate, osteoconductive media. Extensive crystal 
development with highly stable material in culture. Stereoscope images in a, b) pHH 
scaffold on LH substrate, osteoconductive media, at higher magnification in (c, d). Scale 
bars (a, c) 1.5 mm, (b, d) 300 µm. Microscope images in (c-f) show different LH filaments 
that have been cultured in E1 cultures with osteoconductive media. Scale bars (c and d) 



















































Figure C.27. (cont’d).  
LH scaffold + pHH substrate, nonconductive media. Some apparent crystal development 
despite nonconductive media. Apparent upregulation of alkaline phosphatase (purple 
stain), which would be expected in osteodifferentiated E1 cells. ARS stain (red) is adsorbed 
by LAP, and possibly binds the Mg+2 in LAP chemically, causing a red stain apparent even 
in nonconductive media culture conditions. The red stain signal is much weaker, however, 
than in osteoconductive experiments run in parallel. Microscopic images in (a,b) ARS-
stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, nonconductive media. (c,d) Higher magnification 
ARS-stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, nonconductive media. (e,f) 1-Step NBT/BCIP -
stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, nonconductive media. (g,h) Higher magnification 1-
Step NBT/BCIP -stained -stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, nonconductive media. (b). 


























































Figure C.28. (cont’d).  
LH scaffold + pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. Massive crystal development in 
osteoconductive media. Apparent upregulation of alkaline phosphatase (purple stain), as is 
expected in osteodifferentiated E1 cells. ARS stain (red) is adsorbed by LAP, and possibly in 
a side reaction binds the Mg+2 in LAP chemically, causing a red stain apparent even in 
nonconductive media culture conditions. Osteoconductive signal for ARS is much stronger 
than in nonconductive media experiments run in parallel. Microscopic images in (a,b) ARS-
stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. (c,d) Higher magnification, 
ARS-stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. (e,f) 1-Step NBT/BCIP -
stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. (g,h) Higher magnification 1-
Step NBT/BCIP -stained -stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. (b). 




























































Figure C.29. (cont’d).  
pHH scaffold + LH substrate, nonconductive media. No crystal growth in nonconductive 
media in 2 of 3 samples.  One sample had some osteogenic activity, but the gel was only 
sparsely speckled with apatite crystals. Apparent upregulation of alkaline phosphatase 
(purple stain), which would be expected in osteodifferentiated E1 cells. Microscopic images 
in (a,b) ARS-stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, nonconductive media. (c,d) Higher 
magnification ARS-stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, nonconductive media. (e,f) 1-
Step NBT/BCIP -stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, nonconductive media. (g,h) Higher 
magnification 1-Step NBT/BCIP -stained -stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, 




























































Figure C.30. (cont’d). 
pHH scaffold+ LH substrate, osteoconductive media. Massive crystal development in 
osteoconductive media. Apparent upregulation of alkaline phosphatase (purple stain), as is 
expected in osteodifferentiated E1 cells. ARS stain (red) is adsorbed by LAP, and possibly in 
a side reaction binds the Mg+2 in LAP chemically, causing a red stain apparent even in 
nonconductive media culture conditions. Osteoconductive signal for ARS is much stronger 
than in nonconductive media experiments run in parallel. Microscopic images in (a,b) ARS-
stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. (c,d) Higher magnification 
ARS-stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. (e,f) 1-Step NBT/BCIP -
stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. (g,h) Higher magnification 1-
Step NBT/BCIP -stained -stained LH scaffold on pHH substrate, osteoconductive media. (b). 






















Figure C.31. SEM images of pHH scaffold + LH substrate, after osteodifferentiation. a) LH 
filament on pHH film after osteodifferentiation and chemical dehydration for SEM imaging. 
Cellular networks responsible for distorting the LH filament geometries ensconce the 
scaffold. Scale bar 1 mm. b) Higher magnification image of LH filament on pHH film that 
has partly delaminated from its substrate, revealing pitting primarily on the ventral 
surface. Scale bar 200 µm. c) Higher magnification image of region of the same LH 
filament shows the pitting and distortion present in the scaffold material. Scale bar 35 
µm. d) Another region of the LH filament shows cells and biogenic apatite crystals along 
















Figure C.31. (cont’d).  
SEM images of pHH scaffold + LH substrate, after osteodifferentiation. crystal deposited on 
filament edge. Scale bar 10 µm. f) Higher magnification shows spherical structure of 
biogenic apatite crystal. Scale bar 4 µm. g) Exemplar frame of pitting structures visualized 
on LH filament after culture with differentiated E1 cells. Scale bar 10 µm. h) pHH filament 
on LH films after differentiation shows high retention of initial geometry. Scale bar 30 µm. i) 
pHH filament image at high magnification shows dense cellular network enveloping the 
filaments and merging the interface between scaffold and substrate. Scale bar 50 µm. j) A 
region of dense cellular networking and cellular structures enveloping apparent biogenic 
apatite crystals. Scale bar 2 µm. k) Dense cell networks on pHH filaments make a semi-
monolithic, dense tissue network. Scale bar 50 µm. i) Control substrate with glass only and 
no printed scaffold structure after differentiation shown high cell density. Scale bar 1 mm. 
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C.9. AFM Scan of pHH Filament Cultured with E1 Cells. 
a 
 
Figure C.32. AFM Scan of pHH Filament. a) 5 µm square area imaged and shown in a 3D 
form of a pHH filament that was cultured with E1s, differentiated, and chemically 
dehydrated prior to imaging. Surface morphology is consistent with that seen under SEM for 





















Figure C.33. Confocal images of a 
microtome-sectioned 3D LH scaffold 
following osteodifferentiation 
experiments in E1 culture.  a) (left) 
Red and green channels show 
nonspecific fluorescence of LH gel 
due to fluorophore surface 
adsorption. (right) Blue and red 
channels show nonspecific 
adsorption of DAPI and the retained 
internal microstructure of the 
scaffold. Without internal cell 
seeding or perfusion, the cells are 
robustly attached around the 
periphery of the scaffold. Scale bars 
130 µm. b) A filament end is 
visualized with high density around 
the outer surface. Green actin 
channel.  Blue nucleus channel.  












Figure C.34. Confocal images of a 
microtome-sectioned 3D LH scaffold 
following experiments in E1 culture.  
a) Tile from Figure C.33. shows 
the green actin channel, the blue 
nuclear channle, and distinct spatial 
signal from the Collagen I channel 
on a sample that has been 
differentiated in E1 cell culture. 
Scale bar 10 µm. b) Another image 
taken at a different region of the 
scaffold does not show collagen 
signal, possibly due to low binding 
efficiency. Scale bar 10 µm. c) A 
section of a control scaffold that 
was sectioned shows a dense 
cluster of cells localized at the 
peripheral edges of filaments (non 
specific blue signal), and some red 













Figure C.35. Humidification chamber 
for micro-CT images. a) The sample 
holder supports a foam cube with a 
sample reservoir.  The foam is pre-
soaked prior to measurment, then the 
cap (b) is place over the scaffold.  The 




APPENDIX D: SUPPORTING INFORMATION FOR 4D PRINTED BIOMIMETIC 
SOFT AQUATIC ACTUATORS 













Figure D.1. Sheet SAA devices prior to spin-casting and curing. a) Sinusoid geometry. 
Scale 15 mm. b) Sinusoid geometry, high mag. Scale 6 mm. c) Planar geometry. Scale 
15 mm. d) Planar geometry, high mag. Scale 7 mm. e) Linear geometry. Scale 15 

















    
Figure D.2. Sheet SAA devices after spin-casting, curing, & hydration. a) Sinusoid 
geometry. Scale 12mm. b) Sinusoid geometry, high mag. Scale 6 mm. c) Planar 
geometry. Scale 12mm. d) Planar geometry, high mag. Scale 6 mm. e) Linear 










    
Figure D.3. Exemplar gradient-pattern centers show blue (Ca+2-loaded) and yellow 
(Fe+3-loaded) patterns micro-printed patterns. a) Gradient pattern 1. Scale 2.5 mm. b) 




























      
Figure D.4. Gradient-pattern centers before hydration (a-c) and after spin-casting, curing, 
and hydration (d-f). a) Gradient pattern 1. b) Gradient pattern 2. c) Gradient pattern 3. d) 















      
Figure D.5. Hydrogel encapsulation for each gradient-pattern center. a) Gradient pattern 1. 
b) Gradient pattern 2. c) Gradient pattern 3. d) Gradient pattern 1. e) Gradient pattern 2.f) 
Gradient pattern 3.Scale 10 mm. 
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D.2. X-Ray Fluorescence. 
X-Ray fluorescence data was collected with an EDX-7000 instrument under Helium 
atmosphere with a 1 mm collimator and no spin.  Each signal was captured over 100 sec. Each 





, and multiple samples of each type of material were subject to the analysis. Data 
distributions for all samples analyzed is given in Figure D.6.  We found that for AlgThk that was 
not patterned with any ion, but cured in a Ca
+2
 solution with the presence of Fe
+3
-cured adjacent 
tentacle structures, the percentage of detected Fe
+3
 was 2.9% relative to the 97.1% of Ca
+2
, 
suggesting very good Fe
+3
 localization within the gel matrix and very minimal “cross-talk” 
between the adjacent tentacle structures. 
a 
 




Furthermore we found that for the AlgThk that was first patterned with Fe
+3
, followed by 
immersion in a Ca
+2
  curing solution, Ca
+2
  was still able to integrate into the material matrix 





.  Interestingly, the Ca
+2
  was able to integrate to a higher relative percentage than the 
Fe
+3
, even though the Fe
+3
 was added first to the material in high concentration, had extremely 
limited diffusion outside of the gel material into which it was embedded, and strongly impacted 
the toughness and flexibility of the AlgThk material. 
A nonparametric test for statistical significance was used for these data. A Mann-
Whitney U test was run to determine if there were differences in composition fraction scores 
between sample types for each condition. All distributions of the composition values were not 
similar as assessed by visual inspection. Relative composition scores for each sample type 
compared were statistically significantly different using an exact sampling distribution for U, 









Mean Rank U z p 
Fe+3 Patterning Ca+2 24.50 
.000 -4.824 .000 
Fe+3 Patterning Fe+3 8.50 
Fe+3 Patterning Ca+2 24.50 
.000 -4.824 .000 
No Patterning Ca+2 8.50 
Fe+3 Patterning Ca+2 24.50 
.000 -4.824 .000 
No Patterning Fe+3 8.50 
Fe+3 Patterning Fe+3 8.50 
.000 -4.824 .000 
No Patterning Ca+2 24.50 
No Patterning Ca+2 24.50 
.000 -4.824 .000 





Figure D.7. Flattened AFM scan of Fe+3-cured AlgThk in which the topography is overlaid 
with the phase contrast nanostructure that would result from nanogradients of force 
dissipation within the material.  Colorscale corresponds to phase signal of scan. Total area is 
a 1 µm x 1 µm area.  
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D.3. Modulus Measurements. 
D.3.1. Dry Samples.  
A Piuma Nanoindenter is used to measure modulus values of soft gel materials. Piuma 
Dataviewer Version 1.0 by Optics 11 is used to analyze the data and measurement parameters. 
Probe stiffness used in calculation of Eeff is 44 N/m, the Poisson’s ratio is approximated as ν=0.5, 
with a tip radius of 9.0 μm and a calibration factor of 1.3. Indentation was performed over 10,000 
nm in relative displacement with an overall indentation time of 6 sec. Oliver-Pharr fitting was 
performed on the retraction portion of the indentation curve, with the lower load limit set to 65% 
a 
 
Figure D.8. Sample force indentation curve on a dehydrated AlgThk gel sample. 
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of Pmax and with the upper load limit set to 85% of Pmax. A sample indentation curve is given in 
Figure D.8. starting at the point of contact with an AlgThk sample cross-linked with calcium.  
 Prior to modulus measurements, gels are mounted and dried for 24 h prior to analysis. 
This results in modulus changes to AlgLap and AlgThk that do not reflect those qualitatively and 
quantitatively apparent in hydrated environments (discussed in subsequent section). That is, 
AlgThk does not retain water for as long as AlgLap gels, and hardens into a compact gel sheet 
whereas AlgLap remains as an elastic/rubbery materials following overnight dehydration.  The 
resulting relative modulus values between AlgThk and AlgLap are therefore not reflective of 
observable hydrated modulus values. 
a 
 





Of significance within this portion of the analysis are the relative modulus values of each 




 ions.  In both material cases, we observe a 
higher modulus value when the materials are cross-linked with Fe
+3
 than with Ca
+2
.  This aligns 
qualitatively with observably higher flexibility of Ca
+2
 cross-linked structures during actuation, 
and relative stiffness of those materials containing Fe
+3
 crosslinks.  In Eeff box graphs given in 
Figure D.9. and for final statistical analysis, n=20 for each material of interest.  For data in 
which n>20 were collected, points were selected at random from the Eeff data to establish similar 





Figure D.10. Young’s modulus values for hydrated AlgThk and AlgLap gels. 
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D.3.2. Hydrated Samples.   
As in dry sample analysis, a Piuma Nanoindenter is used to measure modulus values of 
soft gel materials. Piuma Dataviewer Version 1.0 by Optics 11 is used to analyze the data and 
measurement parameters. Probe stiffness used in calculation of Eeff is 0.07 N/m to account for the 
much lower modulus of hydrated gels, the Poisson’s ratio is approximated as ν=0.5, with a tip 
radius of 10.3 μm and a calibration factor of 1.0.  Indentation was performed over 10,000 nm in 
relative displacement with an overall indentation time of 6 sec. Oliver-Pharr fitting was 
performed on the retraction portion of the indentation curve, with the lower load limit set to 65% 
of Pmax and with the upper load limit set to 85% of Pmax. 
Prior to modulus measurements, gels are thoroughly hydrated. The result is the inversion 
in relative modulus trends between AlgThk and AlgLap than those observed for dehydrated 





 ions is lower than the average modulus for AlgLap, again regardless of crosslinking ion 
type.  Also of significance within this portion of the analysis is that within each material 
category, the average modulus of the material crosslinked with Ca
+2
 is consistently lower that the 
average modulus of the material crosslinked with Fe
+3
. In Eeff box graphs given in Figure D.10. 
and for final statistical analysis, n=20 for each material of interest.  All data sets had a sampling 
size between 26>n>8 for statistical analysis.  
Statistical Analysis of dehydrated gel Eeff values were first tested for normality in SPSS, 
but were not normal according to the Shapiro-Wilk test.  The data were then transformed by 
calculating their fractional rank then performing an IDF.NORMAL transformation in SPSS.  The 
data were then found to be normal by the Shapiro-Wilk test (p = 0.793 for gel AlgThk (0) and 
AlgLap (1), and cross-linking ion Ca
+2
 (0) and Fe
+3
 (1) p = 0.793 and 0.796, respectively). A 
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UNIVANOVA parametric test was used to test that statistical significance of both factors of gel 
type and ion, and found that there was a statistically significant difference between both gel type 
and both ion types (p = .000 for both cases). 
For hydrated gel Eeff values, the same transformation was tested to see whether data 
normalization occurred as a result.  It did not, and so nonparametric a Mann-Whitney U test was 
run to determine if there were differences in hydrated Eeff modulus scores between sample types 
for each condition. All distributions of the composition values were not similar as assessed by 
visual inspection. Relative composition scores for each sample type compared are statistically 
significantly different, except for one, using an exact sampling distribution for U, with exact 
values listed in Table D.2. below. These data show that all comparisons are statistically 
significant from one another except for the comparison between AlgThk crosslinked with Fe
+3
 
(the stiffest form of the softer gel) and AlgLap crosslinked with Ca
+2
 (the softer form of the 
stiffer gel), though even these are near the threshold for statistical significance.  The results of 
this analysis demonstrated a significant difference between hydrated modulus values when each 
ion type was used to cross-link them, as well as statistically significant differences between 
same-ion crosslinked modulus values for each gel type. 





Mean Rank U z p 
AlgThk Ca+2 16.19 
70.0 -3.574 .000 
AlgLap Fe+3 30.13 
AlgThk Ca+2 13.50 
.000 -4.222 .000 
AlgLap Ca+2 30.50 
AlgThk Ca+2 14.50 
26.000 -3.673 .000 
AlgLap Fe+3 28.90 
AlgThk Fe+3 10.56 
33.000 -1.898 .061 
AlgLap Ca+2 16.38 
AlgThk Fe+3 10.06 
25.000 -2.899 .003 
AlgLap Fe+3 19.00 
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D.4. Statistical Analysis for Motion Field Fitting.  
To compare the distribution of values for each Gaussian curve fit to motion field data, a 
nonparametric test for statistical significance was used. A Mann-Whitney U test was run to 
determine if there were differences in motion field distribution scores between sample 
geometries. All distributions of the Gaussian fit values were not similar as assessed by visual 
inspection. Relative Gaussian distribution scores for each sample type compared were 
statistically significantly different using an exact sampling distribution for U, with exact values 





Table D.3. Mann-Whitney Nonparametric Test Results for Gaussian Motion 
Field Fitting. 
Geometry Mean Rank U z p 
Sinusoid 425.39 
51602 -6.307 .000 
Planar 325.61 
Sinusoid 310.71 
46016 -8.190 .000 
Linear 440.29 
Planar 285.46 

















Figure D.11. Curvature data for sinusoid tentacle geometry. a) Filament pattern. b) 
















Figure D.12. Curvature data for planar tentacle geometry. a) Filament pattern. b) 



















Figure D.13. Curvature data for linear tentacle geometry. a) Filament pattern. b) Perimeter 
function. c) Curvature data. 
 
 To compare the distribution of values for each tentacle curvature, a nonparametric test for 
statistical significance was used. A Mann-Whitney U test was run to determine if there were 
differences in curvature scores between sample geometries. All distributions of the curvature 
values were not similar as assessed by visual inspection. Relative curvature scores for each 
sample type compared were statistically significantly different using an asymptotic sampling 
distribution for U, with approximated values listed in Table D.4. below. 
Table D.4. Mann-Whitney Nonparametric Test Results for Curvature Data. 
Geometry Mean Rank U z p 
Sinusoid 510.62 
18107 -16.938 .000 
Planar 244.99 
Sinusoid 476.6 
1465 -21.5 .000 
Linear 162.17 
Planar 494.15 




D.6. Statistical Analysis of Velocity Tracking. 
To compare the distribution of values for each tentacle velocity measurement fit, a 
nonparametric test for statistical significance was used. A Mann-Whitney U test was run to 
determine if there were differences in velocity scores between sample geometries. All 
distributions of the velocity values were not similar as assessed by visual inspection. Relative 
velocity scores for each sample type compared were statistically significantly different, except 
for one, using an asymptotic sampling distribution for U, with values listed in Table D.5. below.  
The comparison that was found to not be significant was for the difference in sinusoid and planar 
















Table D.5. Mann-Whitney Nonparametric Test Results for Velocity Data. 
Geometry Ion  Mean Rank U z p 
Sinusoid Ca+2 951.40 
235086.5 -10.487 .000 
Sinusoid Fe+3 690.13 
Planar Ca+2 1315.59 
512539 -5.568 .000 
Planar Fe+3 1128.27 
Linear Ca+2 506.61 
67734.5 -6.536 .000 
Linear Fe+3 381 
Sinusoid Ca+2 1748.42 
776374 -11.795 .000 
Planar Ca+2 1360.83 
Sinusoid Ca+2 1021.04 
198148 -15.635 .000 
Linear Ca+2 630.4 
Planar Ca+2 1366.41 
455698 -10.176 .000 
Linear Ca+2 1025.42 
Sinusoid Fe+3 643.47 
182354 -1.886 .059 
Planar Fe+3 604.99 
Sinusoid Fe+3 525.55 
41240 -12.757 .000 
Linear Fe+3 287.71 
Planar Fe+3 529.21 
44668.5 -12.150 .000 
Linear Fe+3 299.78 
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APPENDIX E: SUPPORTING VIDEOS 
E.1. SLIM Video 1. 
In this video file, pHH-2 and pHH-4 hydrogel films that have been treated with PLL are 
seeded with 3T3 cells. Cellular attachment and motility are characterized from these data. 
Individual cell motion is highlighted within this video. 
 



















E.2. SLIM Video 2. 
In this video file, pHH-2 and pHH-4 hydrogel films that have been treated with PLL are 
seeded with E1 cells. Cellular attachment and motility are characterized from these data. 
Individual cell motion is highlighted within this video. 
 




















E.3. Ink Printing Behaviors Video. 
In this video file, pHH and LH printable inks are shown during printing. pHH inks are 
best at small filament diameters and are more viscous than LH inks, which are better at larger 
filament diameters and behave more elastically, allowing better shape retention and structure-
building. 
 



















E.4. SLIM Video 3. 
In this video file, E1 and 3T3 cells are visualized on printed scaffold environments that 
are composed either of a pHH or LH film substrate, and have either a pHH or LH printed 
scaffold filament.  Underlying material properties drive selective cellular attachment and motility 
in these cases. 
 



















E.5. MRI Actuation Video. 
In this video file, a uniform magnetic field is applied to a dynamic soft aquatic actuator, 
yielding linear motion. 
 





















E.6. Magnetic Field Actuation Video. 
In this video file, nonlinear magnetic field application onto a dynamic soft aquatic 
actuator yields nonlinear and deformationally-driven modes of magnetic actuation. Two soft 
aquatic actuators are shown sequentially, with the first exhibiting the sinusoid tentacle geometry 
and the second exhibiting a planar tentacle geometry in which tentacles alternate whether they 
are loaded with magnetically-actuatable nanoparticles. 
 
Appendix E.6. Video.mp4 
 
 
 
 
 
